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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS
EASTERN DIVISION
THOMAS GEBKA, Individually and on
behalf of all others similarly situated,
Plaintiff,
v.
ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY,
a Delaware limited liability company,
Defendant.
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Mag. Jeffrey I. Cummings
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MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES
I.

INTRODUCTION
On April 25, 2022, this Court preliminarily approved the class action settlement between

Plaintiff Thomas Gebka (“Plaintiff” or “Gebka”) and Defendant Allstate Insurance Company
(“Allstate” or “Defendant”). This Settlement creates a $4,500,000 non-reversionary, common fund
(“Settlement Fund”) to compensate 7,451 individuals for Allstate’s alleged violations of the
Telephone Consumer Protection Act (“TCPA”), 47 U.S.C. § 227(c). If finally approved, all
Settlement Class Members who file valid claims will receive a pro-rata distribution estimated to
be at least $1,000 based on $500 per call, even after deductions for administration costs,
reimbursed expenses, an incentive award, and attorneys’ fees.1
As compensation for the substantial benefit conferred upon the Settlement Class, Class
Counsel respectfully move the Court for an award of attorneys’ fees of $1,602,000, which
represents 36% of the Settlement Fund net administration costs, 2 plus $40,150.43 for Class
Counsel’s out-of-pocket costs.3 See Birchmeier v. Caribbean Cruise Line, Inc., 896 F.3d 792, 79697 (7th Cir. 2018) (affirming attorney fees in TCPA class action of 36% of the first $10 million).
This request should be approved because (1) it represents the market rate for this type of
settlement and (2) represents a reasonable and appropriate amount in light of the substantial risks
of prosecuting this action as well as the quality and extent of work Class Counsel performed. Class

1

Most Settlement Class Members received at least two calls. If there are not sufficient funds to pay $500
per call, each class member will receive a pro-rata distribution after deduction of administration costs,
reimbursed expenses, an incentive award, and attorneys’ fees.
2

$4,500,000 Settlement Fund minus $50,000 administration costs equals $4,450,000, 36% of which equals
$1,602,000.
3

These costs do not include any internal expenses such as copying, legal research or telephone costs. See
Declaration of Keith J. Keogh (“Keogh Decl.”) ¶ 17, attached hereto as Exhibit 1.
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Counsel also respectfully move the Court for an incentive award of $10,000 to Plaintiff Gebka for
his work on behalf of the Settlement Class. Such an award is routine and proper.4
II.

RELEVANT BACKGROUND
A. Procedural History.
On October 8, 2019, Plaintiff filed this class action stemming from telemarketing calls

made on behalf of Allstate without prior express written consent, invitation or permission. In
particular, the Class Action Complaint alleged the calls violated the TCPA because they used an
automatic telephone dialing system (“ATDS”), see ECF No. 1 ¶¶ 1-2, 12-13, 15-35, 37, 52-57, and
because the telephone numbers called were registered on the National Do-Not-Call registry at the
time of the calls, see id. ¶¶ 15-25, 28-35, 37, 58-62. On November 26, 2019, Allstate filed its
Answer and affirmative defenses to the complaint. ECF No. 20.
On November 11, 2020, Plaintiff sought leave to file an amended complaint adding a claim
that a prerecorded call believed to be made on behalf of Allstate used an artificial and/or
prerecorded voice, and thus violated the TCPA. See ECF No. 58. Leave to amend was granted, see
ECF No. 77, and Plaintiff filed an Amended Class Action Complaint adding the claim for the
prerecorded calls on March 31, 2021, see ECF No. 79.
Meanwhile, on November 19, 2020, Allstate had filed a motion to stay the case pending
the United States Supreme Court’s decision in Facebook, Inc. v. Duguid, No. 19-511, regarding
the TCPA’s definition of an ATDS. See ECF No. 64. After the motion to stay was fully briefed,
see ECF Nos. 71-72, Facebook was decided on April 1, 2021 and the motion to stay was denied
as moot, see ECF No. 101.
Allstate then moved to dismiss the amended complaint on April 19, 2021. ECF No. 87.

4

The Class Notice sets Plaintiff’s request and the dollar amount and percentage sought for fees.
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On May 18, 2021, Plaintiff sought leave to file a second amended complaint to, inter alia, remove
the ATDS claim based on the Supreme Court’s decision in Facebook, Inc. v. Duguid, 141 S.Ct.
1163 (2021). See ECF No. 92.
Leave to amend was granted, see ECF No. 94, and Plaintiff filed the currently-operative
Second Amended Class Action Complaint on May 20, 2021, see ECF No. 95. On June 3, 2021,
Allstate moved to dismiss pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(1) and 12(b)(6), arguing it is not
vicariously liable for the calls and Plaintiff lacks Article III standing. See ECF Nos. 96-97.
After the Parties fully briefed Allstate’s motion to dismiss, see ECF Nos. 108, 110-111,
and Plaintiff subsequently filed a notice of supplemental authority, see ECF No. 112, Allstate
moved to stay discovery pending the ruling on the motion to dismiss, see ECF No. 113. On
September 1, 2021, discovery was stayed over Plaintiff’s objection. See ECF No. 114. Plaintiff
filed a motion to reconsider the stay. See ECF No. 115.
On October 25, 2021, Allstate’s motion to dismiss the Second Amended Complaint was
denied. See ECF No. 119. Later the same day, the discovery stay was lifted and Plaintiff’s motion
to reconsider the stay was denied as moot. See ECF No. 120. On November 15, 2021, Allstate filed
its Answer and Affirmative Defenses to the Second Amended Complaint. See ECF No. 124.
The Parties subsequently agreed to mediate. See ECF Nos. 125-126. The mediation
occurred on February 10, 2022 before the Honorable Morton Denlow (ret.) of Judicial Arbitration
and Mediation Services, Inc. (“JAMS”). In the weeks leading up to the mediation, the Parties
submitted detailed briefs setting forth their respective views on the strengths of their cases. See
Declaration of Keith J. Keogh ¶ 5 (“Keogh Decl.”), attached as Exhibit 1. At the day-long
mediation, the parties discussed their relative views of the law and the facts and potential relief for
the proposed Class. Id. ¶ 6. With the assistance of Judge Denlow, and the day of arm’s-length
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negotiations, the Parties reached an agreement-in-principle on the material terms of a class-wide
settlement. Id. Following the mediation, the Parties continued extensive negotiations for more than
a month on their remaining points of dispute, id. ¶ 6, which culminated in the fully-executed
Agreement that this Court preliminary approved.
B.

Discovery.

This case involved substantial third-party discovery in order to obtain the call records at
issue as well as to prove Allstate was vicariously liable for the calls. On December 13, 2019,
Plaintiff issued third-party subpoenas for documents to Brian Saving and the Brian Saving Allstate
Agency, which is the Allstate agency associated with several calls that are at issue in this case.
On December 27, 2019, Plaintiff issued third-party subpoenas for documents to Richardson
Marketing Group (“RMG”) and its CEO, Deryck Richardson, the lead vendor associated with
several of the calls to Plaintiff. On January 28, 2020, Plaintiff was forced to initiate a separate
action in the United States District Court for the Southern District of Ohio to enforce those
subpoenas. This action was Gebka v. Richardson Mktg. Grp., LLC, No. 2:20-mc-00006 (S.D.
Ohio), and it was pursued for the next five months until Plaintiff’s motion to compel which had
initiated the action was granted on May 22, 2020, and he thereafter finally obtained compliance
with the subpoenas including production of crucial call records.
On January 29, 2020, Plaintiff issued his First Set of Interrogatories, Document Requests,
and Requests to admit to Allstate, which Allstate timely answered. Allstate served supplemental
answers to that discovery on April 10, 2020. On August 21, 2020, Plaintiff filed a motion to
compel Allstate to further supplement the interrogatories regarding consent and produce
unredacted class data. See ECF No. 49. The motion was granted in part and denied in part on
March 4, 2021. See ECF Nos. 74-75. Allstate timely supplemented those interrogatory answers

4
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on March 25, 2021. The Parties conferred about the supplemental answers, resulting in Allstate
further supplementing them on April 5, 2021, and following a subsequent conferral about the
adequacy of those answers Allstate supplemented them again on April 19, 2021.
On February 27, 2020, Allstate served Plaintiff with interrogatories, document requests,
and requests to admit, which Plaintiff timely answered. Plaintiff served supplemental answers to
various interrogatories on August 10, 2020.
On October 13, 2020, in order to obtain discovery about the prerecorded voice
telemarketing call he received after the lawsuit was filed, Plaintiff issued third-party subpoenas for
documents to Everquote, Inc., the lead vendor associated with the call, as well as to Matthew
Wigington and The Wigington Agency, which was the Allstate agency believed to be associated
with that call and others. Plaintiff obtained compliance with the Wigington subpoenas, but was
forced to initiate a separate action to enforce the Everquote subpoena, which he did in the United
States District Court for the District of Massachusetts on June 9, 2021. This action was titled
Gebka v. Everquote, Inc., No. 1:21-mc-91391 (D. Mass).
On August 9, 2021, Plaintiff served a Second Set of Interrogatories, Document Requests,
and Requests to admit, and a Third Set of Interrogatories on November 16, 2021 to Allstate.
In addition, Plaintiff retained a database expert to analyze the call records obtained from
RMG. The parties subsequently exchanged their experts’ results in preparation for the mediation.
C. Class Counsel negotiated an extremely favorable Settlement.
As noted above, Allstate agreed to create a $4,500,000 common fund for a Settlement Class
of approximately 7,451 individuals defined as:
[T]he approximately 7,451 individuals to whom: (a) Allstate or anyone allegedly
acting on its behalf made at least two telephone calls based on leads provided by,
through, and/or directed by Richardson Marketing Group and related entities within
a 12-month period (b) promoting Allstate insurance (c) between October 8, 2015
5
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and present (d) where the person’s telephone number was registered on a Do Not
Call registry for more than 31 days before the first call.
Settlement Agreement § 2.26, attached as Exhibit 2.5
Each Settlement Class Member who files a valid claim will receive a pro rata portion of
the Settlement Fund based on the number of calls to the person, after payment of attorneys’ fees
and costs, any incentive award approved by the Court, and the other Settlement Costs incurred.
See Ex. 2 §§ 2.30, 2.35, 5.2, 11.1, 12.1. No amount of the Settlement Fund will revert to Allstate.
See id. § 12.2. Instead, if money remains in the Settlement Fund after the expiration date of the
checks distributed, all remaining money will be donated to a cy pres beneficiary. Id. § 12.1.
Class Counsel, based on their experience in similar TCPA class actions, estimate net
awards of $1,000 based on the average of two calls. This is an outstanding result given the fact
that the maximum per-call recovery for do-not-call claims is up to $500 absent enhanced damages
for a willful or knowing violation. Unlike other TCPA claims, the amount of up to $500 per call
is discretionary meaning each Settlement Class Member could have received substantially less
absent the Settlement. See 47 U.S.C. § 227(c)(5) (providing for “up to $500” per do-not-call
violation).
As such, Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court approve attorneys’ fees of
$1,602,000, which represents 36% of the net Settlement Fund, 6 plus $40,150.43 for Class
Counsel’s out-of-pocket costs, and a $10,000 incentive award for Plaintiff Gebka.

5

Excluded from the Settlement Class are the Judge to whom the Action is assigned and any member of the
Court’s staff and immediate family (to the extent they received a listed call), all persons who have optedout of the Settlement Class pursuant to the requirements set forth in Section 13.1 of the Agreement, and
individuals whose claims would be or are included in any other settlement. See Ex. 2 § 2.26. The Settlement
Class does not include any claims for prerecorded calls that were alleged in the Second Amended
Complaint, other than the individual claims of Mr. Gebka. Id.
6

Once again, the net Settlement Fund is $4,450,000 after deducting the $50,000 in notice and administration
costs from the total Settlement Fund of $4,500,000.

6
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III.

ARGUMENT
A. The Court should award attorney fees based on a percentage of the fund.
The Seventh Circuit has followed the Supreme Court in recognizing when counsel’s efforts

result in the creation of a common fund that benefits plaintiffs and unnamed class members,
counsel have a right to be compensated from that fund for their successful efforts in creating it.
See Boeing Co. v. Van Gemert, 444 U.S. 472, 478 (1980) (“lawyer who recovers a common fund
. . . is entitled to a reasonable attorneys’ fee from the fund as a whole”); Birchmeier, 896 F.3d at
796-97 (affirming attorney fees in TCPA class action of 36% of the first $10 million); Sutton v.
Bernard, 504 F.3d 688, 691 (7th Cir. 2007) (“the attorneys for the class petition the court for
compensation from the settlement or common fund created for the class’s benefit”); Primax
Recoveries, Inc. v. Sevilla, 324 F.3d 544, 548 (7th Cir. 2003) (creation of a common fund “entitles
[counsel] to a share of that benefit as a fee”).
The Seventh Circuit “favors the percentage-of-the-fund fee in common fund cases because
it provides the best hope of estimating what a willing seller and a willing buyer seeking the largest
recovery in the shortest time would have agreed to ex ante.” In re FedEx Ground Package System,
Inc. Employment Practices Litig., 251 F. Supp. 3d 1225, 1236 (N.D. Ind. 2017) (citing In re
Synthroid Mktg. Litig. (Synthroid II), 325 F.3d 974, 979-80 (7th Cir. 2003)); see also In re Capital
One Tel. Consumer Prot. Act Litig. (In re Capital One), 80 F. Supp. 3d 781, 795 (N.D. Ill. 2015)
(Holderman, J.) (holding in a TCPA class action that the percentage of the fund method is “more
likely to yield an accurate approximation of the market rate” and that, “had an arm’s length
negotiation been feasible, the court believes that the class would have negotiated a fee arrangement
based on a percentage of the recovery, consistent with the normal practice in consumer class
actions”); In re Ky. Grilled Chicken Coupon Mktg. & Sales Practices Litig., 280 F.R.D. 364, 379

7
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(N.D. Ill. 2011) (“the approach favored in the Seventh Circuit is to compute attorney’s fees as a
percentage of the benefit conferred upon the class”); McDaniel v. Qwest Communs. Corp., Civil
Action No. 05 C 1008, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 154591, at *11 (N.D. Ill. Aug. 29, 2011) (Pallmeyer,
J.) (“Many courts have found the percentage-of-recovery method provides a good emulation of the
real-world market value of attorneys’ services provided on a contingent basis.”). 7
One of the primary advantages the percentage of the fund approach has over the lodestar
approach—and a substantial reason why percentage of the fund more accurately represents the
“market rate”—is that “the lodestar method [would] require plaintiffs to monitor counsel and
ensure that counsel are working efficiently on an hourly basis, something a class of nine million
lightly-injured plaintiffs likely would not be interested in doing.” Kolinek v. Walgreen Co., 311
F.R.D. 483, 501 (N.D. Ill. 2015) (Kennelly, J.) (TCPA class action awarding fees based on
percentage of the fund). The percentage of the fund approach, by contrast, promotes early
resolution and eliminates the incentive for plaintiffs’ attorneys to inflate their billable hours by
engaging in wasteful litigation. See Synthroid II, 325 F.3d at 979-80. By limiting attorneys’ fees
to a percentage of the common fund, “courts can expect attorneys to make cost-efficient decisions
about whether certain expenses are worth the win.” Gaskill v. Gordon, 942 F. Supp. 382, 386 (N.D.
Ill 1996), aff’d, 160 F.3d 361 (7th Cir. 1998); see also In re Amino Acid Lysine Antitrust Litig.,
No. 95 C 7679, MDL No. 1083, 1996 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 5308, at *7 (N.D. Ill. Apr. 19, 1996)
(explaining the “growing recognition that in a common fund situation . . . a fee based on a

7

In fact, the Seventh Circuit has cast doubt on the continued relevance of the lodestar method. See Redman
v. RadioShack Corp., 768 F.3d 622, 633 (7th Cir. 2014) (rejecting justification for attorneys’ fees based on
“amount of time that class counsel reported putting in on the case,” explaining “the reasonableness of a fee
cannot be assessed in isolation from what it buys”); Synthroid II, 325 F.3d at 979-80 (“The client cares
about the outcome alone” and class counsel’s efficiency should not be used “to reduce class counsel’s
percentage of the fund that their work produced.”). Pursuant to the Court’s individual case procedures,
copies of all authorities that are only published on Westlaw and/or Lexis are attached as Exhibit 3.

8
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percentage of recovery . . . tends to strike the best balance in favor of the clients’ interests while at
the same time preserving the lawyers’ self- interest”).
Along that line, the percentage of the fund approach preserves judicial resources by
sparing the Court the cumbersome task of reviewing complicated and lengthy billing records.
See Florin v. Nationsbank of Ga., N.A., 34 F.3d 560, 566 (7th Cir. 1994) (noting “advantages”
of percentage of the fund method’s “relative simplicity of administration”). As one seminal case
put it:
The percentage method is bereft of largely judgmental and time-wasting
computations of lodestars and multipliers. These latter computations, no matter
how conscientious, often seem to take on the character of so much Mumbo Jumbo.
They do not guarantee a more fair result or a more expeditious disposition of
litigation.
In re Union Carbide Corp. Consumer Prods. Bus. Sec. Litig., 724 F. Supp. 160, 170 (S.D.N.Y.
1989); see also In re Cont'l Ill. Sec. Litig., 962 F.2d 566, 573 (7th Cir. 1992) (noting it is easier to
establish market based on contingency fee percentages than to “hassle over every item or category
of hours and expense and what multiple to fix and so forth”); Gaskill, 942 F. Supp. at 386
(percentage of fund method “provides a more effective way of determining whether the hours
expended were reasonable”).
For this reason, courts in this District routinely apply the percentage of the common fund
method and acknowledge the advantages of this approach.
B. Class Counsel’s request is within the market rate.
The Court must determine whether the fee award is reasonable in light of the prevailing
market rate. See, e.g., Silverman v. Motorola Solutions, Inc., 739 F.3d 956, 957 (7th Cir. 2013).
To that end, a district court should “do [its] best to recreate the market by considering factors such
as actual fee contracts that were privately negotiated for similar litigation, information from other

9
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cases, and data from class-counsel auctions.” Taubenfeld v. Aon Corp., 415 F.3d 597, 599 (7th Cir.
2005). Other factors are relevant as well, including the risk counsel undertook in accepting the
case and the quality of their performance. In re Synthroid Mktg. Litig. (Synthroid I), 264 F.3d 712,
721 (7th Cir. 2001).
The Seventh Circuit has already determined a 36% fee award net administration expenses
is the prevailing market rate in TCPA class actions. See Birchmeier, 896 F.3d at 796-97 (affirming
attorney fees in TCPA class action of 36% of the first $10 million). As explained below, each of
these factors is met.
1. Analysis of the relevant market for legal services support the fee request.
Here, Class Counsel seeks a fee award of 36% of the net Settlement Fund. This percentage
is consistent with standard contingency fee awards in the Seventh Circuit. Indeed, 36% of the net
Settlement Fund is an amount that courts within the Seventh Circuit routinely award in TCPA and
other class actions. See, e.g., Birchmeier, 896 F.3d at 796-97 (TCPA class action affirming attorney
fees of 36% of first $10 million); Kolinek, 311 F.R.D. at 503 (Kennelly, J.) (36% of fund net admin
costs in TCPA class action); In re Capital One, 80 F. Supp. 3d at 807 (Holderman, J.) (36% of
first $10 million of TCPA class settlement).8
Accordingly, the prevailing market rate for contingency fee cases generally, and for TCPA
class actions in particular, both confirm the reasonableness of the requested fee award.
2. The risk of non-payment also supports the requested fee award.
The reasonableness of the requested fee award is further bolstered by the significant risk
of non-payment Class Counsel faced at the outset. See Taubenfeld, 415 F.3d at 600 (approving
district court’s reliance on this factor in evaluating attorneys’ fees); Synthroid I, 264 F.3d at 718

8

See also Gaskill, 160 F.3d at 362-63 (affirming award of 38%); Kirchoff v. Flynn, 786 F.2d 320, 323 (7th
Cir. 1986) (observing that “40% is the customary fee in tort litigation”).

10
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(court should “estimate the terms of the contract that private plaintiffs would have negotiated with
their lawyers . . . at the outset of the case (that is, when the risk of loss still existed)”).
By taking this case on a contingency fee basis, Class Counsel assumed the risk they would
receive no payment for their services. See Sutton, 504 F.3d at 693-94 (“We recognize that there is
generally some degree of risk that attorneys will receive no fee (or at least not the fee that reflects
their efforts) when representing a class because their fee is linked to the success of the suit.”).
As discussed in the motion for preliminary approval, Allstate raised several defenses that,
if successful, would have precluded any recovery in this case. Specifically, Allstate argued: (1) it
is not vicariously liable for the calls because it has no agency relationship with RMG or the vendors
who placed the calls; (2) Plaintiff consented to the calls by actively participating and providing
personal information during them, thereby encouraging the calls to continue; and (3) the claims
are barred by the TCPA’s regulatory DNC “safe harbor” because Allstate’s do-not-call compliance
procedures satisfy 47 C.F.R. § 64.1200(c)(2)(i) and the calls were made in error. See ECF No. 129
at 18-19; see also Ex. 1 ¶ 12.
While Class Counsel remain confident Plaintiff would have prevailed, success—especially
at the outset of the case—was by no means assured. To the contrary, the risk of loss was
particularly acute given the hurdles posed by the need to, at a minimum, obtain crucial class
discovery and win a contested class certification. See Silverman, 739 F.3d at 958 (“Contingent fees
compensate lawyers for the risk of nonpayment. The greater the risk of walking away emptyhanded, the higher the award must be to attract competent and energetic counsel.”). Apart from
jeopardizing any recovery for the class, litigating those issues would have required Class Counsel
to expend significantly more time, money, and resources for which they would receive no
compensation upon losing at summary judgment, class certification, or trial. See Ex. 1 ¶¶ 12-13;

11
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In re AT&T Mobility Wireless Data Servs. Sales Tax Litig., 792 F. Supp. 2d 1028, 1035-37 (N.D.
Ill. 2011) (finding significant risk of nonpayment because counsel would have to overcome
dispositive defenses and certify a class). As such, the considerable risk Class Counsel faced in
prosecuting this contingency action illustrates the reasonableness of the requested award.
3. The benefits conferred also support the requested fee award.
The benefits to the class support the requested fee award. As noted above, each Settlement
Class Member who files a valid claim will receive an estimated award of $1,000 based on $500
per call. This is an outstanding result when viewed against the potential “up to $500” per call
recovery Plaintiff could have obtained had he proven a TCPA do-not-call violation at summary
judgment or trial—after prevailing at class certification—which would have entailed years of
additional litigation. See 47 U.S.C. § 227(c)(5).
Indeed, the estimated net recovery of $500 per call afforded by the Settlement compares
favorably to other TCPA settlements that have received final approval. See, e.g., Connor v.
JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., No. 10 CV 01284 GPC BGS (S.D. Cal. Feb. 5, 2015), ECF No. 160
(entering final approval of $11,268,058 settlement for slightly less than 2.5 million accounts); In
re Capital One, 80 F. Supp. 3d at 809 (Holderman, J.) (granting final approval where each class
member would be awarded $39.66); Steinfeld v. Discover Fin. Servs., No. C 12-01118 JSW, 2014
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 44855 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 31, 2014) (final Approval of $46.98 to each claimant);
Kramer v. Autobytel, No. 10-cv-02722, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 185800 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 27, 2012)
(approving $12.2 million settlement to benefit 47 million class members); Adams v. AllianceOne
Receivables Mgmt. Inc., No. 08-cv-00248 (S.D. Cal. Sept. 28, 2012), ECF Nos. 137 and 116 §
II(H)(1) (approving $9 million settlement to benefit 6,079,411 class members); Palmer v. Sprint
Solutions, Inc., No. 09-cv-01211-JLR (W.D. Wash. Oct. 21, 2011), ECF No. 91 and 84 at 7-8
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(approving $5.5 million settlement to benefit 18.1 million class members).
Moreover, the Settlement was achieved after Class Counsel spent nearly two-and-a-half
years litigating this case, which entailed: (1) investigating and drafting three complaints; (2)
engaging in significant motion practice, which included successfully opposing Allstate’s motion
to dismiss, briefing numerous motions to stay, and briefing a successful motion to compel Allstate
to comply with discovery; (3) engaging in extensive party discovery as discussed above; (4)
engaging in extensive non-party discovery, which entailed issuing six third-party subpoenas to
various Allstate agencies and lead vendors, numerous conferrals to obtain compliance with those
subpoenas, initiating separate proceedings in the Southern District of Ohio and the District of
Massachusetts to enforce certain subpoenas, and months of contested motion practice in those
proceedings; (5) preparing a detailed mediation statement setting forth Plaintiff’s legal and factual
theories; and (6) participating in a day-long mediation before Judge Denlow. See Ex. 1 ¶¶ 4-6.
These efforts, combined with the outstanding result, further supports the requested fee award.
For all these reasons, the requested fee award is reasonable and should be granted.
C. Class Counsel’s litigation expenses should be approved.
The Settlement provides Class Counsel may apply for payment of litigation expenses. To
that end, Class Counsel seeks reimbursement for $40,150.43 of actual costs incurred in prosecuting
this action. See Ex. 1 ¶ 18. Because these charges were necessary in order to litigate and settle the
case, Class Counsel’s request for reimbursement of those expenses from the gross Settlement Fund
is appropriate and should be approved.
D. The Requested Incentive Award for Mr. Gebka should be approved.
Plaintiff also respectfully requests the Court grant an incentive award of $10,000 for his
efforts on behalf of the class. Incentive awards compensating named plaintiffs for work done on
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behalf of the class are routinely awarded. Such awards encourage individual plaintiffs to undertake
the responsibility of representative lawsuits. See Cook v. Niedert, 142 F.3d 1004, 1016 (7th Cir.
1998) (recognizing that “because a named plaintiff is an essential ingredient of any class action,
an incentive award is appropriate if it is necessary to induce an individual to participate in the
suit”); Synthroid I, 264 F.3d at 722 (“Incentive awards are justified when necessary to induce
individuals to become named representatives.”).
Plaintiff’s role in this litigation was crucial. Plaintiff sacrificed his time to prosecute this
case on behalf of the 7,451 individuals who received the telemarketing calls at issue despite their
telephone numbers already being registered on the National Do Not Call Registry. See Ex. 1 ¶ 20.
Plaintiff assisted with pre-suit investigation into the case, analyzed and verified the facts set forth
in each of the three complaints prior to filing, engaged in extensive investigation and consultation
with Class Counsel in connection with answering Allstate’s discovery, analyzed and verified draft
answers and supplemental answers to Allstate’s discovery, undertook extensive efforts to locate
(and, where necessary, obtain) records and other documents responsive to Allstate’s discovery,
stayed abreast of the proceedings throughout the litigation and settlement, took time off of work
to be available for the entire the mediation, and reviewed and approved the Settlement. Id.
Moreover, the $10,000 Service Award sought here is comparable to or less than others
approved by courts in similar TCPA disputes as well as those approved by federal courts
throughout the country in analogous class actions. See, e.g., Allen v. JPMorgan Chase Bank, NA,
No. 13-cv-8285 (N.D. Ill. Oct. 21, 2015), ECF No. 93 ¶ 18 (approving $25,000 service award in
TCPA class settlement); Desai v. ADT Sec. Servs., Inc., No. 11-cv-1925 (N.D. Ill. Feb. 27, 2013),
ECF No. 243 ¶ 20 (awarding $30,000 service awards in TCPA class settlement); Ossola v. Am.
Express Co., No. 1:13-cv-04836 (N.D. Ill. Dec. 2, 2016), ECF No. 379 ¶ 11 (awarding $10,000 to
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TCPA class representative); Martin v. Jth Tax, No. 1:13-cv-6923, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 199180,
at *8 (N.D. Ill. Sep. 23, 2015) (Shah, J.) (same).9 The requested incentive award of $10,000 for
Plaintiff is reasonable and should be approved.
IV.

CONCLUSION
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully request the Court grant this Motion and award Class

Counsel $1,602,000 in attorneys’ fees, which represents 36% of the net Settlement Fund, plus
$40,150.43 for counsel’s out-of-pocket costs. Plantiff further requests that the Court approve an
incentive award in the amount of $10,000.
Dated: June 8, 2022
Respectfully Submitted,
THOMAS GEBKA, individually and on behalf of all
others similarly situated, Plaintiffs
By: /s/ Keith J. Keogh
Keith J. Keogh
Theodore H. Kuyper
KEOGH LAW, LTD.
55 W. Monroe Street, Suite 3390
Chicago, Illinois 60603
(312) 726-1092
(312) 726-1093 (fax)
keith@keoghlaw.com
tkuyper@keoghlaw.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff and the Settlement Class

9

See also Landsman & Funk, P.C. v. Skinder-Strauss Assocs., Civil Action No. 08cv3610 (CLW), 2015
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 64987, at *22-23 (D.N.J. May 18, 2015) (awarding $10,000 in TCPA case), aff’d, 639 F.
App’x 880 (3d Cir. 2016); Hageman v. AT&T Mobility LLC, No. CV 13-50-BLG-RWA, 2015 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 25595, at *12 (D. Mont. Feb. 11, 2015) (approving $20,000 incentive award in TCPA class
settlement); Cook, 142 F.3d at 1016 (affirming $25,000 incentive award); Heekin v. Anthem, Inc., No. 1:05cv-01908-TWP-TAB, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 165464, at *4-5 (S.D. Ind. Nov. 20, 2012) (approving
$25,000 incentive award over objection); Will v. Gen. Dynamics Corp., No. 06-698-GPM, 2010 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 123349, at *12-13 (S.D. Ill. Nov. 22, 2010) (awarding $25,000 each to three named plaintiffs);
Benzion v. Vivint, Inc., No. 12-61826-CIV-ZLOCH, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 179532, at *8-9 (S.D. Fla. Feb.
23, 2015) (awarding $20,000 incentive award in TCPA settlement).
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that, on June 8, 2022, I caused a copy of the foregoing Plaintiff’s Motion
for Attorneys’ Fees, Costs, and Incentive Award to be served upon all counsel of record via
electronic filing using the CM/ECF system.

/s/ Keith J. Keogh
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS
EASTERN DIVISION
THOMAS GEBKA, Individually and on
behalf of all others similarly situated,
Plaintiff,
v.
ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY,
a Delaware limited liability company,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 1:19-cv-06662
Hon. Sharon J. Coleman
Mag. Jeffrey I. Cummings

DECLARATION OF KEITH J. KEOGH
Keith J. Keogh declares under penalty of perjury, that the following statements are true:
1.

I am a member in good standing of the Illinois State Bar, and the founder and

managing partner of Keogh Law, Ltd. (“Class Counsel”). I am one of the lawyers primarily
responsible for prosecuting Plaintiff Thomas Gebka’s (“Plaintiff”) and the putative class members’
claims under the Telephone Consumer Protection Act (“TCPA”).
2.

I submit this declaration in support of Plaintiff’s Motion for Attorneys’ Fees, Costs,

and Incentive Award. I am over the age of eighteen and am fully competent to make this
declaration. This declaration is based upon my personal knowledge and if called upon to testify to
the matters stated herein, I could and would do so competently.
3.

As shown below, my firm has regularly engaged in major complex litigation and

consumer class actions involving the TCPA and other statutory privacy claims. For example, I was
class counsel in some of the largest TCPA settlements in the country.

See Hageman v. AT&T

Mobility LLC, et al., No. 1:13-cv-00050-DLC-RWA (D. MT.) (Co-Lead) (Final Approval Granted
February 11, 2015 providing for a $45 million settlement for a class of 16,000 persons) and Capital
One Telephone Consumer Protection Act Litigation, et al., No. 12-cv-10064 (N.D. Ill. Judge
1
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Holderman) (Liaison Counsel and additional Class Counsel) (Final Approval Granted February
12, 2015 for a $75 million settlement). My firm has the resources necessary to conduct litigation
of this nature, and has experience prosecuting class actions of similar size, scope, and complexity
to the instant case. Additionally, I have often served as class counsel in similar actions.
This Litigation
4.

Class Counsel spent nearly two-and-a-half years litigating this case, which involved

investigating and drafting three complaints, engaging in significant motion practice including
successfully opposing Defendant Allstate Insurance Company’s (“Allstate”) motion to dismiss,
briefing numerous motions to stay, briefing a successful motion to compel Allstate to comply with
discovery, and filing several separate proceedings in other Districts to enforce subpoenas issued
in this case.

In addition, Class Counsel engaged in extensive party and non-party written

discovery, which entailed issuing three sets of interrogatories and two sets of document requests
and requests to admit to Allstate, answering Allstate’s written discovery and supplementing those
answers, and issuing and enforcing six third-party subpoenas to various Allstate agencies and lead
vendors. These discovery efforts were highly contentious, resulting in numerous Rule 37
conferences, initiation of separate proceedings in the Southern District of Ohio and the District of
Massachusetts to enforce third-party subpoenas, and months of contested motion practice in those
proceedings and before this Court.
5.

The Settlement in this case was not reached until after the parties engaged in the

foregoing substantive motion practice and written discovery, prepared detailed mediation briefs
setting forth their respective legal and factual arguments, and participated in a day-long mediation
session before the Honorable Judge Morton Denlow (Ret.) on February 10, 2022. Had the case
not settled, the parties would have proceeded with oral discovery, class certification briefing,
dispositive motion practice, trial, and presumably appeals.
2
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6.

During the mediation, the parties discussed their relative views of the law and the

facts, the strength of their cases, and the potential relief for the proposed Settlement Class. After
reaching an agreement in principle on the material terms, the parties spent the next month
negotiating their remaining points of dispute, which culminated in the Settlement Agreement
executed on April 9, 2022.
7.

Pursuant to the Agreement, Allstate will pay Four Million, Five Hundred Thousand

Dollars ($4,500,000.00) into a non-reversionary Settlement Fund. All Settlement Class Members
who submit valid claims will receive a pro rata share based on the number of calls to the person
and the total number of valid claims submitted, after payment of the costs of notice and
administration and the court-approved attorneys’ fee, litigation expenses, and class representative
incentive award.
8.

None of the Settlement Fund will revert back to Allstate.

9.

Based on information furnished by Richardson Marketing Group, the class size is

approximately 7,451 persons.
10.

The Settlement reached in this case was the product of well-informed judgments

about the adequacy of the relief provided to the proposed Settlement Class. Class Counsel are
intimately familiar with the relative strengths and weaknesses of the claims and defenses in this
case, as well as the corresponding legal and factual issues. This knowledge—which was obtained
through party and non-party discovery, as well as Class Counsel’s extensive experience, legal
research and pre-suit investigation—was sufficient to make an informed recommendation about
the value of the claims at issue, the costs, risks, and delays of protracted litigation, discovery, and
appeals, and the adequacy of the class relief secured through the Settlement.

3
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11.

At all times, the settlement negotiations were arm’s-length, non-collusive, and the

parties have not entered into any side-deals or separate agreements in connection with the
Settlement Agreement.
12.

While I am confident in the strength of the claims alleged in this case and that

Plaintiff would ultimately prevail at trial, Allstate denied all of Plaintiff’s material allegations and
raised numerous legal and factual issues that, if successful, could preclude any recovery for the
Settlement Class.
13.

Given the risks and delays posed by further litigation, as well as my considerable

experience doing plaintiffs’ consumer protection work, I believe the settlement is more than fair,
adequate, and reasonable, and is in the best interest of the Settlement Class. Instead of facing the
uncertainty of a potential award in their favor years from now, the Settlement allows Plaintiff and
Settlement Class Members to receive immediate and certain relief.
14.

Given the strength of this Settlement, I do not expect significant opposition to the

Settlement by any Settlement Class Members.
15.

My firm represented Plaintiff and the Settlement Class on a contingency-fee basis.

In taking on this case, my firm risked extensive expert costs, a potentially expensive trial and
appeal, and lost opportunity costs due to the time needed to devote to this case instead of other
matters.
16.

I am familiar with the practices of class action attorneys in the Northern District of

Illinois, who regularly contact to receive one-third to forty percent of any potential class settlement
as compensation for shouldering the risk of funding a potential-multi-year litigation without any
guarantee of recovery.
17.

The expenses incurred in this case are reflected in Keogh Law, Ltd.’s books and

records. These books and records are prepared from check records, credit card statements, receipts,
4
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and other source materials and represent an accurate record of the expenses incurred. They do not
include overhead costs such as legal research or internal copies. The expenses incurred were
reasonable and necessary to prosecute the case, and not part of Keogh Law, Ltd.’s overhead.
18.

Below is a detailed report of itemized expenses showing the $40,150.43 incurred

to date in out-of-pocket expenses in prosecuting this case.
Date
10/8/2019
11/10/2019
12/30/2019
1/28/2020
1/28/2020
6/28/20207/14/2020
9/12/20209/26/2020
10/15/2020
10/4/202010/31/2020
11/1/202011/8/2020
6/9/2021
6/9/2021
11/22/2021
12/13/2021
2/28/2022
1/13/2022

Description
Filing Fee
Service Fee for Subpoenas to Savings
Service Fee for Richardson Marketing
KJK Ohio Pro Hac Fee
THK Ohio Pro Hac Fee
Expert Invoice for Data Review and
Data Import
Expert Invoice, Data Extraction
Service of Wigington Subpoenas (2)
Expert Invoice for Data Analysis &
Draft Report
Expert Invoice for Analysis and QC
Analysis
Filing Fee in District of Massachusetts
KJK Mass. Pro Hac Fee
JAMS Mediation- Initial NonRefundable Fee
JAMS Mediation Payment
JAMS Balance Payment for Mediation
Expert Invoice Response to Request for
Analysis

Amount
$400.00
$195.00
$114.00
$200.00
$200.00
$2,880.00
$3,560.00
$157.18
$17,280.00
$5,120.00
$40.00
$100.00
$275.00
$9,000.00
$229.25
$400.00
$40,150.43

19.

Total
Expenses

It is my professional opinion that the expenses set forth above were reasonable and

necessary in the successful prosecution of this action.
20.

Plaintiff Thomas Gebka played a crucial role in prosecuting this case and securing

the proposed Settlement on behalf of the proposed Settlement Class. Specifically, Plaintiff

5
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sacrificed his time to prosecute this case on behalf of 7,451 similarly-situated individuals, and his
efforts entailed: (A) assisting with Class Counsel’s pre-suit investigation into the case; (B)
analyzing and verifying the facts set forth in each of the three complaints prior to filing; (C)
locating, obtaining where necessary, and producing responsive documents in connection with
responding to Allstate’s document requests; (D) investigating and consulting with Class Counsel
in connection with preparing original and supplemental answers to Allstate’s interrogatories; (E)
reviewing and verifying final drafts of the answers to Allstate’s discovery requests; (F) regularly
communicating with Class Counsel regarding updates on the status of the litigation and settlement
discussions; (G) taking time off of work to be available for the entire the mediation; and (H)
reviewing and approving the Settlement Agreement. Although Plaintiff could have negotiated an
individual settlement worth more than the $10,000 incentive award sought here, he declined to do
so in order to protect the class members’ interests.
Class Counsel’s Experience
21.

Keogh Law, Ltd. consists of six attorneys and focuses on consumer-protection class

actions. I am a shareholder of the firm and member of the bars of the United States Supreme Court
and Court of Appeals for the First, Second, Third, Seventh, Ninth and Eleventh Circuits, Eastern
District of Wisconsin, Northern District of Illinois, Central District of Illinois, Southern District
of Indiana, District of Colorado, Middle District of Florida, Southern District of Florida, the
Illinois State Bar, and the Florida State Bar, as well as several bar associations and the National
Association of Consumer Advocates.
22.

In 2015, the National Association of Consumer Advocates honored me as the

Consumer Attorney of the Year for my work in courts and with the FCC insuring the safeguards
of the TCPA were maintained.
23.

In addition to the record settlements under the TCPA, my firm was class counsel in
6
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the largest class action settlements involving an anti-identity theft law that aims to protect the
privacy of personal information, called the Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act. Flaum v
Doctors Associates, 16-CV-61198-CMA (S.D. Fla.) ($30.9 million dollars); Martin v. Safeway,
2020 CH 5480 ($20 million dollar common fund); Legg v. Laboratory Corporation of America
Holdings, No. 14-cv-61543-RLR (S.D. Fla., filed July 6, 2014) ($11 million dollars); Legg v. Spirit
Airlines, Inc., No. 14-cv-61978-JIC (S.D. Fla., filed Aug. 29, 2014) ($7.5 million dollars);
Muransky v. Godiva Chocolatier, Inc., 15-cv-60716-WPD (S.D. Fla., filed Apr. 6, 2015) ($6.3
million dollars) (on appeal).
24.

I was also lead or class counsel in the following class settlements many of which

involve the TCPA: Breda v. Verizon 16-cv-11512-DJC (D. Ma. 2022) (TCPA) (pending final
approval); Braver v. Northstar Alarm Services, LLC, No. 5:17-cv-00383-F (W.D. Okla. Nov. 3,
2020) (TCPA); Goel v. Stonebridge of Arlington Heights, et al., 2018 CH 11015 (Cir. Ct. Cook
Cty. Jun. 8, 2020) (Ill. Security Deposit Return Act, Ill. Security Deposit Interest Act, Ill. Tenant
Utility Payment Disclosure Act); Cook v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., et al., No. 3:16-cv-673-BRD-JRK
(M.D. Fla. Jun. 4, 2020) (TCPA); Cranor v. The Zack Group, Inc., et al., No. 4:18-cv-00628-FJG
(W.D. Mo. May 18, 2020) (TCPA); Keim v. ADF MidAtlantic, LLC, 2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
204548 (S.D. Fla. Mar. 20, 2020) (TCPA); Guarisma v. Alpargatas USA, Inc. d/b/a Havaianas,
Case No. 1:18-cv-24351-JEM (S.D. Fla. Feb. 27, 2020) (FACTA) (preliminary approval);
Hennessy, et al. v. Mid-America Apartment Communities, Inc., et al., 4:17-cv-00872-BCW (W.D.
Mo. Aug. 8, 2019) (Missouri Merchandising Practices Act, Missouri Security Deposit Statute);
Detter v. KeyBank, N.A., No. 1616-cv-l0036 (Jackson Cty., Mo. July 12, 2019) (FCRA); Leung v.
XPO Logistics, Inc., 15 CV 03877 (N.D. Ill. 2018) (TCPA); Martinez v. Medicredit, 4:16CV01138
ERW (E.D. Mo. 2018) (TCPA); Martin v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., 16-cv-09483 (N.D. Ill. 2018)
(FCRA); Town & Country Jewelers, LLC v. Meadowbrook Insurance Group, Inc., et al, 15-CV7
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02419-PGS-LHG (D. NJ. 2018) (TCPA); Legg v. AEO, 14-cv-02440-VEC (TCPA) (on appeal
after final approval from professional objector); Markos v. Wells Fargo, 15-cv-01156-LMM (N.D.
Ga.) (TCPA); Ossola v. Amex, 1:13-cv-04836 (N.D. Ill. 2016) (TCPA); Luster v. Wells Fargo, 151058-TWT (N.D. Ga.) (TCPA); Prather v. Wells Fargo, 15-CV-04231-SCJ (ND. Ga) (TCPA);
Joseph et al. v. TrueBlue, Inc. et al., Case No. 3:14-cv-05963 (D. Wa.) (TCPA case, $5 million for
1,948 class members); Stahl v. RMK Mgmt. Corp., 2015 CH 13459 (Cir. Ct. Cook Cty. Sept. 14,
2017) (landlord/tenant under Chicago RLTO); Tripp v. Berman & Rabin, P.A., 2017 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 3971 (D. Kan. Jan. 9, 2017); Willett, et al. v. Redflex Traffic Systems, Inc., et al., Case No.
13-cv-01241-JCH-RHS; In re Convergent Outsourcing, Inc. Telephone Consumer Protection Act
Litigation, Master Docket No. 3:13-cv-1866-AWT (D. Conn) (Interim Co-Lead); De Los Santos
v. Millword Brown, Inc., 9:13-cv-80670-DPG (S.D. Fl) (TCPA); Allen v. JPMorgan Chase Bank,
N.A. 13-cv-08285 (N.D. Ill. Judge Pallmeyer) (TCPA); Cooper v. NelNet, 6:14-cv-314-Orl37DAB (M.D. Fl.) (TCPA); Thomas v. Bacgroundchecks.com, 3:13-CV-029-REP (E.D. Va.)
(additional class counsel); Carrero v. LVNV Funding, LLC, 11-CV-62439-KMW (S.D. Fl. 2016)
(Unlicensed debt collector under Fl. law); Lopera v. RMS, 12-c-9649 (N.D. Ill. Judge Wood),
Kubacki v. Peapod, 13-cv-729 (N.D. Ill. Judge Mason); Wojcik v. Buffalo Bills, Inc., 8:12 CV
2414-SDM-TBM (M.D. Fla.) (TCPA); Curnal v. LVNV Funding, LLC., 10 CV 1667
(Wyandotte County, KS 2014) (Unlicensed debt collector under KS law); Cummings v. Sallie Mae,
12 C-9984 (N.D. Ill. Judge Gottschall) (TCPA) (co-lead); Brian J. Wanca, J.D., P.C. v. L.A.
Fitness International, LLC, Case No. 11-CV-4131 (Lake County, Il. Judge Berrones) (TCPA);
Osada v. Experian Info. Solutions, Inc., 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 42330 (N.D. Ill. Mar. 28, 2012)
(FCRA class); Saf-T-Gard International, Inc. v. Vanguard Energy Services, L.L.C., et al, 12-cv3671 (N.D. Ill. 2013 Judge Gottschall) (TCPA); Saf-T-Gard v. TSI, 10-c-7671, (N.D. Ill. Judge
Rowland) (TCPA); Cain v Consumer Portfolio Services, Inc. 10-cv-02697 (N.D. Ill. Judge Keys)
8
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(TCPA); Iverson v. Rick Levin & Associates, 08 CH 42955 Circuit Court Cook County (Judge
Cohen) (TCPA); Saf-T-Gard v. Seiko, 09 C 776 (N.D. Ill. Judge Bucklo) (TCPA); Jones v.
Furniture Bargains, LLC, 09 C 1070 (N.D. Ill) (FLSA collective action); Saf-T-Gard v. Metrolift,
07 CH 1266 Circuit Court Cook County (Judge Rochford) (Co-Lead) (TCPA); Bilek v.
Countrywide, 08 C 498 (N.D. Ill. Judge Gottschall); Pacer v. Rochenback, 07 C 5173 (N.D. Ill.
Judge Cole); Overlord Enterprises v. Wheaton Winfield Dental Associates, 04 CH 01613, Circuit
Court Cook County (Judge McGann) (TCPA); Whiting v. SunGard, 03 CH 21135, Circuit Court
Cook County (Judge McGann) (TCPA); Whiting v. Golndustry, 03 CH 21136, Circuit Court Cook
County (Judge McGann) (TCPA).
25.

I was the attorney primarily responsible for the following class settlements: Wollert

v. Client Services, 2000 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 6485 (N.D. Ill. 2000); Rentas v. Vacation Break USA,
98 CH 2782, Circuit Court of Cook County (Judge Billik); McDonald v. Washington Mutual Bank,
supra; Wright v. Bank One Credit Corp., 99 C 7124 (N.D. Ill. Judge Guzman); Arriaga v. Columbia
Mortgage, 01 C 2509 (N.D. Ill. Judge Lindberg); Frazier v. Provident Mortgage, 00 C 5464 (N.D.
Ill. Judge Coar); Largosa v. Universal Lenders, 99 C 5049 (N.D. Ill. Judge Leinenweber); Arriaga
v. GNMortgage, (N.D. Ill. Judge Holderman); Williams v. Mercantile Mortgage, 00 C 6441 (N.D.
Ill. Judge Pallmeyer); Reid v. First American Title, 00 C 4000 (N.D. Ill. Magistrate Judge
Ashman); Fabricant v. Old Kent, 99 C 6846 (N.D. Ill. Magistrate Judge Bobrick); Mendelovits v.
Sears, 99 C 4730 (N.D. Ill. Magistrate Judge Brown); Leon v. Washington Mutual, 01 C 1645
(N.D. Ill. Judge Alesia).
26.

The individual class members’ recovery in some of these settlements was

substantial. For example, in one of the cases against a major bank the class members’ recovery
was 100% of their actual damages resulting in a payout of $l,000 to $9,000 per class member. In
another case against a major lender regarding mortgage servicing responses, each class member
9
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who submitted a claim form received $1,431. McDonald v. Washington Mutual Bank.
27.

In addition, to the above settlements, I was appointed class counsel in: Keim v. ADF

MidAtlantic, LLC, 2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 204548 (S.D. Fla., Dec. 3, 2018) (TCPA); Braver v.
Northstar Alarm Services, LLC, No. 5:17-cv-00383-F (W.D. Ok 2018) (TCPA); In Re Convergent
Outsourcing, Inc. Telephone Consumer Protection Act Litigation, Master Docket No. 3:13-cv1866-AWT (D. Conn) (Interim Co-Lead); Stahl v. RMK Mgmt. Corp., 2015-CH-13459 (Cir. Ct.
Cook Cty.) (landlord/tenant under Chicago RLTO); Tripp v. Berman & Rabin, P.A., 310 F.R.D.
499 (D. Kan. 2015); Galvan v. NCO Fin. Sys., 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 128592 (N.D. Ill. 2012);
Osada v. Experian Info. Solutions, Inc., 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 42330 (N.D. Ill. Mar. 28, 2012)
(FCRA class); Pesce v. First Credit Services, 11-cv-01379 (N.D. Ill. December 19 2011) (TCPA
Class); Smith v. Greytsone Alliance, 09 CV 5585 (N.D. Ill. 2010); Cicilline v. Jewel Food Stores,
Inc., 542 F.Supp.2d 831 (N.D. Ill. 2008) (Co-Lead Counsel for FACTA class); Harris v. Best Buy
Co., 07 C 2559,2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 22166 (N.D. Ill. March 20, 2008) (FACTA class);
Matthews v. United Retail, Inc., 248 F.R.D. 210 (N.D. Ill. 2008) (FACTA class); Redmon v. Uncle
Julio's, Inc., 249 F.R.D. 290 (N.D. Ill. 2008) (FACTA class); Harris v. Circuit City Stores, Inc.,
2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 12596,2008 WL 400862 (N.D. Ill. 2008) (FACTA class); Pacer v.
Rockenbach Chevrolet Sales, Inc., 07 C 5173 (N.D. Ill. 2008) (FACTA class).
28.

My firm has also litigated dozens of putative class actions for violations of BIPA.

Quarles v. Pret A Manger (USA) Ltd., No. 20 CV 7179, 2021 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 79053, at *1 (N.D.
Ill. Apr. 26, 2021); Sherman v. Brandt Indus. USA, 500 F. Supp. 3d 728, 730 (C.D. Ill. 2020);
Svoboda v. Amazon.com, Inc., et al., 1:21-cv-05336 (N.D. Ill.); Hanlon ex rel. G.T. v. Samsung
Elecs. Am., Inc., 1:21-cv-04976 (N.D. Ill.); Svoboda v. Frames for America, Inc., 1:21-cv-05509
(N.D. Ill.); Steinberg v. Charles Indus., L.L.C., 2021 CH 01793 (Cir. Ct. Cook Cnty.); Ortega v.
The Expediting Co., Inc., 2021 CH 00969 (Cir. Ct. Cook Cnty.); Fells v. Carl Buddig & Co., 2021
10
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CH 00508 (Cir. Ct. Cook Cnty.); Mathews v. Brightstar US, LLC, 2021 CH 00167 (Cir. Ct. Lake
Cnty.); Roberts v. Graphic Packaging Int’l, LLC, 3:21-cv-00750 (S.D. Ill.); Willem v. Karpinske
Enters., L.L.C., 2021 CH 00031 (Cir. Ct. Jo Daviess Cnty., Ill.); Shafer v. Rodebrad Mgmt. Co.,
Inc., 2021 CH 00008 (Cir. Ct. Montgomery Cnty., Ill.); Roberts v. TDS Servs., Inc., 2021 CH
00005 (Cir. Ct. Washington Cnty., Ill.); Jenkins v. Regal Cinemas, Inc., 1:20-cv-03782 (N.D. Ill.);
Turner v. Crothall Healthcare, Inc., 1:20-cv-03026 (N.D. Ill.); McFerren, et al. v. World Class
Distribution, Inc., 1:20-cv-02912 (N.D. Ill.); Stein v. Clarifai, Inc., 1:20-cv-01937 (N.D. Ill.);
Barton v. Swan Surfaces, LLC, 3:20-cv-00499-SPM (S.D. Ill.); Wells v. Medieval Times U.S.A.,
Inc., 2020 CH 06658 (Cir. Ct. Cook Cnty.); Young v. Van Ru Credit Corp., 2020 CH 04303 (Cir.
Ct. Cook Cnty.); Marquez v. Bobak Sausage Co., 2020 CH 04259 (Cir. Ct. Cook Cnty.); Isychko
v. Jidd Motors, Inc., 2020 CH 04244 (Cir. Ct. Cook Cnty.); Heidelberg v. Forman Mills Inc., 2020
CH 04079 (Cir. Ct. Cook Cnty.); Hirmer v. Elite Med. Transp., LLC, 2020 CH 04069 (Cir. Ct.
Cook Cnty.); Magner v. SMS-NA, LLC, 2020 CH 00520 (Cir. Ct. Cook Cnty.); Gumm v. Vonachen
Servs., Inc., 2020 CH 00139 (Cir. Ct. Peoria Cnty., Ill.); Bayeg v. The Admiral at the Lake, 2019
CH 08828 (Cir. Ct. Cook Cnty.); Bayeg v. Eden Mgmt., LLC, 2019 CH 08821 (Cir. Ct. Cook
Cnty.); Tran v. Simple Labs., LLC, 2019 CH 07937 (Cir. Ct. Cook Cnty.).
29.

Some reported cases of mine involving consumer protection include: Cranor v. 5

Star Nutrition, LLC, 998 F.3d 686 (5th Cir. 2021); Breda v. Cellco P’ship, 934 F.3d 1 (1st Cir.
2019); Evans v. Portfolio Recovery Assocs., 889 F.3d 337 (7th Cir. 2018); Susinno v. Work Out
World Inc., 862 F.3d 346, 351 (3rd Cir. 2017) (finding a “nuisance and invasion of privacy
resulting from a single prerecorded telephone call”); Franklin v. Parking Revenue Recovery Servs.,
832 F.3d 741 (7th Cir. 2016); Galvan v. NCO Portfolio Mgmt. Inc., 794 F.3d 716, 721 (7th Cir.
2015); Leeb v. Nationwide Credit Corp., 806 F.3d 895 (7th Cir. 2015); Smith v Greystone, 772
F.3d 448 (7th Cir. 2014); Clark v Absolute Collection Agency, 741 F.3d 487 (4th 2014); Lox v.
11
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CDA, Ltd., 689 F.3d 818 (7th Cir. 2012); Townsel v. DISH Network L.L.C., 668 F.3d 967 (7th Cir.
Ill. 2012); Catalan v. GMAC Mortgage Corp., No. 09-2182 (7th Cir. 2011) ; Gburek v Litton Loan,
614 F.3d 380 (7th Cir. 2010); Sawyer v. Ensurance Insurance Services consolidated with
Killingsworth v. HSBC Bank Nev., NA., 507 F3d 614, 617 (7th Cir. 2007), Echevarria et al. v.
Chicago Title and Trust Co., 256 F3d 623 (7th Cir. 2001); Demitro v. GMAC, 388 Ill. App. 3d 15,
16 (lst Dist. 2009); Hill v. St. Paul Bank, 329 Ill. App. 3d 7051, 1768 N.E.2d 322 (lst Dist. 2002);
In re Mercedes-Benz Tele Aid Contract Litig., 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 35595 (D.N.J. 2009);
Catalan v. RBC Mortg. Co., 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 26963 (N.D. Ill. 2009); Elkins v. Equifax, Inc.,
2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 18522 (N.D. Ill. 2009); Harris v. DirecTV Group, Inc., 2008 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 8240 (N.D. Ill. 2008); In re TJX Cos., Inc., Fair & Accurate Credit Transactions Act
(FACTA) Litig., 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 38258 (D. Kan. 2008); Martin v. Wal- Mart Stores, Inc.,
2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 89715 (N.D. Ill. 2007); Elkins v. Ocwen Fed. Sav. Bank Experian Info.
Solutions, Inc., 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 84556 (N.D. Ill. 2007); Harris v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.,
2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 76012 (N.D. Ill. 2007); Stegvilas v. Evergreen Motors, Inc., 2007 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 35303 (N.D. Ill. 2007); Cook v. River Oaks Hyundai, Inc., 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
21646 (N. D. Ill. 2006); Gonzalez v. W. Suburban Imps., Inc., 411 F. Supp. 2d 970 (N.D. Ill. 2006);
Eromon v. GrandAuto Sales, Inc., 333 F. Supp. 2d 702 (N.D. Ill. 2004); Williams v. Precision
Recovery, Inc., 2004 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 6190 (N.D. Ill. 2004); Doe v. Templeton, 2003 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 24471 (N.D. Ill. 2003); Ayala v. Sonnenschein Fin. Servs., 2003 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 20148
(N.D. Ill. 2003); Gallegos v. Rizza Chevrolet, Inc., 2003 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 18060 (N.D. Ill. 2003);
Szwebel v. Pap’s Auto Sales, Inc., 2003 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 13044 (N.D. Ill. 2003); Johnstone v.
Bank of America, 173 F. Supp.2d 809 (N.D. Ill. 2001); Leon v. Washington Mutual Bank, 164 F.
Supp.2d 1034 (N.D. Ill. 2001); Ploog v. HomeSide Lending, 2001 WL 987889 (N.D. Ill. 2001);
Christakos v. Intercounty Title, 196 F.R.D. 496 (N.D. Ill. 2000); Batten v. Bank One, 2000 WL
12
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1364408 (N.D. Ill. 2000); McDonald v. Washington Mutual Bank, 2000 WL 875416 (N.D. Ill.
2000); and Williamson v. Advanta Mtge Corp., 1999 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 16374 (N.D. Ill. 1999).
The Christakos case significantly broadened title and mortgage companies’ liability under Real
Estate Settlement Procedures Act (“RESPA”) and McDonald is the first reported decision to certify
a class regarding mortgage servicing issues under the Cranston-Gonzales Amendment of RESPA.
30.

I have argued before the First, Fifth, Seventh, Eleventh Circuits, the First District

of Illinois and the Multidistrict Litigation Panel in various cases, including: Townsel v. DISH
Network L.L.C., 668 F.3d 967 (7th Cir. 2012); Catalan v GMACM (7th Cir. 2010); Gburek v.
Litton Loan Servicing (7th Cir. 2009); Sawyer v Esurance (7th Cir. 2007), Echevarria, et al. v.
Chicago Title and Trust Co. (7th Cir. 2001); Morris v Bob Watson, (lst. Dist. 2009); Iverson v.
Gold Coast Motors Inc., (lst. Dist. 2009); Demitro v. GMAC (1st Dist. 2008); Hill v. St. Paul Bank
(1st Dist. 2002); and In Re: Sears, Roebuck & Company Debt Redemption Agreements Litigation
(MDL Docket No. 1389). Echevarria was part of a group of several cases that resulted in a nine
million dollar settlement with Chicago Title.
31.

My published works include co-authoring and co-editing the 1997 supplement to

Lane’s Goldstein Trial Practice Guide and Lane’s Medical Litigation Guide.
32.

I have lectured extensively on consumer litigation, including extensively on class

actions and the TCPA. For example, I:
a.

Presented at the National Consumer Law Center 2018 annual conference on the TCPA.

b. Presented at the 2018 Fair Debt Collection Training Conference for two sessions on the
TCPA.
c. Presented at the National Consumer Law Center 2017 annual conference on the TCPA.
d. Presented at the National Consumer Law Center 2016 annual conference on the TCPA.
e. Presented at the 2016 Fair Debt Collection Training Conference for a session on TCPA
13
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Developments.
f. Presented for the National Association of Consumer Advocates November 2015 webinar
titled Developments and Anticipated Impact of Recent FCC TCPA Rules.
g. Presented at the National Consumer Law Center 2015 annual conference in San Antonio,
Tx. on the TCPA.
h. Presented at the 2015 Fair Debt Collection Training Conference for three sessions on the
TCPA.
i.

Presented at the National Consumer Law Center 2014 annual conference in Tampa Fl. for
two sessions on the TCPA.

j.

Panelist for the December 2013 Strafford CLE Webinar titled TCPA Class Actions:
Pursuing or Defending Claims Over Phone, Text and Fax Solicitations.

k. Panelist for the December 2014 Chicago Bar Association Class Action Seminar titled
“Class Action Settlements in the Seventh Circuit: Navigating Turbulent Waters.”
l.

Presented at the 2014 Fair Debt Collection Training Conference for three sessions on the
TCPA.

m. Panelist for the December 2013 Strafford CLE Webinar titled Class Actions for Telephone
and Fax Solicitation and Advertising Post-Mims. Leveraging TCPI lectured at the 2014
Fair Debt Collection Training Conference for three sessions on the TCPA.
n. Panelist for the December 2013 Strafford CLE Webinar titled Class Actions for Telephone
and Fax Solicitation and Advertising Post-Mims. Leveraging TCPA Developments in
Federal Jurisdiction, Class Suitability, and New Technology.
o. Presented for the National Association of Consumer Advocates November 2013 webinar
titled Current Telephone Consumer Protection Act Issues Regarding Cell Phones.
p. Presenter for the November 2013 Chicago Bar Association Class Action Committee
14
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presentation titled Future of TCPA Class Actions.
q. Speaker at the Social Security Administration’s Chicago office in August 2013 on a
presentation on identity theft, which included consumers’ rights under the Fair Credit
Reporting Act.
r. Panelist for the May 14, 2013 Chicago Bar Association Class Action Seminar titled “The
Shifting Landscape of Class Litigation” as well as for the March 20, 2013 Strafford CLE
webinar titled “Class Actions for Telephone and Fax Solicitation and Advertising PostMims. Leveraging TCPA Developments in Federal Jurisdiction, Class Suitability, and New
Technology.”
s. Lectured at the June 6, 2013 Consumer Law Committee of the Chicago Bar Association
on the topic “Employment Background Reports under the Fair Credit Reporting Act:
Improper consent forms to failure to provide background report prior to adverse action.”
t. Lectured at the 2013 Fair Debt Collection Training Conference for three sessions on the
TCPA.
u. Presented at the 2012 National Consumer Law Center annual conference for a session on
the TCPA.
v. Presented at the 2012 Fair Debt Collection Training Conference for a session on the TCPA.
w. Panelist for Solutions for Employee Classification & Wage/Hour Issues at the 2011 Annual
Employment Law Conference hosted by Law Bulletin Seminars.
x. Lectured at the 2011 National Consumer Law Center conference for a session titled
Telephone Consumer Protection Act: Claims, Scope, Remedies as well as lectured at the
same 2011 National Consumer Law Center conference for a double session titled ABC’s
of Class Actions.
y. Taught Defenses to Foreclosures for Lorman Education Services, which was approved for
15
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CLE credit, in 2008 and 2010.
z. Guest lecturer on privacy issues at University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign School of
Law. In March 2010.
aa. Guest speaker for the Legal Services Office of The Graduate School and Kellogg MBA
Program at Northwestern University for its seminar titled: “Financial Survival Guide:
Legal Strategies for Graduate Students During A Period of Economic Uncertainty.”
33.

I was selected as an Illinois Super Lawyer from 2014 through 2022 and an Illinois

Super Lawyer Rising Star each year from 2008 through 2013, and my cases have been featured in
local newspapers such as the Chicago Tribune, Chicago Sun-Times, The Naperville Sun, Daily
Herald and RedEye.
34.

Timothy J. Sostrin is a partner in the firm joining in 2011. He is a member in good

standing of the Illinois bar, the U.S. District Court District of Colorado, U.S. District Court
Northern District of Illinois, U.S. District Court Northern and Southern Districts of Indiana, U.S.
District Court Eastern and Western Districts of Michigan, U.S. District Court Eastern District of
Missouri, U.S. District Court Southern District of Texas and U.S. District Court Eastern and
Western Districts of Wisconsin.
35.

Timothy J. Sostrin has zealously represented consumers in Illinois and in federal

litigation nationwide against creditors, debt collectors, retailers, and other businesses engaging in
unlawful practices. Tim has extensive experience with consumer claims brought under the Fair
Debt Collection Practices Act, The Telephone Consumer Protection Act, the Fair Credit Reporting
Act, the Electronic Fund Transfer Act, and Illinois law. Some of Tim’s representative cases
include: Susinno v. Work Out World Inc., 862 F.3d 346, 351 (3rd Cir. 2017) (argued); Leeb v.
Nationwide Credit Co., 806 F.3d 895 (7th Cir. 2015) (argued); Osada v. Experian Info. Solutions,
Inc., 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 42330 (N.D. Ill. Mar. 28, 2012) (granting class certification); Galvan
16
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v. NCO Financial Systems, Inc., 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 128592 (N.D. Ill. 2012) (granting class
certification); Saf-T-Gard International, Inc. v. Vanguard Energy Services, LLC, (2012 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 174222 (N.D. Ill. December 6, 2012) (granting class certification); Jelinek v. The Kroger
Co., 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 53389 (N.D. Ill. 2013) (denying defendant’s motion to dismiss);
Hanson v. Experian Information Solutions, Inc., 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 11450 (N.D. Ill. January
27, 2012) (denying defendant’s motion for summary judgment); Warnick v. DISH Network, LLC,
2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 38549 (D. Colo. 2013) (denying defendant’s motion to dismiss); Torres v.
Nat’l Enter. Sys., 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 31238 (N.D. Ill. 2013) (denying defendant’s motion to
dismiss); Griffith v. Consumer Portfolio Serv., 838 F. Supp. 2d 723 (N.D. Ill. 2011)(denying
defendant’s motion for summary judgment); Frydman et al v. Portfolio Recovery Associate, 2011
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 69502 (N.D. Ill 2011) (denying defendant’s motion to dismiss); Rosen Family
Chiropractic S.C. v. Chi-Town Pizza, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 6385 (N.D. Ill. 2013) (denying
defendant’s motion to dismiss); Sengenberger v. Credit Control Services, Inc., 2010 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 43874 (N.D. Ill. May 5, 2010) (granting summary judgment on TCPA claim).
36.

Tim is a member of the National Association of Consumer Advocates and ISBA.

He received his Juris Doctorate, cum laude, from Tulane University Law School in 2006.
37.

In 2014, Michael Hilicki joined the firm. He has spent nearly all of his more-than

20-year legal career helping individuals subjected to unfair and deceptive business practices, and
violations of their state and federal rights. He is experienced in a variety of areas including, but
not limited to, the Illinois Biometric Information Privacy Act, the Fair Debt Collection Practices
Act, Truth-in-Lending Act, Fair Credit Reporting Act, Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act,
Illinois Consumer Fraud & Deceptive Business Practices Act, Telephone Consumer Protection
Act, Fair Labor Standards Act, the Illinois Security Deposit Interest Act, Illinois Security Deposit
Return Act, Chicago Residential Landlord Tenant Ordinance (RLTO), and the Illinois Wage &
17
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Hour Law. He is experienced in all aspects of litigation, including arbitrations, trials, and appeals.
He was selected as an Illinois Super Lawyer for 2021 and 2022.
38.

Examples of the numerous certified class actions in which Michael has represented

consumers or workers include: Guarisma v. Alpargatas USA, Inc. d/b/a Havaianas, 2020 CH 7426
(Cir. Ct. Cook Cty.); Goel v. Stonebridge of Arlington Heights, et al., 2018 CH 11015 (Cir. Ct.
Cook Cty.); Muransky v. Godiva Chocolatier, Inc., No. 15-cv-60716-WPD (S.D. Fla.); Guarisma
v. Microsoft Corp., No. 15-cv-24326-CMA (S.D. Fla.); Stahl v. RMK Mgmt. Corp., 2015 CH
13459 (Cir. Ct. Cook Cty.); Altman v. White House Black Market, Inc., 15-cv-2451-SCJ (N.D.
Ga.); Legg v. Spirit Airlines, Inc., No. 14-cv-61978-CIV-JIC (S.D. Fla.); Legg v. Laboratory
Corporation of America, Holdings, Inc., No. 14-cv-61543-RLR (S.D. Fla.); Joseph v. TrueBlue,
Inc., 14-cv-5963-BHS (W.D. Wash.); In Re Convergent Outsourcing, Inc. Telephone Consumer
Protection Act Litigation, Master Docket No. 3:13-cv-1866-AWT (D. Conn); Tripp v. Berman &
Rabin, P.A., 310 F.R.D. 499 (D. Kan. 2015); Lanteri v. Credit Protection Ass’n, L.P., 2018 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 166345 (S.D. Ind. Sept. 26, 2018); Eibert v. Jaburg & Wilk, P.C., 13-cv-301 (D.
Minn.); Kraskey v. Shapiro & Zielke, LLP, 11-cv-3307 (D. Minn.); Short v. Anastasi & Associates,
P.A., 11-cv-1612 SRN/JSM (D. Minn.); Kimball v. Frederick J. Hanna & Associates, P.C., 10-cv130 MJD/JJG (D. Minn.); Murphy v. Capital One Bank, 08 C 801 (N.D. Ill.); Nettles v. Allstate
Ins. Co., 02 CH 14426 (Cir. Ct. Cook Cty.); Sanders v. OSI Educ. Servs., Inc., 01 C 2081 (N.D.
Ill.); Kort v. Diversified Collection Servs., Inc., 01 C 0689 (N.D. Ill.); Hamid v. Blatt Hasenmiller,
et al., 00 C 4511 (N.D. Ill.); Durkin v. Equifax Check Servs., Inc., 00 C 4832 (N.D. Ill.); Torres v.
Diversified Collection Services, et al., 99-cv-00535 (RL-APR) (N.D. Ind.); Morris v. Trauner
Cohen & Thomas, 98 C 3428 (N.D. Ill.), Mitchell v. Schumann, 97 C 240 (N.D. Ill.); Pandolfi, et
al. v. Viking Office Prods., Inc., 97 CH 8875 (Cir. Ct. Cook Cty.); Trull v. Microsoft Corp., 97 CH
3140 (Cir. Ct. Cook Cty.); Deatherage v. Steven T. Rosso, P.A., 97 C 0024 (N.D. Ill.); Young v.
18
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Meyer & Njus, P.A., 96 C 4809 (N.D. Ill.); Newman v. Boehm, Pearlstein & Bright, Ltd., 96 C
3233 (N.D. Ill.); Holman v. Red River Collections, Inc., 96 C 2302 (N.D. Ill.); Farrell v. Frederick
J. Hanna, 96 C 2268 (N.D. Ill.); Blum v. Fisher and Fisher, 96 C 2194 (N.D. Ill.); Riter v. Moss
& Bloomberg, Ltd., 96 C 2001 (N.D. Ill.); Clayton v. Cr Sciences Inc., 96 C 1401 (N.D. Ill.);
Thomas v. MAC/TCS Inc., Ltd., 96 C 1519 (N.D. Ill.); Young v. Bowman, et al., 96 C 1767 (N.D.
Ill.); Depcik v. Mid-Continent Agencies, Inc., 96 C 8627 (N.D. Ill.); and Dumetz v. Alkade, Inc.,
96 C 4002 (N.D. Ill.).
39.

Michael also has successfully argued a number of appeals, including Muransky v.

Godiva Chocolatier, Inc., 922 F.3d 1175 (11th Cir. 2019) (vacated for rehearing en banc); Evans
v. Portfolio Recovery Assocs., LLC, 889 F.3d 337 (7th Cir. 2018); Franklin v. Parking Rev.
Recovery Servs., 832 F.3d 741 (7th Cir. 2016); Smith v. Greystone Alliance, LLC, 772 F.3d 448
(7th Cir. 2014); Shula v. Lawent, 359 F.3d 489 (7th Cir. 2004); and Weizeorick v. ABN AMRO
Mortg. Group, Inc., 337 F.3d 827 (7th Cir. 2003).
40.

Michael has lectured on consumer law issues at Upper Iowa University, the

Chicago Bar Association, and the National Consumer Law Center. He is a member of the Trial
Bar of the United States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois, and he has represented
consumers in state and federal courts around the country on a pro hac vice basis.
41.

Michael’s published work includes "AND THE SURVEY SAYS…" When Is

Evidence of Actual Consumer Confusion Required to Win a Case Under Section 1692g of the Fair
Debt Collection Practices Act in the Seventh Circuit?, 13 Loy. Consumer L. Rev. 224 (2001).
42.

In March 2018, Theodore H. Kuyper joined the firm. Ted is currently a member in

good standing of the Illinois State Bar, the United States District Court for the Northern District
of Illinois, and the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals, and has been admitted to practice pro hac
vice in several additional United States District Courts.
19
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43.

Ted has diverse experience prosecuting and defending class action and other large-

scale litigation in trial and appellate courts under a variety of substantive laws, including without
limitation the Illinois Biometric Information Privacy Act, the Telephone Consumer Protection Act,
the Racketeer Influenced & Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO), the Fair Credit Reporting Act, the
Illinois Consumer Fraud & Deceptive Business Practices Act, and the Real Estate Settlement
Procedures Act, as well as Illinois and other state statutory and common law.
44.

Since joining the firm, Ted has represented consumers as counsel of record or

otherwise in the following putative class actions: Gebka v. Allstate Ins. Co., No. 1:19-cv-06662
(N.D. Ill.) (TCPA); Cranor v. The Zack Group, Inc., et al., No. 4:18-cv-00628-FJG (W.D. Mo.
May 18, 2020) (TCPA); Svoboda v. Amazon.com, Inc., et al., 1:21-cv-05336 (N.D. Ill.) (BIPA);
Hanlon ex rel. G.T. v. Samsung Elecs. Am., Inc., 1:21-cv-04976 (N.D. Ill.) (BIPA); Svoboda v.
Frames for America, Inc., 1:21-cv-05509 (N.D. Ill.) (BIPA); Jenkins v. Regal Cinemas, Inc., 1:20cv-03782 (N.D. Ill.) (BIPA); McFerren, et al. v. World Class Distribution, Inc., 1:20-cv-02912
(N.D. Ill.) (BIPA); Stein v. Clarifai, Inc., 1:20-cv-01937 (N.D. Ill.) (BIPA); Gumm v. Vonachen
Servs., Inc., 2020 CH 00139 (Cir. Ct. Peoria Cnty., Ill.) (BIPA); Detter v. KeyBank, N.A., No.
1616-cvl0036 (Jackson Cty., Mo. July 12, 2019) (FCRA); Cranor v. Skyline Metrics, LLC, No.
4:18-cv-00621-DGK (W.D. Mo.) (TCPA); Cranor v. Classified Advertising Ventures, LLC, et al.,
No. 4:18-cv-00651-HFS (W.D. Mo.) (TCPA); Morgan v. Adventist Health System/Sunbelt, Inc.,
No. 6:18-cv-01342-PGB-DCI (M.D. Fla.) (TCPA); Burke v. Credit One Bank, N.A., et al., No.
8:18-cv-00728-EAK-TGW (M.D. Fla.) (TCPA); Morgan v. Orlando Health, Inc., et al., No. 6:17cv-01972-CEM-GJK (M.D. Fla.) (TCPA); Motiwala v. Mark D. Guidubaldi & Associates, LLC,
No. 1:17-cv-02445 (N.D. Ill.) (TCPA); and Buja v. Novation Capital, LLC, No. 9:15-cv-81002KAM (S.D. Fla.) (TCPA).
45.

Immediately prior to joining Keogh Law, Ted worked at a boutique Chicago law
20
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firm where he represented clients in a range of complex commercial and other litigation, including
contract, tort, professional liability, premises and products liability, bad faith and class action.
Previously, he was an associate at a nationally-renowned class action law firm, where he focused
on complex commercial, consumer, class action and other large-scale, high-stakes litigation.
46.

Ted earned his Juris Doctorate from Washington University School of Law in St.

Louis in 2007. During law school, he worked as a Summer Extern for Magistrate Judge Morton
Denlow (Ret.) of the United States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois, served as
primary editor and executive board member of the Global Studies Law Review, and authored a
student note that was published in 2007. Ted also earned a number of scholarships and other
academic accolades, including the Honors Scholar Award (top 10% for academic year) and
repeated appearances on the Dean’s List.
47.

Gregg Barbakoff joined the firm in October 2019. Gregg is a civil litigator who

focuses his practice on consumer law, with extensive experience litigating individual and class
claims arising under the Illinois Biometric Information Privacy Act, Telephone Consumer
Protection Act, Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, Truth-in-Lending Act, Fair Credit Reporting
Act, Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act, Illinois Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Practices Act,
Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, and various consumer protection statutes.
48.

Gregg graduated magna cum laude from the Chicago-Kent College of Law, where

he was elected to the Order of the Coif. While in law school, Gregg received the Class of 1976
Honors Scholarship, competed as a senior member of the Chicago-Kent Moot Court Team, and
served as an editor for The Seventh Circuit Review, in which he was also published. Gregg earned
his undergraduate degree from the University of Colorado at Boulder.
49.

Gregg was selected as an Illinois Super Lawyer in 2022 and an Illinois Super

Lawyer Rising Star from 2015 through 2021. In addition, Gregg was named an Associate Fellow
21
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by the Litigation Counsel of America. He is licensed to practice in the State of Illinois, the United
States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois, and the United States Court of Appeals
for the Seventh Circuit.
50.

Prior to joining Keogh Law, Gregg worked at a mid-size litigation firm that

specialized in consumer litigation, and leading plaintiff’s firm that focused on commercial disputes
and consumer class actions.
51.

The following are representative class actions in which Gregg has served as counsel

of record or otherwise: Roberts v. TIAA, FSB (Case No. 2019 CH 04089, Cook County, Ill.);
Corrigan v. Seterus (Case No. 17-cv-02348); Gentleman v. Mass. Higher Ed. Corp., et al (Case
No. 16-cv-3096, N.D. Ill.); Cibula v. Seterus (Case No. 2015CA010910, Palm Beach County,
Fla.); Ciolini v. Seterus (Case No. 15-cv-09427, N.D. Ill.); Mednick v. Precor Inc. (Case No. 14cv-03624, N.D. Ill.); Illinois Nut & Candy Home of Fantasia Confections, LLC v. Grubhub, Inc.,
et al. (Case No. 14-cv-00949, N.D. Ill.); Dr. William P. Gress et al. v. Premier Healthcare
Exchange West, Inc. (Case No. 14-cv-501, N.D. Ill.); Stephan Zouras LLP v. American Registry
LLC (Case No. 14-cv-943, N.D. Ill.); Mullins v. Direct Digital (Case No. 13-cv-01829, N.D. Ill.);
In Re Prescription Pads TCPA Litigation (Case No. 13-cv-06897, N.D. Ill); Townsend v. Sterling
(Case No. 13-cv-3903, N.D. Ill); Windows Plus, Incorporated v. Door Control Services, Inc. (Case
No. 13-cv-07072, N.D. Ill); In re Energizer Sunscreen Litigation (Case No. 13-cv-00131, N.D.
Ill.); Padilla v. DISH Network LLC (Case No. 12-cv-07350, N.D. Ill.); Lloyd v. Employment
Crossing (Case No. BC491068 (Los Angeles County, Cal.); In re Southwest Airlines Voucher
Litigation (Case No. 11-cv-8176, N.D. Ill.).
52.

William Sweetnam joined the firm in 2020 as of counsel. Mr. Sweetnam

concentrates his practice on class action and complex litigation and appeals, having
prosecuted hundreds of consumer, shareholder and antitrust class action in federal and state courts
22
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across the country. In addition to representing both plaintiffs and defendants in a wide variety of
cases involving both economic and non-economic injuries, Mr. Sweetnam has acted as lead
counsel, co-lead counsel and has been a member of the executive and steering committees in
consumer, antitrust and other class action, complex and multidistrict litigation matters.
53.

Notably, Mr. Sweetnam was appointed sole lead counsel in Kelly v. Old National

Bank, 82C01-1012-CT-627 (Cir. Ct Vanderburgh Cty., Ind.), in which he obtained a settlement
valued at more than 90% of the class’ damages incurred as a result of the unlawful overdraft fee
scheme alleged therein, far exceeding the results obtained by much larger firms against some the
countries’ largest banks, resulting in individual consumers receiving several thousand dollars in
refunded overdraft fees.
54.

Additionally, Mr. Sweetnam has numerous published, class action decisions

including Jett v. Warrantech Corp., ---F.Supp.3d---, 2020 WL 525045 (S.D. Ill. 2020); Old Nat.
Bank v. Kelly, 31 N.E.3d 522 (Ind. App. 2014); Nava v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 995 N.E.2d 303
(1st Dist. 2013); Cappuccitti v. DirecTV, Inc., 623 F.3d 1118 (11th Cir. 2010); Pella Corp. v.
Saltzman, 606 F.3d 391 (7th Cir. 2010); In re Digitek Prod. Liab. Litig., 264 F.R.D. 249 (S.D. W.
Va. 2010); Aleman v. Park West Galleries, Inc., 655 F. Supp. 2d 1378 (J.P.M.L. 2009); In re Park
West Galleries, Inc. Mktg. & Sales Practices Litig., 645 F. Supp. 2d 1358 (J.P.M.L. 2009); In re
Digitek Prod. Liab. Litig., 648 F. Supp. 2d 795 (S.D. W. Va. 2009); Vernon v. Qwest Communs.
Int'l, Inc., 643 F. Supp. 2d 1256 (W.D. Wash. 2009); Stachurski v. DirecTV, Inc., 642 F. Supp. 2d
758 (N.D. Ohio 2009); In re Comcast Corp. Set-Top Cable TV Box Antitrust Litig., 626 F. Supp.
2d 1353 (J.P.M.L. 2009); In re Refrigerant Compressors Antitrust Litig., 626 F. Supp. 2d 1320
(J.P.M.L. 2009); Saltzman v. Pella Corp., 257 F.R.D. 471 (N.D. Ill. 2009); Coneff v. AT&T Corp.,
620 F. Supp. 2d 1248 (W.D. Wash. 2009); Hoving v. Lawyers Title Ins. Co., 256 F.R.D. 555 (E.D.
Mich. 2009); In re Nissan N. Am., Inc. Odometer Litig., 664 F. Supp. 2d 873 (M.D. Tenn. 2009);
23
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Hoving v. Lawyers Title Ins. Co., 256 F.R.D. 555 (E.D. Mich. 2009); In re Digitek Prods. Liab.
Litig., 571 F. Supp. 2d 1376 (J.P.M.L. 2008); In re BP Prods. N. Am., Inc., 560 F. Supp. 2d 1377
(J.P.M.L. 2008); Hoving v. Transnation Title Ins. Co., 545 F. Supp. 2d 662 (E.D. Mich. 2008); In
re Nissan N. Am., Inc. Odometer Litig., 542 F. Supp. 2d 1367 (J.P.M.L. 2008); Berry v. Budget
Rent a Car Sys., 497 F. Supp. 2d 1361 (S.D. Fla. 2007); Cook v. Home Depot U.S.A., Inc., 62
U.C.C. Rep. Serv. 2d (Callaghan) 197 (S.D. Ohio 2007); Womack v. Nissan N. Am., Inc., 550 F.
Supp. 2d 630 (E.D. Tex. 2007); Knudsen v. Liberty Mut. Ins. Co., 435 F.3d 755 (7th Cir. 2006);
Knudsen v. Liberty Mut. Ins. Co., 411 F.3d 805 (7th Cir. 2005); Knudsen v. Liberty Mut. Ins. Co.,
405 F. Supp. 2d 916 (N.D. Ill. 2005); Enzenbacher v. Browning-Ferris Indus. of Ill., 774 N.E.2d
858 (Ill. App. 2002); In re Nat'l Life Ins. Co., 247 F. Supp. 2d 486 (D. Vt. 2002); Kaskel v. N.
Trust Co., 45 U.C.C. Rep. Serv. 2d (Callaghan) 827 (N.D. Ill. 2001); Wardrop v. Amway Asia Pac.
Ltd., Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CCH) P91, 346 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 20, 2001); and Grove v. Principal Mut.
Life Ins. Co., 14 F. Supp. 2d 1101 (S.D. Iowa 1998).
55.

Before joining Keogh Law, Ltd., Mr. Sweetnam began his career as a lawyer

representing plaintiffs in catastrophic injury cases in 1994. In 1995, he began defending corporate,
insurance industry and insurance policyholder clients and ran a successful class action litigation
boutique, Sweetnam LLC, established in 2008.
56.

Prior to that, Mr. Sweetnam was a partner at a Chicago class action litigation

boutique, where he perfected his skills representing victims of consumer fraud and deceptive and
anti-competitive practices. Mr. Sweetnam has extensive litigation experience in a variety of
nationwide class actions in state and federal courts alleging violations of consumer fraud and
deceptive trade practices statutes, breach of warranty and violations of federal securities laws,
shareholder derivative suits and appeals.
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57.

Mr. Sweetnam began his career as a class action and complex litigation practitioner

with what is now known as Kessler Topaz Meltzer & Check, LLP, one of the largest class action
law firms in the United States, where he was part of a team of lawyers involved in prosecuting
class actions challenging abusive marketing practices in several areas involving life insurance and
annuities. These cases led to class settlements valued at hundreds of millions of dollars, and
sometimes even billions of dollars, with such major life insurance companies as Prudential, Met
Life, John Hancock, New York Life, State Farm, American Express/IDS, Transamerica, and many
others, as well as to numerous changes in industry sales practices.
58.

Mr. Sweetnam continued his career at one of Chicago's oldest and most respected

class action litigation firms, Krislov & Associates, Ltd., where he represented consumers and
investors engaged in an array of nationwide class actions in state and federal courts involving
everything from consumer fraud to breach of warranty and securities and shareholder derivative
lawsuits and appeals.
59.

Additionally, Ms. Sweetnam is also a member of a number of associations,

including The Federal Bar Associations, Chicago Chapter, The Chicago Bar Association, and The
Catholic Lawyers Guild of Chicago.
60.

Mr. Sweetnam received his bachelor’s degree at The University of Michigan, Ann

Arbor, Michigan in 1990. And later received his juris doctorate degree at the University of
Michigan and the De Paul University College of Law where he received the American
Jurisprudence Award in Constitutional Law and was a member of the Journal of Art and
Entertainment Law. He has written and lectured on class actions and class action litigation reform.
61.

Mr. Sweetnam has lectured on and lectured on such topics as the following: (a) Law

of Remedies: Damages, Equity and Restitution, at Chicago-Kent College of Law (2019); (b) Law
of Remedies: Class Actions and Complex Litigation, at Chicago-Kent College of Law (2018); (c)
25
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The Class Action Fairness Act of 2005: Selecting a Forum and Keeping It, at the Illinois Institute
for Continuing Legal Education in Chicago, Illinois (2008); (d) Federalization of Consumer Class
Action Litigation: The Class Action Fairness Act of 2005, at the John Marshall Law School in
Chicago, Illinois (2006).
Executed at Chicago, Illinois, on June 7, 2022.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

9

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

10
11
12
13
14

CHRISTINA M. ADAMS et al., on
behalf of themselves and all others
similarly situated,
Plaintiff,

v.

ALLIANCEONE, INC.,

15

Defendant.

16
17
18

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil No. 3:08-cv-0248-JAH-WVG
ORDER
(1) GRANTING JOINT MOTION
FOR FINAL APPROVAL OF CLASS
ACTION SETTLEMENT [DKT NO.
116];
(2) GRANTING CLASS
COUNSEL’S MOTION FOR
ATTORNEYS’ FEES, COSTS, AND
SERVICE AWARDS [DKT NO.
115]

19

Plaintiffs Christina M. Adams, Sarah Gabany, and Michael D. Messner

20

(collectively, “Plaintiffs”) and Defendant AllianceOne Receivables Management, Inc.

21

(“Defendant”) (the “Parties”) entered into a Stipulation of Settlement (the “Settlement”),

22

which is subject to review under Fed. R. Civ. P. 23.

23

On February 24, 2012, the Parties filed the Settlement, along with their Joint

24

Motion for Preliminary Approval of Class Action Settlement (the “Preliminary Approval

25

Motion”).

26

On April 23, 2012, upon consideration of the Preliminary Approval Motion, and

27

the record, the Court entered an Order of Preliminary Approval of Class Action

28

Settlement (the “Preliminary Approval Order”). Pursuant to the Preliminary Approval
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1

Order, the Court, among other things, (i) preliminarily certified (for settlement purposes

2

only) a class of plaintiffs (the “Class Members”) with respect to the claims asserted in this

3

case; (ii) preliminarily approved the proposed settlement; (iii) appointed Plaintiffs

4

Christina M. Adams, Sarah Gabany, and Michael D. Messner as the Class

5

Representatives; (iv) appointed Hyde & Swigart and The Law Offices of Douglas J.

6

Campion as Class Counsel; and (v) set the date and time of the Final Approval Hearing.

7

On July 9, 2012, Class Counsel filed their Motion for Award of Attorneys’ Fees and

8

Costs and Service Awards to the Named Plaintiffs (the “Fee, Cost, and Award Motion”).

9

On July 30, 2012, the Parties filed their Joint Motion for Final Approval of Class

10

Action Settlement Agreement (the “Final Approval Motion”). Pursuant to the Final

11

Approval Motion, the Parties request final certification of the Settlement Class under Fed.

12

R. Civ. P. 23(b)(3) and final approval of the Stipulation.

13
14

Thus, before the Court is the Final Approval Motion and the Fee, Cost, and Award
Motion.

15

On September 18, 2012, a Final Approval Hearing was held by this Court pursuant

16

to Fed. R. Civ. P. 23 to determine whether this action satisfies the applicable prerequisites

17

for class action treatment and whether the proposed settlement is fundamentally fair,

18

reasonable, adequate, and in the best interests of the Class Members, and should be

19

approved by the Court. At the Final Approval Hearing, the Court heard argument from

20

the Parties regarding the fairness of the settlement and the objections filed pursuant to

21

conditions set forth in the Notice. Having reviewed the Final Approval Motion, the

22

memorandum of points and authorities, declarations, and other documents filed in

23

support thereof, including the Settlement, and good cause appearing therefor, the Court

24

hereby GRANTS the Final Approval Motion.

25

At the same hearing on September 18, 2012, the Court heard argument from Class

26

Counsel in support of the Fee, Cost, and Award Motion. Having reviewed the Fee, Cost,

27

and Award Motion, the memorandum of points and authorities, declarations, and other

28

documents filed in support thereof, including the Settlement, and good cause appearing
2
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1

therefor, the Court hereby GRANTS the Fee, Cost, and Award Motion.

2

Accordingly, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that:

3

1.

TERMS: This Order incorporates by reference the definitions in the

4

Settlement and all terms in this Order shall be deemed to have the same meaning as

5

defined in the Settlement.

6
7
8
9
10

2.

JURISDICTION: The Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this

case and over the Parties.
3.

CLASS MEMBERS: Pursuant to Fed. R.Civ. P. 23 (b)(3), this case is hereby

finally certified, for settlement purposes only, as a class action on behalf of the following
Class Members with respect to the claims asserted in this case:

20

The Settlement Class is defined as all persons within the United States to
whom any telephone calls were made by AllianceOne or any of the other
Released Parties between February 8, 2004 and November 30, 2010 to such
person’s cellular telephone, paging service, specialized mobile radio service,
other radio common carrier service or any service for which the called party
is charged for the call, through the use of any automatic telephone dialing
system which has the capacity to store or produce numbers (whether or not
such capacity was used), including, without limitation, an automated dialing
machine dialer, auto-dialer or predictive dialer, or an artificial or prerecorded
voice, without such person’s prior express consent; provided, however, that
the Class shall not include: (a) the officers, directors, and employees of
AllianceOne, the members of the immediate families of the foregoing, and
their respective legal representatives, heirs, successors and assigns; (b) the
officers, directors and employees of any parent, subsidiary or affiliate of
AllianceOne, and the members of the immediate families of the foregoing;
and (c) Counsel for AllianceOne and Class Counsel and the members of
their respective immediate families. Also excluded from the Class is any
potential Class Member who requested exclusion from the Class in a timely
manner, and those individuals identified by the List of Excluded Numbers.

21

4.

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

CLASS REPRESENTATIVES AND CLASS COUNSEL APPOINTMENT:

22

Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 23, the Court finally certifies Plaintiffs as Class

23

Representatives and appoints Hyde & Swigart and The Law Offices of Douglas J.

24

Campion as Class Counsel.

25

5.

NOTICE AND CLAIMS PROCESS: Pursuant to the Preliminary Approval

26

Order, the Court finds the Settlement Administrator has complied with the approved

27

Notice process as confirmed in its declaration filed with the Court. The form and method

28

for notifying the Class Members of the Settlement and its terms and conditions were in
3
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1

conformity with the Preliminary Approval Order and satisfied the requirements of Fed.

2

R. Civ. P. 23 and due process, and constituted the best notice practicable under the

3

circumstances. The Court finds that the Notice given was clearly designed to advise the

4

Class Members of their rights. Further, the Court finds that the claim process set forth

5

in the Stipulation was followed and that the process was the best practicable procedure

6

under the circumstances.

7

6.

FINAL CLASS CERTIFICATION: The Court again finds that this case

8

satisfies the applicable prerequisites for class action treatment under Fed. R. Civ. P. 23,

9

namely:
A.

10
11

Litigation would be impracticable;
B.

12
13

C.

The claims of Plaintiffs appointed as Class Representatives are typical

of the claims of the Class Members;
D.

16
17

There are questions of law and fact common to the Class Members,

which predominate over any individual questions;

14
15

The Class Members are so numerous that joinder of all of them in the

Plaintiffs and Class Counsel have fairly and adequately represented

and protected the interests of all the Class Members; and
E.

18

Class treatment of these claims will be efficient and manageable,

19

thereby achieving an appreciable measure of judicial economy, and a class action is

20

superior to other available methods for a fair and efficient adjudication of this controversy.

21

7.

FAIRNESS OF THE SETTLEMENT: The Court finds that the settlement

22

of the action, on the terms and conditions set forth in the Settlement, is in all respects

23

fundamentally fair, reasonable, adequate, and in the best interests of the Class Members,

24

especially in light of the benefits to the Class Members, the strength of Plaintiffs’ case and

25

the defenses asserted by Defendant, the complexity, expense and probable duration of

26

further litigation, the risk and delay inherent in possible appeals, and the risk of collecting

27

any judgment obtained on behalf of the class.

28

8.

SETTLEMENT TERMS: The Settlement, which has been filed with the
4
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1

Court and shall be deemed incorporated herein, shall be consummated in accordance with

2

the terms and provisions thereof, except as amended by any order issued by this Court.

3

The material terms of the Settlement include, but are not limited to, the following:
A.

4

The amount of the Settlement Fund remaining after all costs of Notice

5

and Administrative Expenses, incentive payments and attorneys’ fees and costs, and

6

related expenses incurred in this case, shall revert to Defendant subject to the terms of the

7

Settlement;
B.

8

Plaintiffs shall receive from the Settlement Fund the sum of

9

$10,000.00 as Incentive Payments for bringing and participating in this action, divided

10

among them as follows: Christina M. Adams shall receive $5,000, Sarah Gabany shall

11

receive $2,500, and Michael D. Messner shall receive $2,500;
C.

12

The Settlement Administrator shall be paid the amounts it has

13

incurred for its services as set forth in the Settlement in the total amount of

14

$2,549,120.99.

15

D.

Class Counsel shall receive attorneys’ fees in an amount representing

16

30% of the Settlement Fund, which departure from the 25% benchmark this Court finds

17

is justified for the reasons set forth in the record, for a total award of $2,700,000 as

18

attorneys’ fees incurred pursuing this case; and
E.

19

Class Counsel shall receive the total sum of $288,319.87 for payment

20

of costs incurred pursuing this case, which includes miscellaneous litigation costs in the

21

amount of $36,082.37 and the cost of an information technology consultant in the

22

amount of $252,237.50, which cost this Court finds was necessarily incurred given the

23

amount and type of discovery exchanged in this case.
F.

24
25
26

Because the aggregate amount of the Settlement Awards is greater

than $1,000,000, a cy pres award is not required.
9.

REQUESTS FOR EXCLUSION: A total of 70 Requests for Exclusion were

27

received. Those persons who filed valid and timely Requests for Exclusion are named on

28

Exhibit A to this Order. The Court hereby excludes these individuals from the Class and
5
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1
2

Settlement.
10.

OBJECTIONS:

The Class Members were given an opportunity to file

3

Objections to the Settlement. Out of 63,573 valid and timely claims, only 6 Class

4

Members filed timely Objections. After consideration of each of the Objections, and for

5

the reasons set forth in the record, the Court hereby OVERRULES such Objections.

6
7
8

11.

This Order is binding on all Class Members, except those individuals named

on Exhibit A, who filed valid and timely Requests for Exclusion.
12.

RELEASE OF CLAIMS AND DISMISSAL OF LITIGATION: The Class

9

Representatives, Class Members, and their successors and assigns are permanently barred

10

and enjoined from instituting or prosecuting, either individually or as a class, or in any

11

other capacity, any of the Released Claims against any of the Released Parties, as set forth

12

in the Stipulation. Pursuant to the Releases contained in the Stipulation, the Released

13

Claims are compromised, discharged, and dismissed with prejudice by virtue of these

14

proceedings and this Order.

15

13.

Without affecting the finality of this Final Judgment and Order of Dismissal

16

With Prejudice, the Court hereby retains continuing and exclusive jurisdiction over the

17

Parties and all matters relating to this case and/or Settlement, including the

18

administration,

19

consummation of the Settlement and this Order.

20

14.

interpretation,

construction,

effectuation,

enforcement,

and

TERMINATION OF DEADLINES: As of the date of this Order, all dates

21

and deadlines associated with this case are VACATED, other than those related to the

22

administration of the Settlement, unless and until further order of this Court.

23

15.

COMPLIANCE WITH CAFA: Consistent with the Class Action Fairness

24

Act (“CAFA”), 28 U.S.C. § 1715, the Court finds that granting the Final Approval Motion

25

is appropriate because the required Notices of the Settlement were sent and appropriate

26

documentation was submitted to the Attorney General of the United States and the

27

Attorneys General of all 50 states; more than ninety (90) days have elapsed from the date

28

on which the Attorneys General were served with the notice required by CAFA; and, as
6
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1

of the date of this Order, neither the Attorney General of the United States nor any State

2

Attorney General has filed any objections to or comments regarding the Settlement.

3

16.

USE OF THE SETTLEMENT:

Neither the Settlement, nor any act

4

performed or document executed pursuant to or in furtherance of the Settlement (i) is or

5

may be deemed to be, or may be used as an admission of, or evidence of, the validity or

6

lack thereof of any Released Claim, or of any wrongdoing or liability of any of the

7

Released Parties; or (ii) is or may be deemed to be, or may be used as an admission of, or

8

evidence of, any fault or omission of any of the Released Parties, in any civil, criminal, or

9

administrative proceeding in any court, administrative agency, or other tribunal.

10

17.

RELEASES AND BINDING EFFECT ON THE CLASS: Upon entry of this

11

Order, all Class Members who have not filed valid and timely Requests for Exclusion from

12

the Class in accordance with the conditions set forth in the Settlement shall be bound by

13

the Settlement and by this Order and by all determinations and judgments in this case,

14

whether favorable or unfavorable; and each Class Member shall be (i) conclusively deemed

15

to have, and by operation of this Order shall have, fully, finally and forever settled,

16

released, relinquished, waived and discharged Defendant and all Released Parties from all

17

Released Claims, all as defined in the Settlement, and (ii) barred from suing Defendant

18

in any action or proceeding alleging any of the Released Claims, even if any Class Member

19

may thereafter discover facts in addition to or different from those which the Class

20

Members or Class Counsel now know or believe to be true with respect to this case,

21

whether or not such Class Members have filed an objection to the Settlement or to the

22

Fee, Cost, and Award Motion, and whether or not the objections or claims for distribution

23

of such Class Members have been approved or allowed.

24

18.

DISMISSAL AND ENTRY OF FINAL JUDGMENT: This case (together

25

with all claims asserted herein, whether asserted by Class Representatives on their own

26

behalf or on behalf of the Class) is hereby DISMISSED in its entirety, WITH

27

PREJUDICE. No costs are awarded to any party apart from those awarded to Class

28

Representatives and/or Class Counsel under this Order. The Clerk of Court is directed to
7
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1
2
3
4

enter final judgment accordingly.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated: September 27, 2012

_______________________________________
JOHN A. HOUSTON
United States District Judge

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
8
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Opinion

FINAL ORDER AND JUDGMENT APPROVING
CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT
THIS MATTER is before the Court on the Plaintiff's Motion
And Memorandum In Support Of Final Approval Of Class
Action Settlement Agreement, Attorneys' Fees, Expenses,
And Incentive Award (DE 192) and Plaintiff's [*2] Amended
Motion For Final Order Approving Settlement (DE 196). The
matter came before the Court on August 25, 2014, for a
hearing pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(e)
(the Final Approval hearing") as to the fairness,
reasonableness, and adequacy of the, Parties' proposed
settlement of this class action lawsuit preliminarily approved
by the Court at this hearing (DE 195). The Court has carefully
reviewed said Class Action Settlement, the entire court file
and is otherwise fully advised in the premises.
Accordingly, after due consideration, it is
ORDERED AND ADJUDGED as follows:
1. Pursuant to Rule 23(b)(3) of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure, and for the purposes of settlement only, the
following Settlement Class is certified for the purposes of
settlement:
All persons or entities within the United States of
America who, at any time from September 17, 2008
through the date of the Settlement Agreement, received
one or more Covered Calls. "Covered Calls" means
either (1) a call utilizing a pre-recorded message; (2) a
call made through the use of automated dialing
equipment; or (3) a call made to a telephone number that
was registered on the National Do Not Call Registry or
that was on Vivint's internal "Do Not Call" list, where
the call described in (1), (2) and/or [*3] (3) relates in
any way to Vivint products or services or was intended

Case: 1:19-cv-06662 Document #: 138-3 Filed: 06/08/22 Page 17 of 104 PageID #:2230
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to generate a sales lead to be delivered to Vivint.
Covered Calls include calls initiated or made by Vivint
or by someone acting or purporting to act on behalf of
Vivint, relating in any way to Vivint or Vivint's business,
including calls made by Vivint's Dealers, Vivint's
Telemarketers, Vivint's Lead Generators, Vivint's
Marketing Partners, or by anyone seeking to generate
leads to be delivered to Vivint, or any calls initiated or
made by anyone seeking to generate leads for anyone
else where the lead sought to be generated from the call
ultimately could have been delivered to Vivint or
Vivint's Telemarketers, Vivint's Lead Generators, or
Vivint's Marketing Partners. Covered Calls include any
such calls, whether or not authorized by, approved by, or
known by Vivint.
2. Pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 23, and for settlement purposes
only, Plaintiff Matthew Benzion is hereby appointed class
representative and the following counsel are hereby appointed
as Class Counsel:
Scott D. Owens
Scott D. Owens, P.A.
664 E. Hallandale Beach Blvd.
Hallandale, FL 33009
Edward A. Broderick
Anthony I. Paronich
Broderick Law, P.C.
125 Summer St., Suite 1030
Boston, [*4] MA 02110
Matthew P. McCue
Law Office of Matthew P. McCue
1 South Avenue, Suite 3
Natick, MA 01760
Alexander H. Burke
Burke Law Offices, LLC
155 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 9020
Chicago, IL 60601
Daniel J. Marovitch
Marovitch Law Firm, LLC
233 S. Wacker Dr., 84th Floor
Chicago, IL 60606
3. With respect to the Settlement Class, this Court finds for
settlement purposes only that: (a) the Settlement Class as
defined above is so numerous that joinder of all members is
impracticable; (b) there are questions of law or fact common
to the Settlement Class; (c) the claims of Plaintiff Matthew
Benzion (the "Class Representative") are typical of the claims
of the Settlement Class; (d) the Class Representative will
fairly and adequately protect the interests of the Settlement
Class; (e) the questions of law or fact common to the
members of the Settlement Class predominate over the

questions affecting only individual members, and (f)
certification of the Settlement Class is superior to other
available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the
controversy. The Court further finds that (A) the members of
the class have a limited interest in individually prosecuting
the claims at issue; (B) it is desirable [*5] to concentrate the
claims in this forum; and (C) it is unlikely that there will be
difficulties encountered in administering this Settlement. In
the event that the Stipulation terminates pursuant to its terms
for any reason, the conditional certification of the Settlement
Class pursuant to this Order shall be vacated automatically
and shall be null and void, and this action shall revert to its
status immediately prior to the execution of the Stipulation.
4. The Court has determined that the Notice given to members
of the Settlement Class, in accordance with the Preliminary
Approval Order, fully and accurately informed members of
the Settlement Class of all material elements of the proposed
Settlement and constituted valid, due, and sufficient notice to
all members of the Settlement Class, and fully complied with
Rule 23(c)(2)(B) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and
with all applicable law.
5. The persons who made timely and valid requests for
exclusion are excluded from the Settlement Class and are not
bound by this Order of Final Judgment and Dismissal.
6. The Court finally approves the settlement of this action in
accordance with the terms of the Stipulation of Settlement,
and finds that the Settlement is fair, reasonable, and
adequate [*6] in all respects.
7. The Court orders the parties to the Stipulation to perform
their obligations thereunder.
8. The Court dismisses this action, and the Released Claims,
with prejudice and without costs (except as otherwise
provided herein and in the Stipulation) against Plaintiff and
all Settlement Class Members, and adjudges that the Released
Claims and all of the claims described in the Stipulation of
Settlement are released against the Released Parties.
9. The Court adjudges that the Class Representative and all
Settlement Class Members who receive money from the
Settlement Fund under the Stipulation shall be deemed to
have, fully, finally and forever released, relinquished and
discharged all Released Claims against the Released Parties,
as defined by the Stipulation. The Court further adjudges that
each Settlement Class Member who does not opt out of this
settlement ("Non-Opt Outs"), but for whatever reason does
not receive money from the Settlement Fund, shall be deemed
to have fully, finally, and forever released relinquished and
discharged all Released Claims against the Released Parties.
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10. The Court further adjudges that upon the Effective Date,
each of the Released Parties [*7] and all signatories to the
Stipulation shall be deemed to have fully, finally and forever
released, relinquished and discharged Plaintiffs, Class
Counsel, and Defendant and its counsel from any claims
(including Unknown Claims) for abuse of process, libel,
malicious prosecution or similar claims arising out of, relating
to, or in connection with the institution, prosecution, defense,
assertion, or resolution of this action, including any right
under any statute or federal law to seek counsel fees and
costs.
11. Plaintiff and the Settlement Class Members are
permanently barred and enjoined from asserting,
commencing, prosecuting, or continuing any of the Released
Claims or any of the claims described in the Stipulation of
Settlement against the Released Parties.
12. Without affecting the finality of this Final Order of
Judgment and Dismissal in any way, the Court retains
jurisdiction over: (a) implementation and enforcement of the
Stipulation until the final judgment contemplated hereby has
become effective and each and every act agreed to be
performed by the Parties hereto shall have been performed
pursuant to the Stipulation; and (b) any other action necessary
to conclude this Settlement [*8] and to administer, effectuate,
interpret and monitor compliance with the provisions of the
Stipulation.

15. Neither this Final Order of Judgment and Dismissal nor
the Stipulation is an admission or concession by the
Defendant of any fault, omission, liability, or wrongdoing.
This Final Order of Judgment and Dismissal is not a finding
of the validity or invalidity of any claims in this action or a
determination of any wrongdoing by the Defendant. The final
approval of the Stipulation does not constitute any opinion,
position, or determination of this Court, one way or the other,
as to the merits of the claims and defenses of the Defendant or
the Settlement Class Members.
16. Any objections to the Stipulation are overruled and denied
in all respects. The Court finds that no just reason exists for
delay in entering this Final Order of Judgment and Dismissal.
Accordingly, the Clerk is hereby directed forthwith to enter
this Final Order of Judgment and Dismissal.
DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers at Fort Lauderdale,
Broward County, Florida, this 23rd day of February, 2015.
/s/ William J. Zloch
WILLIAM [*10] J. ZLOCH
United States District Judge

End of Document

13. The Court approves payment of Class Counsel attorneys'
fees in the amount of $1,676,315 plus costs and expenses in
the amount of $107,503.31. This amount shall be paid from
the Settlement Fund in accordance with the terms of the
Stipulation. The Court, having considered the materials
submitted by Plaintiff's counsel in support of final approval of
the Settlement and their request for attorneys' fees and
expenses and in response to the filed objections thereto, finds
the award of attorneys' fees appropriate and reasonable in
light of the substantial work performed by Plaintiff's counsel
and the quantifiable benefit conferred on the Class. The Court
also concludes that the Settlement was negotiated at arms'
length and without collusion, and that negotiation of the fees
followed agreement on the settlement benefits for class
members. The Court notes that the Class Notice specifically
and clearly advised the Settlement Class that counsel, as a
group, would seek the award.
14. The Court approves the service fee payment of $20,000
for the Class Representative, and specifically finds [*9] such
amount to be reasonable in light of the service performed by
Plaintiff for the Settlement Class. This amount shall be paid
from the Settlement Fund in accordance with the terms of the
Stipulation.
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PATRICIA CONNOR AND SHERI L. ) Case No. 3:10-cv-01284-GPC-BGS
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of all others similarly situated,
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Plaintiffs,
) FINAL JUDGMENT AND ORDER
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vs.
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JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A.,
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)
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1

Class Counsel have moved for an order for final approval of this class action

2

settlement and request a final judgment and order of dismissal with prejudice. The

3

Court heard argument regarding final approval at the Fairness Hearing held on

4

December 4, 2014. Based upon all papers filed with the Court and oral argument at

5

the Fairness Hearing, it is ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED as follows:

6

1.

The Settlement Agreement and Release, fully executed on January 13,

7

2012, including its exhibits, and the Amendment to Settlement Agreement and

8

Release, fully executed on March 20, 2014 (collectively, the “Settlement

9

Agreement”), and the definitions of words and terms contained therein, are

10

incorporated by reference in this Order. The terms of this Court’s Preliminary

11

Approval Orders (Dkt. Nos. 55 and 113) are also incorporated by reference in this

12

Order.

13

2.

This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this Action and

14

over the Parties, including all members of the following Settlement Class and

15

Subclass certified for settlement purposes in this Court’s Preliminary Approval

16

Order:

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Settlement Class: All present or former borrowers or coborrowers as identified in JPMCB’s records whose
residential mortgage loan or home equity line of credit is or
was serviced or subserviced by JPMCB or Chase Home
Finance LLC and either the borrower, co-borrower or both,
were contacted on their cellular telephone(s) by JPMCB
through the use of an automated dialer system and/or an
artificial or prerecorded voice during the Class Period.
Subclass A: Those persons whose cell phones were actually
called by JPMCB or Chase Home Finance LLC during the
Class Period, and are thus entitled to a monetary payment.
The following persons are excluded from the Settlement Class:
Defendants, their parent companies, affiliates or
subsidiaries, or any employees thereof, and any entities in
-1FINAL JUDGMENT AND ORDER OF DISMISSAL
3:10-cv-01284-GPC-BGS
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which any of such companies has a controlling interest, the
Judge or Magistrate Judge to whom the Action is assigned
and any member of those Judges’ staffs and immediate
families, as well as all persons who validly request
exclusion from the Settlement Class.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

3.

arm’s length settlement negotiations between the Parties.
4.

A. The Settlement Class Members are so numerous that joinder of all of
them in the Action would be impracticable;
B. There are questions of law and fact common to the Settlement Class

11
12

Members, which predominate over any individual questions;
C. The claims of the Plaintiffs appointed as Class Representatives are

13
14

typical of the claims of the Settlement Class Members;
D. The Plaintiffs and Class Counsel have fairly and adequately

15
16

The Court again finds that the Action satisfies the applicable

prerequisites for class action treatment under Fed. R. Civ. P. 23, namely:

9
10

The Court hereby finds that the Settlement Agreement is the product of

represented and protected the interests of all the Settlement Class Members; and
E. Class treatment of these claims will be efficient and manageable,

17
18

thereby achieving an appreciable measure of judicial economy, and a class action is

19

superior to other available methods for a fair and efficient adjudication of this

20

controversy.

21

5.

The Court hereby finds and concludes that Settlement Notice was

22

disseminated to members of the Settlement Class in accordance with the terms set

23

forth in the Settlement Agreement, and that Settlement Notice and its dissemination

24

were in compliance with this Court’s Preliminary Approval Orders dated March 12,

25

2012 (Dkt. No. 55) and May 30, 2014 (Dkt. No. 113).

26
27
28

6.

The Court further finds and concludes that the Settlement Notice and

Claims submission procedures, as set forth in Sections 9.01-10.03 of the Settlement
-2FINAL JUDGMENT AND ORDER OF DISMISSAL
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1

Agreement and Release and Section 9.06 of the Amendment to Settlement

2

Agreement and Release, fully satisfy Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

3

and the requirements of due process, were the best notice practicable under the

4

circumstances, provided individual notice to all persons in the Settlement Class who

5

could be identified through reasonable effort, and support the Court’s exercise of

6

jurisdiction over the Settlement Class as contemplated in the Settlement and this

7

Order.

8
9
10

7.

This Court hereby finds and concludes that the notice provided by

JPMCB pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1715 fully satisfied the requirements of that statute.
8.

The Court hereby finally approves the Settlement Agreement and the

11

Settlement contemplated thereby, and finds that the terms constitute, in all respects, a

12

fair, reasonable, and adequate settlement as to all Settlement Class Members in

13

accordance with Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and directs

14

consummation of the Settlement pursuant to its terms and conditions.

15

9.

The Court hereby finally certifies for settlement purposes the Settlement

16

Class and Subclass A of the Settlement Class and finds for settlement purposes that

17

all requirements of Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 23(a) and (b)(3) are satisfied.

18
19
20

10.

This Court hereby dismisses the Action with prejudice and without costs

to any party except as expressly provided for in the Settlement Agreement.
11.

Upon entry of the Final Judgment and Order of Dismissal approving the

21

Settlement (including, without limitation, the exhaustion of any judicial review, or

22

requests for judicial review, from this Final Judgment and Order of Dismissal), the

23

Plaintiffs and each and every one of the Settlement Class Members fully, finally, and

24

forever release and discharge the Released Parties from the Released Claims. In

25

addition, any rights of the Class Representatives and each and every one of the

26

Settlement Class Members to the protections afforded under Section 1542 of the

27
28
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1

California Civil Code and/or any other similar, comparable, or equivalent laws are

2

terminated.

3

12.

Each and every Settlement Class Member, and any person actually or

4

purportedly acting on behalf of any Settlement Class Member(s), is hereby

5

permanently barred and enjoined from commencing, instituting, continuing,

6

pursuing, maintaining, prosecuting, or enforcing any Released Claims (including,

7

without limitation, in any individual, class or putative class, representative or other

8

action or proceeding), directly or indirectly, in any judicial, administrative, arbitral,

9

or other forum, against the Released Parties. This permanent bar and injunction is

10

necessary to protect and effectuate the Settlement Agreement, this Final Judgment

11

and Order of Dismissal, and this Court’s authority to effectuate the Settlement

12

Agreement, and is ordered in aid of this Court’s jurisdiction and to protect its

13

judgment.

14

13.

The Settlement Agreement, and any and all negotiations, documents,

15

and discussions associated with the Settlement, shall not be deemed or construed to

16

be an admission or evidence of any violation of any statute, law, rule, regulation, or

17

principle of common law or equity, of any liability or wrongdoing, by JPMCB or

18

Fannie Mae, or of the truth of any of the claims asserted by Plaintiffs in the Action,

19

and evidence relating to the Settlement Agreement shall not be discoverable or used,

20

directly or indirectly, in any way, whether in the Action or in any other action or

21

proceeding, except for purposes of enforcing the terms and conditions of the

22

Settlement Agreement, the Preliminary Approval Order, and/or this Final Judgment

23

and Order of Dismissal.

24

14.

If for any reason the Settlement terminates or Final Approval does not

25

occur, then certification of the Settlement Class and Subclass A of the Settlement

26

Class shall be deemed vacated. In such an event, the Parties will return, without

27

prejudice, to the status quo ante as if no Settlement had been negotiated or entered

28
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1

into and the Settlement and its existence shall be inadmissible to establish any fact

2

relevant to any alleged liability of the Released Parties for the matters alleged in the

3

Action or for any other purpose. In that event, any amounts paid by either party for

4

costs of notice and claims administration to date shall not be refunded.
15.

5

In the event that any provision of the Settlement or this Final Judgment

6

and Order of Dismissal is asserted by JPMCB or Fannie Mae as a defense in whole

7

or in part to any Claim, or otherwise asserted (including, without limitation, as a

8

basis for a stay) in any other suit, action, or proceeding brought by a Settlement Class

9

Member or any person actually or purportedly acting on behalf of any Settlement

10

Class Member(s), that suit, action or other proceeding shall be immediately stayed

11

and enjoined until this Court or the court or tribunal in which the claim is pending

12

has determined any issues related to such defense or assertion. Solely for purposes

13

of such suit, action, or other proceeding, to the fullest extent they may effectively do

14

so under applicable law, the Parties irrevocably waive and agree not to assert, by way

15

of motion, as a defense or otherwise, any claim or objection that they are not subject

16

to the jurisdiction of the Court, or that the Court is, in any way, an improper venue or

17

an inconvenient forum. These provisions are necessary to protect the Settlement

18

Agreement, this Final Judgment and Order of Dismissal and this Court’s authority to

19

effectuate the Settlement, and are ordered in aid of this Court’s jurisdiction and to

20

protect its judgment.
16.

21

By attaching the Settlement Agreement as Exhibit A and incorporating

22

its terms herein, the Court determines that this Final Judgment complies in all

23

respects with Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 65(d)(1).
17.

24
25
26
27
28

Those persons who submitted valid and timely Requests for Exclusion

from the Settlement Class and the Settlement are named on Exhibit B to this Order.1
1

Twenty-five additional Requests for Exclusion were submitted by bankruptcy
trustees that cannot be identified on the Settlement Class List; regardless, these
individuals are also included in Exhibit B to this Order.
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1

The Court hereby excludes these individuals from the Settlement Class and the

2

Settlement.
18.

3

Settlement Class Members were given an opportunity to file Objections

4

to the Settlement. After consideration of each of the Objections, the Court hereby

5

overrules such Objections. The Court overrules the objection of Robert J. Michener,

6

(ECF No. 130), and DENIES his motion to continue. The Court finds that Objector

7

Michener has failed to establish good cause for a continuance because he has not

8

proven that he actually sent correspondence to Gilardi and his lack of preparedness is

9

not a basis for delaying the final approval hearing. As discussed above, the Court has

10

found that the settlement is fair and reasonable. The Court approves Class Counsel’s

11

application for $2,398,878.58 in attorneys’ fees and costs, and for incentive

12

payments in the amount of $2,500 to each of the Class Representatives.

13

Additionally, the Court approves a payment of $1,392,238.39 to the Claims

14

Administrator for its costs and fees incurred in connection with the notice and claims

15

administration process, with $811,738.39 to be paid from the Settlement Fund for

16

Group 1 and $580,500 to be paid directly by JPMCB for the Group 2 notice and

17

claims administration process. The Court approves a payment of $345,000 by Class

18

Counsel to C. Benjamin Nutley, counsel for objector John W. Davis, payable from

19

the fees awarded herein to Class Counsel.

20

//

21

//

22

//

23

//

24

//

25

//

26

//

27

//

28
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1

19.

Finding that there is no just reason for delay, the Court orders that this

2

Final Judgment and Order of Dismissal shall constitute a final judgment pursuant to

3

Rule 54 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The Clerk of the Court is directed

4

to enter this Order on the docket forthwith.

5

IT IS SO ORDERED.

6
7
8
9

Dated: February 5, 2015
HON. GONZALO P. CURIEL
United States District Judge

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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Opinion

FINAL APPROVAL ORDER and JUDGMENT
I. INTRODUCTION
Before the Court is an Unopposed Motion for Final Approval
of Class Settlement filed by Plaintiff Joel Hageman on

January 5, 2015 (Docket No. 58), seeking final approval of
the Class Action Settlement and Release ("Settlement
Agreement") found at Docket No. 56-1. Defendant AT&T
Mobility LLC supports the Motion (Docket No. 61). Also
before the Court is an Application for Award of Attorney's
Fees and Incentive Award (Docket No. 60). Having reviewed
the papers, and for the reasons explained below, the Court
GRANTS Plaintiff's Motion, certifies the Class and [*2]
finally approves the Settlement Agreement. The Court also
APPROVES the Application for Award of Attorney's Fees
and Incentive Award, awards Plaintiff's counsel attorney's
fees in the amount of $15 million, and awards the Named
Plaintiff, Joel Hageman, an incentive award of $20,000.
II. BACKGROUND
The Named Plaintiff, Joel Hageman ("Hageman"),
commenced this action on April 9, 2013. Hageman filed an
amended complaint on June 5, 2013, alleging Defendant
AT&T Mobility LLC ("ATTM") violated the Telephone
Consumer Protection Act ("TCPA"), 47 U.S.C. § 227 et seq.,
by placing calls using an automated telephone dialing system
or a prerecorded voice message to cellular telephones without
the prior express consent of the call recipients. ATTM denies
the allegations arguing the calls were lawful. After engaging
in discovery, wherein ATTM produced over 40,000 pages of
documents, and after the parties deposed Hageman,
Hageman's expert and ATTM's corporate representative, the
parties engaged in mediation on June 24, 2014, before the
Honorable Morton Denlow of JAMS, an experienced
mediator and former Magistrate Judge of the United States
District Court for the Northern District of Illinois. At the
conclusion of the [*3] mediation, the parties reached an
agreement in principle, but continued to negotiate for another
three months. On September 29, 2014, the parties reached the
Settlement Agreement presently before the Court. The
Settlement Agreement settles all claims in the above-entitled
action.
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On October 7, 2014, the Court granted preliminary approval
of the Settlement Agreement, conditionally certified the
proposed Settlement Class, designated Hageman as the
Settlement Class Representative for the Settlement Class,
appointed Class Counsel, approved Kurtzman Carson
Consultants LLC ("KCC") to serve as the Settlement
Administrator, and approved a plan for giving notice to the
Class Members. See Docket No, 57. The Court also set
deadlines for objecting to the Settlement Agreement and for
opting out of the Settlement Class. No Class Members have
objected to the Settlement Agreement and no Class Members
have opted out of the proposed Settlement Class.

The Court, having considered the Settlement Agreement,
finds it appropriate to certify a class for settlement purposes
pursuant to Rules 23(a) and 23(b)(3). Specifically the Court
finds:

A final approval hearing was held in Billings, Montana on
February 9, 2015.

4. Hageman will fairly and adequately protect the interests of
the class.

III. NOTICE
The Class Action Fairness Act ("CAFA") requires defendants
to send to the appropriate state and federal officials a copy of
the complaint, notice of scheduled judicial hearings, [*4]
proposed or final notifications to class members, proposed or
final class settlements, any other contemporaneous
agreements between the parties, any final judgments or notice
of dismissal, and the names of class members if feasible. See
28 U.S.C. § 1715(b)(1—8). Having reviewed the Certificate of
Compliance filed on February 2, 2015 (Docket No. 64), the
Court is satisfied that the appropriate notices were sent.
The Court is similarly satisfied that the provisions for notice
set forth in Article IV, section 3 of the Settlement Agreement
and the Preliminary Approval Order were reasonably
calculated under the circumstances to apprise the Settlement
Class of the pendency of this action, all material elements of
the Settlement Agreement, the opportunity for Settlement
Class Members to exclude themselves from, object to, or
comment on the settlement and to appear at the final approval
hearing. The notice was the best notice practicable under the
circumstances, satisfying the requirements of Rule
23(c)(2)(B); provided notice in a reasonable manner to all
class members, satisfying Rule 23(e)(1)(B); was adequate and
sufficient notice to all Class Members; and otherwise
provided due process.
IV. CERTIFICATION OF SETTLEMENT CLASS
For certification of a settlement class, [*5] Rule 23(a)
requires: (1) numerosity, (2) commonality, (3) typicality, and
(4) adequacy of representation. Under Rule 23(b)(3), a class
action must meet two additional requirements: (1) common
questions must "predominate over any questions affecting
only individual members;" and (2) class resolution must be
"superior to other available methods of fair and efficient
adjudication of the controversy."

1. The class consists of thousands of individuals such that
joinder of all members is impracticable.
2. There are questions of law or fact common to the class.
3. The claims or defenses of Hageman, the proposed
Settlement Class Representative, are typical of the claims or
defenses of the class.

5. The parties have agreed to a proposed settlement on a class
action basis, subject to Court approval.
6. The parties have agreed to class certification for purposes
of a settlement class only such that, in the event the settlement
was not completed, ATTM reserves the right to challenge
the [*6] propriety of class certification.
For purposes of the Settlement Agreement and this Final
Approval Order and Judgment, the Court hereby certifies the
following Settlement Class:
all persons who, during the Class Period, received one or
more Calls made by ATTM or an OCA1 on behalf of

1 OCA

is defined in the Settlement Agreement as:

any outside collection agency or other person or entity who
contacted or attempted to contact a Class Member on his or her
cellular phone to collect a debt on behalf of ATTM during the
Class Period, as well as any agent, affiliate, independent
contractor, successor, assign, or other party acting on behalf of
any such outside collection agency. The term "OCA" is limited
to the following outside collection agencies: Accord Creditor
Services, LLC (f/k/a Alliant Law Group), AFNI, Inc., Allied
Interstate, Inc., Bureau of Collection Recovery, LLC, The CBE
Group, Inc,, Credit Bureau [*7] Collection Services, Inc. (d/b/a
CBCS), Credit Control Services, Inc., Diversified Consultants,
Inc., Enhanced Recovery Company, LLC (f/k/a Enhanced
Recovery Corporation), ER Solutions, Inc. (a/k/a Convergent),
EOS-CCA (a/k/a Collecto, Inc. d/b/a Collection Company of
America), Franklin Collection Services, Inc., Gatestone & Co.
International Inc., HOVG, LLC (d/b/a Bay Area Credit
Services), I.C. System, Inc., Integrity Solution Services, Inc.
(f/k/a Pinnacle Financial Group), MRS BPO, LLC, Nationwide
Recovery Services, Ltd., NCO Financial Systems, Inc,,
Receivables Performance Management, LLC, Southwest Credit
Systems, L.P., Sunrise Credit Services, Inc., and Virtuoso
Sourcing Group, LLC (f/k/a First Revenue Assurance).
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ATTM on their cellular telephone, where (a) the person
was not an ATTM customer at the time of the call and
(b) the cellular telephone number was listed as a can-bereached number on two or more ATTM accounts that are
not related by name, address, or other personal
identifying information.
The parties represent that there are approximately 16,000
unique telephone numbers associated with the Settlement
Class. Excluded from the Settlement Class are the following:
(1) any trial judge that may preside over this case; (2) ATTM,
as well as any parent, subsidiary, affiliate or control person of
ATTM, and the officers, directors, agents, servants or
employees of ATTM; (3) any OCA covered by the Settlement
Agreement, as well as any parent, subsidiary, affiliate, [*8] or
control person of such OCAs and the officers, directors,
agents, servants or employees of such OCAs; and (4) the
immediate family of any such person(s).
V. FINAL APPROVAL OF SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT
This court may approve the Settlement Agreement after
hearing and upon a finding that the Settlement Agreement is
"fair, reasonable, and adequate." Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(e). A
settlement under Rule 23(e) requires that the Court balance a
number of factors, including: "(1) the strength of the plaintiffs
case; (2) the risk, expense, complexity, and likely duration of
further litigation; (3) the risk of maintaining class action
status throughout the trial; (4) the amount offered in
settlement; (5) the extent of discovery completed and the
stage of the proceedings; (6) the experience and views of
counsel; (7) the presence of a governmental participant; and
(8) the reaction of the class members of the proposed
settlement." In re Bluetooth Headset Prods. Liab. Litig., 654
F.3d 935, 946 (9th Cir. 2011), quoting Churchill Vill, L.L.C.
v. Gen. Elec., 361 F.3d 566, 575 (9th Cir.2004). The Ninth
Circuit, in Bluetooth Headset Prods. Liab. Litig., also
discussed the need for heightened scrutiny of settlements
reached prior to class certification:
Prior to formal class certification, there is an even greater
potential for a breach of fiduciary duty owed the class
during settlement. [*9] Accordingly, such agreements
must withstand an even higher level of scrutiny for
evidence of collusion or other conflicts of interest than is
ordinarily required under Rule 23(e) before securing the
court's approval as fair. Hanlon, 150 F.3d at 1026;
accord In re Gen. Motors, 55 F.3d at 805 (courts must
be "even more scrupulous than usual in approving
settlements where no class has yet been formally
certified"); Mars Steel Corp. v. Continental III. Nat'l
Bank & Trust Co. of Chicago, 834 F.2d 677, 681 (7th
Cir.1987) (Posner, J.) ("[W]hen class certification is

deferred, a more careful scrutiny of the fairness of the
settlement is required."); Weinberger v. Kendrick, 698
F.2d 61, 73 (2nd Cir.1982) (Friendly, J.) (reviewing
courts must employ "even more than the usual care");
see also MANUAL FOR COMPLEX LITIG. § 21.612 (4th
ed.2004). The district court's approval order must show
not only that "it has explored [the Churchill] factors
comprehensively," but also that the settlement is "not[ ]
the product of collusion among the negotiating parties."
In re Mego Fin. Corp., 213 F.3d at 458.
654 F.3d at 946-47.
Here, the pre-certification Settlement Agreement contains
none of the collusion signs or other conflicts of interest
discussed in Bluetooth Headset Prods. Liab. Litig. Moreover,
after having carefully considered the factors articulated in
Bluetooth Headset Prods. Liab. Litig., the Court finds that
factor seven is not applicable, and that all other factors weigh
in favor of settlement. [*10] The Settlement Agreement is
fair and reasonable, and therefore, the Court approves the
Settlement Agreement submitted by the parties, including the
Release set forth in Article V of the Settlement Agreement.
Article III, paragraph 1.d. of the Settlement Agreement
provides that "[i]f money remains in the Settlement Fund after
all Valid Claim Forms are paid with a Claimant Payment in
the amount of five hundred dollars ($500) per Call, the
Settlement Administrator shall distribute the remaining value
from the Settlement Fund to one or more nonprofit
organizations mutually agreed upon by the Parties and
approved by the Court." Counsel anticipate that
approximately $5 million will be paid to such charities.
Counsel have agreed that Cell Phones for Soldiers, National
Math + Science Initiative, BUILD and CFY (Computers for
Youth) are charitable organizations that have a nexus to this
case and that such charitable organizations should receive any
payments per Article III, paragraph 1.d. In accordance with
the Settlement Agreement, the Court approves such charitable
organizations.
VI. ATTORNEYS' FEES
The Settlement Class in this litigation is represented by three
attorneys; John Heenan of Bishop & [*11] Heenan, Keith J.
Keogh of Keogh Law LTD, and Benjamin R. Bingham of
Bingham & Lea PC. Class Counsel undertook this litigation
on a contingency fee basis. Class Counsel represent that under
the Settlement Agreement, Class Members will receive the
full amount allowed under the TCPA for their claims. Class
Counsel request an assessment of fees in the amount of $15
million, or one-third of the common fund recovery. Class
Counsel's request for fees includes reimbursement for all
costs and expenses advanced by Class Counsel. Class
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Counsel's request for attorneys' fees is unopposed.
The award of fees sought in this case is permitted under the
common fund exception to the American Rule. Staton v.
Boeing Co., 327 F.3d 938, 972 (9th Cir. 2003). Courts have
an independent obligation to ensure that the award, like the
settlement itself, is reasonable, even if the parties have
already agreed to an amount. See Staton, 372 F.3d at 963-64.
In their Application, Class Counsel assert that the Settlement
Agreement will result in "the largest recovery per class
member in the 25 year history of the [TCPA]," with
individual class members receiving up to $500 per call made.
Application, docket no. 60, p.2. Upon review of the instant
Application and the record, given the extraordinary
results [*12] achieved on behalf of the Settlement Class, the
risk to the Settlement Class of continued litigation, the skill
and expertise demonstrated by Class Counsel, and in the
absence of any objection after notice, this Court finds that the
requested fees of $15 million are for reasonable and necessary
services performed by Class Counsel. The application for fees
is thus approved.
VII. INCENTIVE AWARD
"[N]amed plaintiffs, as opposed to designated class members
who are not named plaintiffs, are eligible for reasonable
incentive payments." Staton v. Boeing Co., 327 F.3d 938, 977
(9th Cir.2003). In determining the appropriateness of
incentive awards, relevant factors for a district court to
consider "includ[e] the actions the plaintiff has taken to
protect the interests of the class, the degree to which the class
has benefitted from those actions ... the amount of time and
effort the plaintiff expended in pursuing the litigation ... and
reasonabl[e] fear[s of] workplace retaliation." Id. (internal
quotations omitted). Once again, because of the extraordinary
results achieved on behalf of the Settlement Class, the Court
finds that Hageman's requested incentive award of $20,000 is
fair, reasonable and appropriate.
For the reasons discussed above,
IT IS ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED: [*13]
1. The Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of
this Action, Hageman, all Class Members and ATTM.
2. The Court finds for purposes of the settlement only
that the prerequisites for a class action under Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure 23(a) and (b)(3) have been
satisfied in that: (a) the number of Class Members is so
numerous that joinder of all members thereof is
impracticable; (b) there are questions of law and fact
common to the Class; (c) the claims of Hageman are
typical of the claims of the class he seeks to represent;

(d) Hageman and his counsel have and will fairly and
adequately represent the interests of the class.
3. Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23, this
Court hereby finally certifies Case No, CV-13-50-BLGRWA for settlement purposes only as a class action on
behalf of members of the Settlement Class, as defined
earlier in this Final Approval Order and Judgment.
4. Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23, this
Court hereby finally certifies the Hageman as the
Settlement Class Representative for settlement purposes
only and appoints Hageman's counsel as class counsel
for such purposes.
5. Notice of the pendency of Case No. CV-13-50-BLGRWA as a proposed class action and of the proposed
Settlement Agreement was given to all Class Members
who could be identified [*14] with reasonable effort.
The form and method of notifying the Class Members of
the pendency of the action as a proposed class action and
of the terms and conditions of the Settlement Agreement
meet the requirements of due process, Federal Rule of
Civil Procedure 23 and other applicable law, constituted
the best notice practicable under the circumstances, and
was due and sufficient notice to all persons and entities
entitled thereto.
6. The Settlement Class, which will be bound by this
Final Approval Order and Judgment, shall include all
members of the Settlement Class who did not submit
timely and valid requests to be excluded from the
Settlement Class.
7. The Settlement Agreement is not an admission by
ATTM of, and this Final Approval Order and Judgment
is not a finding of, the validity of any allegations or
claims in the Actions or of any wrongdoing by ATTM.
Neither this Final Approval Order and Judgment, nor the
Settlement Agreement is or may be construed as or may
be used as an admission by or against any of the
Released Persons of any fault, wrongdoing or liability
whatsoever, and neither this Final Approval Order and
Judgment, nor the Settlement Agreement, nor any
document referred to therein shall be offered or [*15]
received in evidence in any action or proceeding against
any of the Released Persons in any court, administrative
agency, arbitration or other tribunal for any purpose
whatsoever, other than to enforce the provisions of this
Final Approval Order and Judgment or Settlement
Agreement. Neither this Final Approval Order and
Judgment, nor the Settlement Agreement nor any
document referred to therein, nor any action taken to
carry out the Settlement Agreement, is or may be
Page 4 of 5
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construed as or received in evidence as an admission,
concession or presumption against the Named Plaintiff
or any of the Class Members that any of their claims are
without merit, or that any defenses asserted by ATTM
have any merit, or that damages recoverable under the
Complaint would not have exceeded the Settlement
Amount.
8. The Court hereby approves the Settlement Agreement,
including the plans for implementation and distribution
of the settlement relief, and finds that the Settlement
Agreement is, in all respects, fair, reasonable and
adequate to the Class Members, within the authority of
the parties and the result of extensive arm's-length
negotiations. The Parties shall effectuate the Settlement
Agreement in accordance [*16] with its terms. The
Settlement Agreement and every term and provision
thereof shall be deemed incorporated herein as if
explicitly set forth and shall have the full force of an
Order of this Court.
9. All persons who have not made their objections to the
Settlement Agreement in the manner provided in the
Settlement Agreement are deemed to have waived any
objections by appeal, collateral attack, or otherwise.
10. Within the time period set forth in Article ITT,
section 3 of the Settlement Agreement, the cash
distributions provided for in the Settlement Agreement
shall be paid to the various Settlement Class members
submitting Valid Claim Forms, pursuant to the terms and
conditions of the Settlement Agreement.
11. Upon the Effective Date, members of the Settlement
Class who did not validly and timely opt-out shall, by
operation of this Final Approval Order and Judgment,
have fully, finally and forever released, relinquished and
discharged ATTM and all OCAs from all claims that
were or could have been asserted in the Action, as
specified in Article V of the Settlement Agreement,
provided upon the agreement of the parties that there is
deleted and removed from Art. V, § 1 of the Settlement
Agreement the following [*17] language: "including the
government in the capacity as parens patriae."
12. All members of the Settlement Class who did not
validly and timely opt-out are hereby permanently barred
and enjoined from filing, commencing, prosecuting,
maintaining, intervening in, participating in, conducting
or continuing, either directly or in any other capacity,
any action or proceeding in any court, agency,
arbitration, tribunal or jurisdiction, asserting any claims
released pursuant to the Settlement Agreement, or
seeking an award of fees and costs of any kind or nature
whatsoever and pursuant to any authority or theory
whatsoever, relating to or arising from the Action and/or

as a result of or in addition to those provided by the
Settlement Agreement.
13. The terms of the Settlement Agreement and this Final
Approval Order and Judgment shall have maximum res
judicata, collateral estoppel, and all other preclusive
effect in any and all claims for relief, causes of action,
suits, petitions, demands in law or equity, or any
allegations of liability, damages, debts, contracts,
agreements, obligations, promises, attorney's fees, costs,
interest or expenses which were or could have been
asserted in the Action [*18] or are in any way related to
the Calls.
14. The application for a common fund fee assessment
for Class Counsel is approved in the amount of
$15,000,000.00, all to be recovered by Class Counsel out
of the common fund of $45 million obtained for the
Class.
15. Class Counsel's application for an Incentive Award
for Hageman in the amount of $20,000 is approved. Such
amount shall be paid out of the Settlement Fund, in
accordance with the Settlement Agreement.
16. The above-captioned Action is hereby dismissed in
its entirety with prejudice. Except as otherwise provided
in this Final Approval Order and Judgment, the parties
shall bear their own costs and attorney's fees. Without
affecting the finality of the Judgment hereby entered, the
Court reserves jurisdiction over the implementation of
the Settlement Agreement, including enforcement and
administration of the Settlement Agreement.
Dated this 11 day of February, 2015.
/s/ Richard W. Anderson
RICHARD W. ANDERSON
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE

End of Document
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AMENDED ENTRY ON MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS'
FEES, COSTS, AND CASE CONTRIBUTION AWARDS
This matter is before the Court on the Plaintiffs' Motion for
Attorneys' Fees, Costs, and Case Contribution Awards filed
[*3] on behalf of attorneys representing the Class. In a
separate Entry, the Court approved the Settlement between
the parties that established a $90 million common fund to be
distributed pro rata to Class Members, after necessary fees,
costs, and case contribution awards have been subtracted and
granted $614,112.59 in administrative costs. Class Counsel
request 33.3% of the common fund as attorneys' fees,
$6,243,278.10 in expenses, and $25,000.00 case contribution
or incentive awards, to each of the two class Representatives.
The Court held a Fairness Hearing on October 25, 2012, at
which the litigation expenses, administrative costs, and
incentive awards were orally approved. The Court took the
request for attorneys' fees under advisement. The Court now
rules that Plaintiffs' motion (Dkt. 724) is GRANTED nunc
pro tunc as of November 20, 2012.

I. BACKGROUND
The Plaintiffs in this class action case are over 700,000
former mutual company members who received cash in
exchange for their interests in the demutualization of Anthem
Insurance Companies. The dispute in this case was zealously
litigated by both sides from 2005 until recently, when the
parties, with the assistance of a private mediator reached a
Settlement Agreement which [*4] was approved by this
Court on November 16, 2012 (Dkt. 780). As a result, the
background and facts have been described multiple times by
both the parties and the Court in numerous entries. The Court
will set forth additional facts below as necessary.

II. DISCUSSION

A. Incentive Award
"Because a named plaintiff is an essential ingredient of any
class action, an incentive award is appropriate if it is
necessary to induce an individual to participate in the suit."
Cook v. Niedert, 142 F.3d 1004, 1016 (7th Cir. 2009). When
deciding whether an incentive award is reasonable, courts
consider the actions the plaintiff has taken to protect the
interests of the class, the degree to which the class has
benefited from those actions, and the amount of time and
effort the plaintiff expended in pursuing the litigation." Id.

One Class Member, Mr. Raymond Rusnak, objects to the
proposed $25,000.00 incentive awards. He suggests limiting
the awards to $1.00 for each named plaintiff. The Court
overrules Mr. Rusnak's objection. In this case, the factors
listed above are easily met. Mr. Heekin and Mrs. Ormond
committed considerable time and effort over the seven years
of litigation. See Dkts. 726, 726 (affidavits [*5] of Mrs.
Ormond and Mr. Heekin). Both have conferred and
participated with Class Counsel to make key litigation
decisions, traveled to Indianapolis to attend hearings, and
reviewed the Settlement to ensure it was a fair recovery for
the Class. Mr. Rusnak's suggestion of a $1.00 incentive award
ignores these efforts. In view of Mr. Heekin's and Mrs.
Ormond's efforts and the benefits they afforded to the Class,
the Court authorizes payment of a $25,000.00 incentive award
each to Mr. Heekin and Mrs. Ormond.1

B. Attorneys' Fees
Class Counsel request 33.3% of the common fund, or $30
million. To determine if the fee is appropriate, the Court
follows the ex ante approach. This approach asks the Court to
assign fees that "mimic a hypothetical ex ante bargain
between the class and its attorneys." Williams v. Rohm &
Haas Pension Plan, 658 F.3d 629, 635 (7th Cir. 2011).
Courts "must do [*6] their best to award counsel the market
price for legal services, in light of the risk of nonpayment and
the normal rate of compensation in the market at the time" the
litigation began. In re Synthroid Mktg. Litig., 264 F.3d 712,
718 (7th Cir. 2001) ("Synthroid I"). When determining market
price, courts should look to the contracts entered into by the
parties and class counsel in similar cases, information from
other cases, and any applicable lead counsel auctions.
Taubenfeld v. Aon Corp., 415 F.3d 597, 599 (7th Cir. 2005).
Additional factors include the quality of the attorneys'
performances, the amount of work necessary to resolve
litigation, and the stakes in the case. Synthroid I, 264 F.3d at
721.

1. Objections
Class counsel seek a 33.3% award of the Settlement fund, or
$30 million in attorneys' fees. Out of the over 705,000 Class
Members, three Class Members—Raymond C. Rusnak,
Edwin H. Paul, and Franklin DeJulius—have objected that the
1 In

a subsequent filing with the Court, Mr. Rusnak appears to
confuse the request for incentive awards and litigation expenses. He
argues Class Members were not made aware of any request in excess
of $25,000.00. As this objection relates to the incentive award, it is
incorrect and does not change the Court's ruling.
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award is excessive. Mr. Rusnak's objection urges the Court to
award no more than 10% of the Settlement for attorneys' fees,
but provides no reasoning or support for his position. He
argues Class Counsel and other attorneys are engaging in
price-fixing [*7] of outlandish fees. Because Mr. Rusnak
fails to address any of the Synthroid I factors, or otherwise
provide evidence of a reasonable ex ante fee, his objection is
overruled.
Mr. Paul's objection recognizes that Class Counsel should be
compensated at the market rate, but argues the average fee in
the market is "around 25%." Dkt. 748 at 6. Mr. Paul focuses
on the "information from other cases" Synthroid I factor.
Citing studies, Mr. Paul argues the median fee award is 25%,
or well below 33.3%. See Brian T. Fitzpatrick, An Empirical
Study of Class Action Settlements and Their Fee Awards, 7 J.
Empirical Legal Studies 811 (2010) (study of nearly every
federal class action settlement from 2006 and 2007);
Theodore Eisenberg & Geoffrey Miller, Attorneys' Fees and
Expenses in Class Action Settlements: 1993-2008, 7 J.
Empirical Legal Stud. 248 (2010); Theodore Eisenberg &
Geoffrey P. Miller, Attorneys Fees in Class Action
Settlements: An Empirical Study, 1 J. Empirical Legal Stud.
27 (2004) (study of two comprehensive class action data sets
covering 1993-2002). Although the Court finds the empirical
studies helpful, they do not replace the analysis required
under Synthroid I. Mr. Paul fails [*8] to meaningfully apply
the remaining Synthroid I factors.
Mr. Paul also argues the Court should utilize a lodestar crosscheck in calculating an appropriate fee. In doing so, Mr. Paul
overstates the importance of the lodestar method in this
Circuit. "[C]onsideration of a lodestar check is not an issue of
required methodology." Williams, 658 F.3d at 636. Moreover,
Class Counsel has provided the Court with a lodestar value in
summary reports. The lodestar data was helpful to the Court
in providing a clearer understanding of the amount of time
spent by class counsel in bringing this lawsuit to resolution in
the trial court and to provide a cross-check to assist in
determining the reasonableness of the fee award. For the
purposes used by the Court, more detailed billing records are
not required and none will be ordered. For these reasons, Mr.
Paul's objection is overruled.
Mr. DeJulius's objection argues that the appropriate fee range
in megafund class actions is between 10% and 20%, with an
average of 15%. He further argues that the commonly-cited
33% rate typically applies in individual cases, where the
damages are expected to be no more than a few million
dollars." Dkt. 746 at 2. Mr. DeJulius [*9] applies Synthroid I,
focusing on Newby v. Enron, 586 F. Supp. 2d 732 (S.D. Tex.
2008) (sliding scale fee award totaling more than $2 billion in
fees) and In re Tyco International MDL Litigation, 535 F.

Supp. 2d 249 (D. NH 2007) (awarding 8.7% of a $3.2 billion
dollar recovery) as similar cases to establish the market rate.
However, these two cases are easily distinguishable from this
case. Most notably, the size of the recovery in both cases was
in the billions of dollars. Moreover, despite utilizing analyses
different than in this Circuit, both courts in Enron and Tyco
considered similar factors: reasonableness given the
circumstances of the cases and percentages awarded in similar
cases. The awards in these cases were consistent with those
cases with settlement amounts over $400 million. Therefore,
the Court finds the actual percentages reached in those cases
unhelpful for determining the market rate in this case, which
has a settlement of $90 million.
Mr. DeJulius also relies on In re Synthroid Marketing
Litigation, 325 F.3d 974 (7th Cir. 2003) ("Synthroid II"),
which awarded attorneys' fees on a sliding scale. He argues
Synthroid II mandates a sliding scale fee award. The Court
[*10] flatly rejects this argument. A sliding scale fee award
may be indicative of the market rate and circumstances of a
case, but the Seventh Circuit does not require it. See, e.g.,
Williams, 658 F.3d at 636 (reviewing percentage fee award
and affirming district court's award). Even if a sliding scale
fee were appropriate in this case, Mr. DeJulius has not
established why the scale he recommends—33% of the first
$20 million, 20% of the next $30 million, and 15% of
everything over $50 million—is reflective of the market rate
or the relative risk presented by this case. Furthermore, Mr.
DeJulius suggests the Court should stay the proceedings until
the Seventh Circuit decides Silverman v. Motorola, Inc., Nos.
12-2339 and 12-2354. The Court rejects this suggestion.
Hubbard v. Midland Credit Mgmt., No. 05-0216, 2009 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 60554, 2009 WL 2148131, at *1 (S.D. Ind. July
16, 2009) (noting that district courts can benefit from
"knowing how the Seventh Circuit will decide in similar
pending cases," but "the work in the district court goes on
except in very unusual circumstances" (emphasis added)). Mr.
DeJulius has provided the Court no reason why this case
should be stayed or why the Court should not apply the
clearly [*11] established law.
Finally, the Court finds Mr. DeJulius's argument that 33.3%
awards should only be awarded in "garden variety individual
contingent litigation" to be at odds with decisions in this
Circuit. See, e.g., ., Campbell v. Advantage Sales & Mktg.
LLC, No. 09-01430, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 57218, 2012 WL
1424417, at *2 (S.D. Ind. Apr. 24, 2012) (McKinney, J.)
(awarding one-third of recovery as attorneys' fees); In re
Guidant Corp. ERISA Litig., No. 05-1009, slip op. at 2 (S.D.
Ind. Sept. 10, 2010) (McKinney, J.) (38% of the common
fund); In re Ready-Mixed Concrete Antitrust Litig., No. 0500979, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 85003, 2010 WL 3282591, at
*3 (S.D. Ind. Aug. 17, 2010) (Barker, J.) (33.3% of the
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common fund); Order Granting Plaintiffs' Motion for
Approval of Proposed Plan of Distribution of Settlement
Funds, Award of Attorneys' Fees and Reimbursement of
Expenses, and Award of Class Representatives' Incentive Fee,
In re Ready-Mixed Concrete Antitrust Litig., No. 05-00979,
2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 132343, at *32 Dkt. 732 (S.D. Ind.
Mar. 31, 2009) (Barker, J.) (awarding 33.3% of the common
fund; citing a 2008 data that fee awards of 30% and more
were granted in 11 out of 16 cases where the recovery was
$100 million or less). The Court has carefully considered
[*12] Mr. DeJulius's objections, but finds that he has failed to
establish that the market rate, considering all of the Synthroid
I factors, is between 10% and 20%. The objection is
overruled.

2. The Attorneys' Fees Are Approved
As stated in other entries, this case involved Anthem's
demutualization, a complex and heavily regulated process
where members liquidated their ownership interests in
exchange for stock or cash. Anthem embarked on an initial
public offering ("IPO") of 48 million shares of stock in its
parent company, not only did the demutualization hatch a new
publicly-traded company, it also hatched this class action
lawsuit on behalf of hundreds of thousands of former Anthem
mutual members who received cash from the demutualization.
The pretrial matters were fully litigated and on the eve of trial,
the parties settled. The Court has considered the quality of the
attorneys' performances, the amount of work necessary to
resolve litigation, and the stakes in the case, as well as the
contracts entered into by the parties and class counsel in
similar cases, information from other cases, and any
applicable lead counsel auctions.2
First, the Court finds that the risk undertaken by Class
Counsel was significant, especially considering the lack of
similar cases, complex legal theories, and vigorous defense.
In particular, this case presented several unique hurdles in that
the transaction had been approved by the Indiana
Commissioner of Insurance as "fair, reasonable, and
adequate", the State of Indiana actively intervened on behalf
of the Defendants and the legal theories that survived
summary judgment were close calls. Defendants were
represented by pre-eminent law firms and attorneys with
many years of litigation and trial experience and those

2 Class

Counsel submit that they are unaware of any lead
[*13] counsel "auctions" in cases of this type. Objector Mr. DeJulius
provides evidence of auctions in the securities context, but the Court
agrees with Class Counsel that auctions in securities actions have
little bearing on this case.

counsel provided a vigorous and effective defense. Further,
the Court's familiarity with the issues in this case, the parties'
presentations at oral arguments and briefing, Class Counsel's
presentation at the Settlement Fairness Hearing and
presentations in affidavits convinces the Court that the risk of
nonpayment weighs in favor of the requested [*14] fee.
Second, as this Court has previously stated, "the quality of
work by counsel has been impressive, and the sheer quantity
of the motions practice has been astonishing". (See Dkt. 446
at 4). The parties briefed and the Court ruled on numerous
potentially dispositive motions, including motions to dismiss,
for judgment on the pleadings, for summary judgment, and to
strike Plaintiffs' experts as well as motions for class
certification and decertification. There were numerous trips to
the courthouse and the matter was fully prepared to be tried.
Though representing multiple law firms, Class Counsel
worked as a unified legal team for the benefit of the Class.
The origin of the case was with Attorney Dennis Barron, a
small firm practitioner who for much of the last four years of
the case, worked on this matter on a full-time basis. Eric
Zagrans was involved in the case from its inception and when
the Washington D.C. law firm where he worked decided not
to accept the case, he left the position, returned to Cleveland,
Ohio and became a sole practitioner who dedicated much of
his practice to this case. Lynn Sarko and the attorneys' of
Keller Rohrback L.L.P.'s complex litigation team are national
[*15] leader in plaintiff's class actions, as are the attorneys
from Berger & Montague, P.C. and Becker Law Firm Co.,
L.P.A. Local counsel from the firm of Delaney and Delaney
L.L.C., represented the Class with their usual high degree of
skill and professionalism. The Court finds Class Counsel's
performance in this case was outstanding as is reflected by the
result achieved. The quality work performed by the multiple
law firms and counsel has produced a substantial recovery for
the Class Members, one of the largest in the Southern District
of Indiana. Moreover, the named Plaintiffs attest to their
satisfaction with the quality of legal services received.
Third, the Court finds this case required Class Counsel to put
forth considerable time and effort. The lodestar calculations
illustrate this factor, as Class Counsel and staff completed
more than 40,800 hours on this case. This included work on
discovery, dispositive motions, an appeal, and intensive trial
preparation. Class Counsel's request represents a multiplier of
1.5, which is within range of comparable cases.
Fourth, the Court finds this case had incredibly high stakes.
The Defendants faced a multi-million dollar claim for which
there [*16] was a denial of insurance coverage for any
judgment or settlement and were vigorous participants in this
litigation. Likewise, the sum of Class Members' total losses
was significant, estimated by Class Counsel as between $227
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and $448 million. Class Counsel also had a great deal at stake,
with the risk of non-payment, burden of advancing litigation
costs of over $6 million, and the "opportunity costs" of
turning down other lucrative clients.
Fifth, the Court notes that named plaintiffs, Mrs. Ormond and
Mr. Heekin, entered into contingent fee agreements with
Class Counsel agreeing to pay a fee of 33.3% and up to 45%
of the recovery, depending on the stage of litigation.
Moreover, Class Counsel and expert Paul Slater have attested
that they would not have accepted this litigation, in light of
the risks and complexity, with anything less than a 33.3% fee
agreement.
Sixth, the Court finds there is support from other cases in this
Circuit and nationally to support a percentage market rate of
33.3%.3 Class Counsel have provided the Court with evidence
of numerous cases in which common funds over $50 million
resulted in 33.3% fee awards. As discussed above, the

3 In

addition to cases cited above, see, Dkt. 776-2; George v. Kraft
Foods Global, Inc., No. 08-3799, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 166816, at
*8(N.D. Ill. June 26, 2012) (one-third fee); Pavlik v. FDIC, No. 10816, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 126016, 2011 WL 5184445, at *4 (N.D.
Ill. Nov. 1, 2011) (one-third fee); Schulte v. Fifth Third Bank, 805 F.
Supp. 2d 560, 597-600 (N.D. Ill. 2011) (one-third fee); Martin v.
Caterpillar, Inc., No. 07-1009, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 145111, at *7
(C.D. Ill. Sept. 10, 2010) (one-third fee); Burkholder v. City of Ft.
Wayne, 750 F. Supp. 2d 990, 997 (N.D. Ind. 2010) (one-third fee);
Kitson v. Bank of Edwardsville, No. 08-507, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
5462, 2010 WL 331730, at *2 (S.D. Ill. Jan. 25, 2010) (one-third
fee); Will v. Gen. Dynamics Corp., No. 06-698, 2010 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 123349, 2010 WL 4818174, at *3 (S.D. Ill. Nov. 22, 2010)
(one-third fee). See also Mansfield v. Air Line Pilots Ass'n Intl'l, No.
06-6869, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 132346, at *12-13 (N.D. Ill. Dec.
14, 2009) [*18] (35% of the common fund); Kelly v. Bluegreen
Corp., No. 08-401, slip op. at 4 (W.D. Wis. Oct. 30, 2009) (one-third
of common fund); Perry v. Nat'l City Bank, No. 05-891, slip op. at 2
(S.D. Ill. Mar. 3, 2008) (one-third award); Retsky Family Ltd. P'ship
v. Price Waterhouse LLP, No. 97-7694, 2001 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
20397, 2001 WL 1568856, at *4 (N.D. Ill. Dec. 10, 2001) ("A
customary contingency fee would range from 33 1/3% to 40% of the
amount recovered."); In re Mercury Fin. Co., No. 97-3035, slip ops.
at 2 (N.D. Ill. July 6, 2001 and July 26, 2000) (one-third fee); In re
Lithotripsy Antitrust Litig., No. 98-8394, 2000 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
8143, 2000 WL 765086, at *2 (N.D. Ill. June 12, 2000) (noting that
"[m]any courts in this district have utilized" the percentage method
to set fees in class actions; "33.3% of the fund plus expenses is well
within the generally accepted range of the attorneys fee awards");
Goldsmith v. Tech. Solutions Co., No. 92-4374, 1995 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 15093, 1995 WL 17009594, at *8 (N.D. Ill. Oct. 10, 1995)
(noting that courts in the Seventh Circuit award attorneys' fees
"equal to approximately one-third or more of the recovery"); Spicer
v. Chi. Bd. Options Exch., Inc., 844 F. Supp. 1226, 1252 (N.D. Ill.
1993) (awarding 29% of common fund).

objectors have failed to establish this fee is unreasonable.
[*17] The cases provided by Class Counsel are more closely
comparable to this one in terms of common fund size, risk
factors, and complexity. See Dkt. 776-2. Therefore, for all the
reasons stated, the Court finds that a 33.3% attorneys' fee
award reflects the ex ante market rate and takes into account
the risk of nonpayment. The requested fee is granted.
Additionally, [*19] Class Counsel request reimbursement for
litigation expenses totaling $6,243,278.10. Having reviewed
the expense reports and previously granted the request at the
Settlement Hearing, the Court finds the request is reasonable
and grants $6,243,278.10 in litigation expenses to Class
Counsel.

III. CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth above, Class Counsel's request for
attorneys' fees in the amount of 33.3%, or $30 million and for
$6,243,278.10 in litigation expenses is GRANTED. Class
Representatives Mrs. Ormond and Mr. Heekin are each
entitled to a $25,000.00 incentive award.
SO ORDERED.
Date: 11/20/2012
/s/ Tanya Walton Pratt
Hon. Tanya Walton Pratt, Judge
United States District Court
Southern District of Indiana

End of Document
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In re AMINO ACID LYSINE; ANTITRUST LITIGATION;
(This Document Relates to All Actions)
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Case Summary

Civil Procedure > Special Proceedings > Class
Actions > Compromise & Settlement
Civil Procedure > Special Proceedings > Class
Actions > Judicial Discretion
HN1[

Procedural Posture
Class action plaintiffs sought approval of agreements to settle
anti-trust litigation.
Overview
The class action plaintiffs sought the court's approval of their
settlement proposals. The court found that to determine if the
proposed settlement is within the range of fairness,
reasonableness, and adequacy to justify notification of the
class members of the proposed settlement, the most important
factor to consider was the strength of the case on the merits
balanced against the settlement offer. The court noted that it
had been reported in the media that the amount offered in
settlement was less than the amount of money which the
company had reserved for the litigation. The court determined
that such reserves could have been an indication of the
company's opinion of the fair market value of the case. The
court reserved ruling on the motion and ordered the parties to
provide additional information to justify the settlement for a
lesser figure than the amount on reserve for the litigation.
Outcome
The court reserved ruling on the motion to approve the
settlement agreement pending further briefing by the parties.

LexisNexis® Headnotes

] Class Actions, Compromise & Settlement

The two-step process under Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(e) requires the
court to make the original determination whether the proposed
settlement is within the range of fairness, reasonableness and
adequacy so as to justify notifying the class members of the
proposed settlement, followed by a fairness hearing to decide
whether the proposal is indeed fair, reasonable and adequate
in the ultimate sense.

Civil Procedure > Settlements > Settlement
Agreements > General Overview
Civil Procedure > Special Proceedings > Class
Actions > Judicial Discretion
Civil Procedure > Settlements > General Overview
HN2[

] Settlements, Settlement Agreements

The most important factor relevant to the approval of a
proposed settlement is the strength of plaintiffs' case on the
merits balanced against the settlement offer. Other factors to
be considered are: a) the complexity, length and expense of
continued litigation; b) the absence or presence of collusion in
reaching a settlement; c) the opinion of competent counsel as
to the reasonableness of the proposed settlement; d) the
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defendants' ability to pay; e) the stage of the proceedings and
the amount of discovery completed; f) the reaction of the class
members to the proposed settlement; and g) the opposition, if
any, thereto.
Counsel: [*1] For K&L FEEDS, INC., plaintiff: Joseph C
Kohn, [NTC], Kohn, Swift & Graf, P.C., Philadelphia, PA.
Debra Ann Thomas, [COR NTC], Attorney at Law, Chicago,
IL.
For GENERAL UTILITY CO., INC., defendant: Allen D
Black, [NTC], Attorney at Law, Philadelphia, PA. For
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Judges: Milton I. Shadur, Senior United States District Judge
Opinion by: Milton I. Shadur

Opinion

MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER
Before this opinion turns to the principal business at hand--the
consideration of plaintiff's present motion stemming from a
set of three proposed settlements--this Court is constrained to
address what is clearly a basic misunderstanding in some
quarters: the concept that there is some necessary correlation
between, on the one hand, the inclusion of a maximum fee
provision in the bid that was presented by the law firm that
now represents the plaintiff class and, on the other hand, a
less-than-adequate level of representation of the class by that
law firm. It should be emphasized that this Court has made no
judgment as to whether the now-proposed settlements are

within the range of fairness, reasonableness and adequacy, let
alone whether they meet those objective standards in ultimate
terms--after these preliminary remarks are completed, this
opinion will turn to the first of those questions. Instead what
is being addressed at the outset is the suggestion, which has
appeared in some of the media coverage, that the [*3] class
counsel may have sold out too cheaply because of their
unwillingness to invest all of the time that is required for the
full representation of their clients' interests.
Now the media are entitled to be as cynical as they wish.
Lawyer bashing is all the vogue these days, and this Court
would not dream of suggesting that any media representatives
should curb their views. When it was in the private practice
this Court represented members of the media on a continuing
basis, during the course of which it consistently fought First
Amendment battles on their behalf, as well as advancing
freedom of the press and freedom of speech arguments on a
pro bono basis in courts ranging all the way from the Illinois
Appellate Court to the Court of Appeals for the Seventh
Circuit to the United States Supreme Court, acting on behalf
of such organizations as the Reporters Committee for
Freedom of the Press, the Chicago Council of Lawyers and
Citizens for a Better Environment.
But what is extraordinarily troublesome, both from what has
appeared in the newspapers and from what this Court's law
clerk has reported that he heard on National Public Radio, is
that this viewpoint--this implicit accusation [*4] of a sellout-is also fed by one of the losing bidders who had hoped to
represent the plaintiff class. Essentially Melvyn Weiss, Esq.
of the Milberg Weiss firm charges that the existence of a cap
on fees, which was self-imposed by the Kohn Swift & Graf
firm as part of its bid, means that the latter firm is unwilling to
exercise its best efforts on behalf of its clients, the class
members, because the firm has nothing to gain in pushing for
a larger recovery from the defendants. That contention--the
argument that a lawyer will cease to exercise his or her
fiduciary obligations to a client unless there's something extra
in it for the lawyer--regrettably tells us how Mr. Weiss
perceives the practice of law. It may even more regrettably
give us some unintended insight into how some lawyers may
actually practice law. But in candor such a position is plainly
unethical.
Think for a moment. Does that position mean, as it surely
implies, that an agreement to perform legal services for a
fixed fee causes the lawyer to let up because the question
"What's in it for me to exercise greater effort?" gets the
answer "Nothing"? And what about the lawyer's purely pro
bono activity--performing services [*5] for nothing? Would
Mr. Weiss or the media really believe that this Court's own
final argument before the United States Supreme Court,
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immediately before it was nominated for a District Court
judgeship, was less than the best possible effort because this
Court was then representing a not-for-profit organization
entirely without compensation?
But even if one subscribes to that cynical--and it is suggested
unprofessional--position, even a moment's further thought
demonstrates its emptiness even on its own terms, If one
translates $ 3.5 million--the cap that the Kohn firm voluntarily
placed on its fees as part of its bid--into hourly terms, it would
represent anywhere from 6 to 10 full years of lawyer time
devoted 100% to this case. Depending on the average hourly
rates of the lawyers involved, $ 3.5 million would mean
14,000 to 20,000 hours before, as the April 12 Wall Street
Journal article has quoted Mr. Weiss, it would become
"uneconomical for the plaintiffs to pursue their claim." Sour
grapes are one thing, disgruntled losers are a variant on the
same theme, but such intellectual dishonesty (to say nothing
of bad economics) is unworthy of respected members of the
bar.
To [*6] the same effect, after the same Wall Street Journal
article had pointed an accusatory finger at the premise that the
self-imposed cap on fees "provided no financial incentive
whatsoever to win more than $ 25 million for the class-action
clients," thus making the erroneous assumption that
professional responsibility stops when the money stops, the
writers went on to compound that error by saying:
And there was no compensation set aside for extra time
spent or additional preparatory work performed.
Once again that added comment misses the point that a little
simple arithmetic would have provided: that any lawyer's
concern as to "extra time spent" or "additional preparatory
work" would not become even a theoretical problem until
after the investment of an enormous amount of time that
would leave any law firm well-compensated in straight hourly
terms.
Having mentioned the concept of hourly rates, this opinion
pauses only another moment before going on to the current
motion. Hourly rates and time spent are of course relevant if
fees are based on the familiar lodestar concept. But anyone
who has studied the subject is aware that particularly in recent
years there [*7] has been a growing recognition that in a
common fund situation, and especially in a class action where
there is no one-to-one direct lawyer-client relationship, a fee
based on a percentage of recovery, rather than on hourly rates
multiplied by time spent, tends to strike the best balance in
favor of the clients' interests while at the same time
preserving the lawyers' self-interest. And not surprisingly, all
eight law firms that chose to participate in seeking to
represent the plaintiff class here--and it should be

remembered that this Court neither prescribed nor suggested
any formula or approach for the presentation of their bids-framed their bids in terms of a percentage of recovery.
As has already been said, only the Kohn firm opted to place a
ceiling on its own fees. It was in that context, and in making
the comparison between that bid and the only other one that
was at all potentially close to it, that this Court's January 18
opinion spoke of what appeared, based on past experience, to
be the unlikelihood that the case would be fully litigated
within 12 months, And even that comparison, which was
made on a purely hypothetical basis (as necessarily had to be
the case at the [*8] outset), showed that the Kohn bid would
be superior to the closest competing bid if even slightly more
than $ 35 million were to be recovered from the defendants
for the class.
Incidentally, since receiving the present motion this Court has
plugged the figures that are represented by the currently
proposed settlements into the various bids that had been
received from the eight participants in the bidding process.
Even if the now-proposed settlements were to be approved
(something that, as will be seen, this Court has not yet
decided to do), and even if no added recovery were to be
made from the non-settling defendants--in other words, even
on the worst-case scenario--the Kohn bid has indeed proved
to provide the greatest benefit for the clients in comparison
with all of the other bids. As the January 18 opinion reflected,
only one of the seven other proposals came even close to the
Kohn firm's bid. On the present figures, without reference to
any possible improvement in the amount forthcoming from
the settling defendants and without any account being taken
of a possible further recovery from the nonsettling defendants,
the existing settlement offers would still have to be $ 1
million [*9] higher than their present numbers for the
plaintiff class to fare as well under that other close bid than it
would under the Kohn firm's fee arrangement. Every other bid
among the six other bidders, even on those most favorable
assumptions, would have required at least $ 5 million more
from Archer Daniels Midland before the plaintiff class would
have come out as well as the clients would realize under the
Kohn bid, taking into account its $ 3.5 million cap on fees.
Among those six bids, the one from Milberg, Weiss would
actually have required about $ 10.5 million more from ADM
(over $ 35 million in settlement), failing which the plaintiff
class--the clients--would have been worse off than with the
Kohn firm at the helm.
But this discussion, which is really a side excursion, will end
just as it began: by emphasizing that it is a total red herring to
suggest that either the bidding process to obtain the best
quality representation at the lowest cost to the plaintiff class
members, or the cap on fees that the Kohn firm chose to
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include in its ultimately successful bid, has in any respect
disadvantaged the plaintiff class. Instead precisely the
opposite is true. Most importantly, [*10] nothing in either of
those aspects of the case should deflect attention from the
critical question whether the plaintiff class is well served by
what has been put on the table. And this opinion now turns to
that question.
At the outset of the discussion of "settlement" in the most
recent edition of the Manual For Complex Litigation (the
1995 Third Edition), the Federal Judicial Center authors,
drawing on the prior work of the Board of Editors of the
second edition headed by Chief Judge Sam Pointer, Jr. of
Alabama, say this:
Like litigation generally, complex cases are more
frequently resolved by settlement than trial. Indeed, the
high stakes increase the incentive to avoid the risk of
trial, and the burgeoning cost of pretrial activity places a
premium on settling early in the litigation. At the same
time, however, the large sums, high number of parties
and counsel, and complexity of the issues magnify the
difficulty of achieving settlement.
In the class action context, Manual § 30.4 sets out the same
procedure that was first marked out in this Circuit in
Armstrong v. Board of School Directors, 616 F.2d 305, 314
(7th Cir. 1980) and that our Court of Appeals [*11] has
confirmed a number of times since then: HN1[ ] the twostep process under Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(e) under which the court
is to make the original determination whether the proposed
settlement is within the range of fairness, reasonableness and
adequacy so as to justify notifying the class members of the
proposed settlement, followed by a fairness hearing to decide
whether the proposal is indeed fair, reasonable and adequate
in the ultimate sense.
Armstrong is an extraordinarily thoughtful opinion, something
that would be no surprise to anyone who knew or knew of the
late Bob Sprecher, who was not only a great scholar in the
best sense of that term but who also, during his distinguished
career as a practicing lawyer before he was named to the
Court of Appeals, had extensive class action experience.
There is little wonder that Armstrong has become the seminal
case in this Circuit. 1 Plaintiff's Mem. 7 has accurately
encapsuled the factors identified in Armstrong and its progeny
as relevant to the final approval of a proposed settlement:
HN2[ ] The most important factor is "the strength of
plaintiffs' case on the merits balanced against the

1 Most

recently Isby v. Bayh, 75 F.3d 1191, 1198-99 (7th Cir. 1996)
has repeated the Armstrong criteria, citing to a 1985 case that in turn
had relied on Armstrong.

settlement offer…." Other factors [*12] to be considered
are: a) the complexity, length and expense of continued
litigation; b) the absence or presence of collusion in
reaching a settlement; c) the opinion of competent
counsel as to the reasonableness of the proposed
settlement; d) the defendants' ability to pay; e) the stage
of the proceedings and the amount of discovery
completed; f) the reaction of the class members to the
proposed settlement; and g) the opposition, if any,
thereto.
By definition some of those factors cannot be known during
the first step in the two-step process, when it is being decided
whether the proposed settlement is sufficiently within the
range of fairness, reasonableness and adequacy to justify
notifying the class members and going to the second step.
Those unknown factors are, of course, the reaction of the class
members and the existence [*13] of any opposition to the
proposed settlement. It appears that the brief summary at
pages 8 through 12 of the Plaintiff's Memorandum goes a
substantial distance toward satisfying the threshold criteria,
given the necessarily tentative nature of the first-step
determination.
There is however one important exception, as to which this
time this Court owes a debt of gratitude to the media
coverage. What has been reported there is that the $ 25
million proposed to be contributed by Archer Daniels
Midland toward settlement is smaller than the reserves that
the company had set up for this litigation. In this Court's
experience in representing public companies, or in separately
representing the outside directors of public companies, it has
found such reserves to be a material indicium of the fair value
of a liability, estimated by those who are presumably in the
best position to make such an evaluation. There is no
reference to that factor in the current Plaintiff's Memorandum,
nor is there any indication whether the negotiations or
informal discovery that preceded entry into the agreement for
the now-proposed settlement had taken that evaluation into
account.
At a minimum this Court will [*14] require more extensive
disclosure in that respect. It is of course recognized that a
litigation reserve also includes the anticipated cost of
litigation--an anticipated cost that is saved by an early
settlement--but except for that cushion the reserve should
normally reflect the defendant's informed judgment as to the
discounted value of the risk involved. All parties should also
understand that absent some persuasive argument as to why
such should not be the case, such as factors that cause the
reserve to be less than a reliable indicator, this Court would
anticipate some potential difficulty in finding that a lesser
figure comes within the range that is required for the first-step
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determination.
There is one final point that should be made now, given the
added time that will be required to provide the just-described
supplemental information. It is of course no secret that Archer
Daniels Midland is under investigation for possible criminal
prosecutions, stemming from the allegations of antitrust
violations that also serve as the gravamen for the existing
class action. And equally obviously this Court has no desire
or intention to invade grand jury secrecy. But it would seem
appropriate [*15] for the United States to receive notice of
the present motion because of the possibility that it may, if it
chooses, seek to express its view on the proposed settlement
as one of the ingredients for consideration on my part.
What remains then is to set a timetable, and a short one, for
supplying the additional input that has just been called for. It
is anticipated that such a timetable will be set during the April
19 motion call. And as soon as the requested information has
been provided, this Court hopes to be able to rule quickly on
the present motion that asks it to take the first step prescribed
in Armstrong.
Milton I. Shadur
Senior United States District Judge
Date: April 19, 1996

End of Document
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Defendant: Arman Javid, Esq., Megan Oliver-Thompson,
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A Terwilliger, PRO HAC VICE, Summit Law Group PLLC,
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For LeadClick Media, Inc., Defendant: Jennifer L. Nelson,
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CA; John Peter Zaimes, Mayer Brown LLP, Los Angeles,
CA.

FINAL [*2] JUDGMENT AND ORDER OF DISMISSAL
WITH PREJUDICE.
This matter came before the Court for the Final Approval
Hearing set by the Court, as well as Plaintiff's Motion for
Final Approval of Class Action Settlement (dkt. 137), and
Plaintiff's Motion for Award of Attorneys' Fees, Expenses,
and Incentive Award (dkt. 127). The Court, having reviewed
the papers filed in support of and in opposition to the motion,
heard argument of counsel, and good cause appearing therein,
Plaintiff's Motions are hereby GRANTED and it is hereby
ORDERED, ADJUDGED, and DECREED THAT:
1. Terms and phrases in this Order shall have the same
meaning as ascribed to them in the Settlement Agreement.
2. This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this
action and over all Parties to the Action, including all
B2Mobile Class Members and LeadClick Auto Class
Members (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Settlement
Class Members").
3. On July 29, 2011, this Court granted Preliminary Approval
of the Settlement Agreement and certified two settlement
classes consisting of:
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"B2Mobile Class" consisting of all Persons in the
United States and its territories who, from January 1,
2008 until the date of preliminary approval,
[*3] received a text message from Short Code 77893 or
a text message containing a B2Mobile Website that was
transmitted by or on behalf of B2Mobile and was sent
without such Person's prior express consent.
"LeadClick Auto Class" consisting of all persons in the
United States and its territories who, from January 1,
2008 until the date of preliminary approval, received an
automobile-related text message from Short Code 77893
or an automobile-related text message containing a
B2Mobile Website that was transmitted by or on behalf
of B2Mobile and was sent without such Person's prior
express consent.
4. Excluded from the B2Mobile Class are the following: the
Defendants, LeadClick Auto Class Members (as defined
herein and to the extent they only received auto-related text
messages), the Settlement Administrator, the Mediator, and
any respective parent, subsidiary, affiliate or control person of
the Defendants or their officers, directors, agents, servants, or
employees as of the date of filing of the Action, any judge
presiding over the Action and the immediate family members
of any such Person(s). Excluded from the LeadClick Auto
Class are the following: the Defendants, the Settlement
Administrator, [*4] the Mediator, and any respective parent,
subsidiary, affiliate or control person of the Defendants, as
well as their officers, directors, agents, servants, or
employees, any judge presiding over the Action and the
immediate family members of any such Person(s). The
B2Mobile Class and the LeadClick Auto Class are hereinafter
referred to as the "Settlement Classes."
5. Further excluded from the Settlement Classes are those
persons who have submitted valid and timely requests for
exclusion pursuant to the Preliminary Approval Order.
Annexed hereto as Appendix 1 is a schedule of all such
persons excluded from the Settlement Classes.
6. This Court now gives final approval to the settlement and
finds that the Settlement Agreement is fair, reasonable,
adequate, and in the best interests of the Settlement Classes.
Specifically, the complex legal and factual posture of this
case, and the fact that the Settlement Agreement is the result
of arms' length negotiations presided over by a neutral
mediator support this finding. The Class Representative and
Class Counsel adequately represented the Settlement Classes
for purposes of entering into and implementing the Settlement
Agreement. Accordingly, [*5] the Settlement Agreement is
hereby finally approved in all respects, and the Parties are
hereby directed to perform its terms. The Settlement

Agreement and every term and provision thereof shall be
deemed incorporated herein as if explicitly set forth, and shall
have the full force of an Order of this Court.
7. The Court approved Notice Plan to the Settlement Classes,
as set forth in the Preliminary Approval Order on July 29,
2011, was the best notice practicable under the circumstances,
including comprehensive nationwide newspaper and
magazine publication, website publication, and extensive
online advertising. The Notice Plan has been successfully
implemented and satisfies the requirements of Federal Rule of
Civil Procedure 23 and Due Process.
8. The Court finds that the Defendants properly and timely
notified the appropriate state and federal officials of the
Settlement Agreement, pursuant to the Class Action Fairness
Act of 2005 ("CAFA"), 28 U.S.C. § 1715. The Court has
reviewed the substance of Defendants' notices and
accompanying materials, and finds that they complied with all
applicable requirements of CAFA.
9. Subject to the terms and conditions of the Settlement
Agreement, this [*6] Court hereby dismisses the action on
the merits and with prejudice.
10. Upon the Effective Date of this settlement, the Plaintiff
and each and every B2Mobile Class Member and LeadClick
Auto Class Member who did not opt out of the Settlement
(whether or not such members submit claims) and to the
extent the LeadClick Auto Class Member or B2Mobile Class
Member is not an individual, all of its present, former, and
future direct and indirect parent companies, affiliates,
subsidiaries, divisions, agents, franchisees, successors,
predecessors-in-interest, and all of the aforementioned's
present, former, and future officers, directors, employees,
shareholders, attorneys, agents, independent contractors; and,
to the extent the LeadClick Auto Class Member or B2Mobile
Class Member is an individual, any present, former, and
future spouses, as well as the present, former, and future heirs,
executors, administrators, representatives, agents, attorneys,
partners, successors, predecessors-in-interest, and assigns of
each of them, shall be deemed to have released Defendants
B2Mobile, LLC, and LeadClick Media, Inc., and any and all
of their respective present or past heirs, executors, estates,
administrators,
[*7] predecessors, successors, assigns,
parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, associates, employers,
employees, agents, consultants, independent contractors,
insurers, directors, managing directors, officers, partners,
principals, members, attorneys, accountants, financial and
other
advisors,
investment
bankers,
underwriters,
shareholders, lenders, auditors, investment advisors, legal
representatives, successors in interest, assigns and companies,
firms, trusts, corporations, officers, directors, other
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individuals or entities in which any of the Defendants have a
controlling interest or which is affiliated with any of them, or
any other representatives of any of these Persons and entities,
but specifically excluding all entities from whom B2Mobile
obtained cellular phone numbers, other than LeadClick and
B2Mobile; entities on whose behalf any text message was
transmitted by or on behalf of B2Mobile, other than
LeadClick and B2Mobile; and entities who received
consumer internet traffic or leads that were linked or driven
from a B2Mobile Website or text message that paid or
otherwise compensated B2Mobile or its agents to drive such
traffic, other than LeadClick and B2Mobile, from any and all
[*8] actual, potential, filed, known or unknown, fixed or
contingent, claimed or unclaimed, suspected or unsuspected,
claims, demands, liabilities, rights, causes of action, contracts
or agreements, extracontractual claims, damages, punitive,
exemplary or multiplied damages, expenses, costs, attorneys'
fees and or obligations (including "Unknown Claims" as
defined in the Agreement), whether in law or in equity,
accrued or unaccrued, direct, individual or representative, of
every nature and description whatsoever, whether based on
the TCPA or other federal, state, local, statutory or common
law or any other law, rule or regulation, including the law of
any jurisdiction outside the United States arising out of the
facts, transactions, events, matters, occurrences, acts,
disclosures, statements, misrepresentations, omissions or
failures to act regarding the alleged sending of any text
message from Short Code 77893 or any text message
containing a B2Mobile Website, including any automobilerelated text message from Short Code 77893 or automobilerelated text message containing a B2Mobile Website that was
transmitted by or on behalf of B2Mobile or LeadClick and
allegedly received by the Plaintiffs, [*9] including all claims
that were brought or could have been brought in the Action
relating to such text messages.
11. Upon the Effective Date, any action or claim for
indemnification, including but not limited to actions or claims
for breach of contract, contribution, or subrogation, that could
be or could have been brought by LeadClick or B2Mobile
against the other related to the Action or any of the facts,
matters or agreements on which the claims in the Action were
based are hereby released and dismissed with prejudice on the
merits.
12. Upon the Effective Date the above release of claims and
the Settlement Agreement will be binding on, and have res
judicata and preclusive effect in all pending and future
lawsuits or other proceedings maintained by or on behalf of
Plaintiff and all other Settlement Class Members, Releasing
Parties, and their heirs, executors and administrators,
successors and assigns. All Settlement Class Members who
have not been properly excluded from the Settlement Classes

are hereby permanently barred and enjoined from filing,
commencing, prosecuting, intervening in, or participating (as
class members or otherwise) in, any lawsuit or other action in
any jurisdiction [*10] based on or arising out of the Released
Claims.
13. Pursuant to the terms of the Settlement Agreement,
LeadClick has consented to the entry of an injunction and is
hereby enjoined, for a period of four (4) years following the
Effective Date, as follows:
a. to the extent its standard "Media Publisher
Agreement" or any other agreement it enters into utilizes
text message advertising of any kind, LeadClick shall
modify or otherwise require such agreement to state that
LeadClick and any entity with which it contracts are
prohibited from advertising any LeadClick website or
LeadClick "offer" by using or cooperating with others to
use an ATDS to send SMS messages to cellular phones
unless each text-message recipient has given explicit
prior written consent to receive such text messages;
b. to the extent its standard "Media Publisher
Agreement" or any other agreement it enters into utilizes
text message advertising of any kind, LeadClick shall
modify or otherwise require such agreement to require
LeadClick, its "publishers," or other advertisers
obtaining consumer cell phone numbers to keep
documented proof of all prior express consent received
for a period of four (4) years after said consent [*11] is
obtained;
c. to the extent its standard "Media Publisher
Agreement" or any other agreement it enters into utilizes
text message advertising of any kind, LeadClick shall
modify or otherwise require such agreement to state that
the requisite "prior express consent" can be obtained "by
oral or written means, including electronic methods" and
require that if a cellular phone number is obtained on a
website, that any authorization must include an
affirmative action on the part of the consumer, such as
checking a box or clicking on an "I Accept" "Submit,"
"Proceed," or similar button, with disclosures informing
that the affirmative action will result in receiving text
messages presented on the same page as the required
affirmative action indicating consent, with the text of
such disclosures placed within a reasonable distance (for
example 200 pixels on a 100 PPI screen) from the
telephone number submit field and in text of sufficient
size and contrast to be clearly legible.
14. Pursuant to the terms of the Settlement Agreement,
B2Mobile has consented to the entry of an injunction and is
hereby enjoined, for a period of four (4) years following the
Effective Date, as follows:
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a. B2Mobile [*12] shall not make, or cooperate with
others to make, SMS text calls to cellular phones unless
each text-message recipient has given explicit prior
express consent to receive such text messages (in a
manner explained below);
b. B2Mobile shall modify its standard "B2Mobile List
Management Agreement," or any other such contract it
enters into for the purpose of obtaining consumer cell
phone numbers to transmit text messages, to require
B2Mobile and each entity with whom it contracts to
obtain consumer cell phone numbers to keep
documented proof of all prior express consent received
from the owners of said cell phone numbers for a period
of four (4) years after said consent is obtained;
c. B2Mobile shall modify its standard "B2Mobile List
Management Agreement," or any other such contract it
enters into for the purpose of obtaining consumer cell
phone numbers to transmit text messages, to state that
the requisite "prior express consent" can be obtained "by
oral or written means, including electronic methods" and
require that if a cellular phone number is obtained on a
website, that any authorization must include an
affirmative action on the part of the consumer, such as
checking a box or clicking [*13] on an "I Accept,"
"Submit," "Proceed," or similar button with disclosures
informing that the affirmative action will result in
receiving text messages, which are presented on the
same page as the required affirmative action indicating
consent, with the text of such disclosers placed within a
reasonable distance (for example 200 pixels on a 100 PPI
screen) from the telephone number field or submit
button, and in text of sufficient size and contrast to be
clearly legible.
15. The Court approves the agreed-upon Fee Award to Class
Counsel in the amount of $3,050,000, which the Court finds
to be fair and reasonable. The Court finds this amount to be
reasonable in that it represents 25% of the $12.2 million
common fund established for the benefit of the Classes. In
this Circuit, a 25% fee is the accepted "benchmark" in
common fund cases, and reasonable in light of the relevant
factors. Vizcaino v. Microsoft Corp., 290 F.3d 1043, 1048-50
(9th Cir. 2002). The Court additionally finds this amount fair
and reasonable based upon a lodestar cross check. Class
Counsel provided the Court with documentation and sworn
declarations supporting a lodestar of $1,129,629. Specifically,
Class Counsel expended [*14] 2741.7 hours in investigating,
litigating, and resolving this case (including a reasonable
estimation of upcoming hours). Additionally, Class Counsel
set forth the experience of each attorney working on the case
and his or her corresponding billable rate. The Court finds the
rates charged to be appropriate and reasonable in light of the

experience of each attorney and that the hourly rates are in
line with comparable market rates. The Court finds the hours
expended to be reasonable when compared with the time and
effort put forth by Class Counsel in investigating, litigating,
and resolving this case, as well as in light of the results
achieved for the Settlement Classes in terms of both monetary
and injunctive relief. Accordingly, the overall lodestar of
$1,129,629, when enhanced by a reasonable multiplier of
2.69, provides a reasonable lodestar cross-check in awarding
Class Counsel's Fee Award of $3,050,000. Class Counsel's
total Fee Award is inclusive of $14,192 in costs, which is
likewise reasonable based on the documentation and sworn
declarations submitted.
16. Defendants shall pay the Fee Award pursuant to and in the
manner provided by the terms of the Settlement Agreement.
17. [*15] The Court approves the payment by Defendants of
$10,000 to the Class Representative Christopher Kramer as an
incentive award for taking on the risks of litigation and
helping achieve the results to be made available to the
Settlement Classes, including sitting for a full day deposition.
Such payment shall be made pursuant to and in the manner
provided by the terms of the Settlement Agreement.
18. The Parties shall bear their own costs and attorneys' fees,
except as otherwise provided in the Settlement Agreement
and this Order.
19. This Court hereby directs the entry of this Final Judgment
based upon the Court's finding that there is no just reason for
delay of enforcement or appeal of this Final Judgment
notwithstanding the Court's retention of jurisdiction to
oversee implementation and enforcement of the Settlement
Agreement.
20. This Final Judgment and order of dismissal with
prejudice, the Settlement Agreement, the settlement that it
reflects, and any and all acts, statements, documents, or
proceedings relating to the Settlement Agreement are not, and
shall not be construed as, or used as an admission by or
against Defendants of any fault, wrongdoing, or liability on
any Defendant's [*16] part, or of the validity of any Claim or
of the existence or amount of damages.
21. The Parties, without further approval from the Court, are
hereby permitted to agree to and adopt such amendments,
modifications and expansions of the Settlement Agreement
and its implementing documents (including all exhibits to the
Settlement Agreement) so long as they are consistent in all
material respects with the Final Judgment and do not limit the
rights of Settlement Class Members.
22. Without affecting the finality of this Final Judgment in
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any way, this Court hereby retains continuing jurisdiction
over, inter alia, (a) implementation, enforcement, and
administration of the Settlement Agreement, including any
releases in connection therewith; (b) resolution of any
disputes concerning class membership or entitlement to
benefits under the terms of the Settlement Agreement; and (c)
all Parties hereto, for the purpose of enforcing and
administering the Settlement Agreement and the Action until
each and every act agreed to be performed by the Parties has
been performed pursuant to the Settlement Agreement.
IT IS SO ORDERED
DATED this 27th day of January, 2012
/s/ Claudia A. Wilken
HONORABLE CLAUDIA A. WILKEN [*17]
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

End of Document
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claims data to address the level of direct benefit to the class'
analysis required by the Baby Products decision before it
approved the settlement agreement; [3]-The magistrate judge
did not abuse her discretion by upholding the fee award; [4]She appropriately determined that the reverter element of the
settlement was fair and reasonable; [5]-It was appropriate for
the magistrate judge to determine that plaintiff's thorough
recitation of the applicable law and its accompanying
collection of comparable cases bolster the finding that the
proposed fee was reasonable.
Outcome
Judgment affirmed.
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of the class to the settlement, (3) the stage of the proceedings
and the amount of discovery completed, (4) the risks of
establishing liability, (5) the risks of establishing damages, (6)
the risks of maintaining a class action, (7) the ability of the
defendants to withstand a greater judgment, (8) the range of
reasonableness of the settlement in light of the best possible
recovery, and (9) the range of reasonableness of the
settlement in light of the attendant risks of litigation.

Civil Procedure > ... > Class Actions > Class
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] Class Attorneys, Fees

In the Baby Products decision, the United States Court of
Appeals for the Third Circuit recognized that, although the
United States Supreme Court has not addressed whether
attorneys' fees should be reduced when a portion of a
settlement fund is distributed cy pres, it has confronted
essentially the same issue when calculating percentage fee
awards against a settlement fund that will partially revert to
the defendant. While it did not address the question whether a
district court abuses its discretion by basing the award on the
amount claimed by the class members, in the Boeing decision,
the Supreme Court still confirmed the permissibility of using
the entire fund as the appropriate benchmark, at least where
each class member needed only to prove his or her
membership in the injured class to receive a distribution.

Civil Procedure > ... > Class Actions > Class
Attorneys > Fees
HN8[

] Class Attorneys, Fees

Refusing to adopt a general rule requiring district courts to
discount fees whenever a portion of an award will be
distributed cy pres, the United States Court of Appeals for the
Third Circuit in the Baby Products decision explained that it
is appropriate for the district court to decrease the award
where it has reason to believe that class counsel failed to meet
its responsibility to seek an award that "adequately prioritizes
direct benefit to the class. A district court should begin by
determining with a reasonable degree of accuracy the
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distribution of funds that will result from the claims process.
A court should then, relying on the Gunter/Prudential factors
and its experience, determine whether the level of distribution
provided to the class by the settlement reflects a failure of
class counsel to represent adequately the interests of the entire
class.

Opinion

[*881] OPINION*
COWEN, Circuit Judge.
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A district court should consider the following factors in its fee
assessment in a class action: (1) the size of the fund created
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the settlement terms and/or fees requested by counsel, (3) the
skill and efficiency of the attorneys involved, (4) the
complexity and duration of the litigation, (5) the risk of
nonpayment, (6) the amount of time devoted to the case by
plaintiffs' counsel, and (7) the awards in similar cases.

Civil Procedure > ... > Class Actions > Class
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] Class Attorneys, Fees

In the context of an award of attorneys' fees in a class action,
it is appropriate for a magistrate judge to determine that
plaintiff's thorough recitation of the applicable law and its
accompanying collection of comparable cases bolster the
finding that the proposed fee is reasonable.
Counsel: For LANDSMAN & FUNK PC, on behalf of itself
and all others similarly situated, Plaintiff - Appellee: Aytan Y.
Bellin, Esq., Bellin & Associates, White Plains, NY.
For SKINDER STRAUSS ASSOCIATES, a New Jersey
partnership, Defendant - Appellee: Michael R. McDonald,
Esq., Jeffrey A. Palumbo, Esq., Damian V. Santomauro, Esq.,
Gibbons, Newark, NJ.
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- Appellants: Gary P. Lightman, Esq., Glenn A. Manochi,
Esq., Lightman & Manochi, Philadelphia, PA.
Judges: BEFORE: FISHER, CHAGARES AND COWEN,
Circuit Judges.

Lightman & Associates, P.C., d/b/a Lightman & Manochi and
Glenn A. Manochi, Esquire (collectively "the Objectors")
appeal from the Magistrate Judge's order granting the motion
for final approval of the class settlement, award of attorneys'
fees, and incentive award filed by Plaintiff Landsman &
Funk, P.C. ("Landsman"). We will affirm.
I.
In 2008, [**2] Landsman filed a putative class action in the
United States District Court for the District of New Jersey
against Defendant Skinder-Strauss Associates ("SkinderStrauss") under the Telephone Consumer Protection Act
("TCPA"). Landsman alleged that Skinder-Strauss violated
this statute by sending out thousands of unsolicited fax
advertisements. The case was heavily litigated by the parties.
For example, Landsman successfully appealed to this Court
from the District Court's order dismissing its first amended
complaint. See, e.g., Landsman & Funk, P.C. v. SkinderStrauss Assocs., Nos. 09-3105, 09-3532, 09-3793, 2012 U.S.
App. LEXIS 11946, 2012 WL 2052685 (3d Cir. Apr. 17, 2012)
(en banc) (vacating order granting reargument en banc and
reinstating panel opinion to extent consistent with Supreme
Court's holding in Mims v. Arrow Fin. Servs., LLC, 132 S. Ct.
740, 181 L. Ed. 2d 881 (2012), that federal courts have
jurisdiction over TCPA causes of action); Landsman & Funk,
P.C. v. Skinder-Strauss Assocs., 640 F.3d 72 (3d Cir. 2011)
(vacating District Court's order). After an all-day mediation
session with retired Magistrate Judge John J. Hughes,
Landsman and Skinder-Strauss reached a settlement. The
parties consented to the Magistrate Judge's jurisdiction. The
Magistrate Judge preliminarily certified the class for
settlement purposes and preliminarily approved the
settlement.
"The Settlement Agreement provides for a total settlement
fund of $625,000—to be distributed on a sliding scale [**3]
from $500 to $175 per fax received depending on whether the
fax was retained and on how many faxes were received by a
claimant—attorney's fees of one-third of the fund, and an
incentive award." Landsman & Funk, P.C. v. Skinder-Strauss
Assocs., Civil Action No. 08CV3610 (CLW), 2015 U.S. Dist.

Opinion by: COWEN
* This

disposition is not an opinion of the full Court and, pursuant to
I.O.P. 5.7, does not constitute binding precedent.
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LEXIS 64987, 2015 WL 2383358, at *1 (D.N.J. May 18,
2015). The conditionally certified class included "anyone
who, from June 15, 2008 through August 31, 2008, was sent
or caused to be [*882] sent one or more facsimile
advertisements by Skinder-Strauss Associates, its employees,
agents, vendors or contractors." (JA206.) To submit a claim, a
claimant was required to fill out a claim form certifying under
penalty of perjury that the claimant or his or her business had
received one or more fax advertisements during the class
period. While the Objectors were notified of the class action
settlement and submitted a claim form, they refused to declare
under the penalty of perjury that they had actually received a
fax. Instead, Manochi indicated that, to best of his knowledge,
a fax advertisement had been received during the class period.
The claim was rejected. The Objectors were also the only
putative class members to file an objection.
After conducting a fairness hearing, the Magistrate Judge
granted Landsman's motion for final approval. In her May 19,
2015 opinion, [**4] the Magistrate Judge indicated that the
Objectors "lack standing to object because they are not
members of the class." Landsman, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
64987, 2015 WL 2383358, at *2. "[The] Court nonetheless
rejects the Objectors' arguments that certification and
acceptance of the settlement are inappropriate in this matter."
Id. The Magistrate Judge then determined that this case met
the requirements for class certification, that the settlement
agreement as well as the award of attorneys' fees were fair
and reasonable, and that Landsman's incentive award was
appropriate.
II.
The Objectors argue that the Magistrate Judge committed
reversible error by approving the class action settlement and
the award of attorneys' fees.1 It appears undisputed that, while

1 It

is undisputed that the District Court had subject matter
jurisdiction pursuant to the TCPA, 28 U.S.C. § 1331, and 28 U.S.C. §
1332. According to the parties, the Objectors lacked standing to
object and have no standing to bring this appeal. However, the
Magistrate Judge did not formally dismiss the objection on standing
grounds. She instead considered the Objectors' arguments and
rejected them on the merits. See, e.g., In re Cendant PRIDES Corp.
Litig., 243 F.3d 722, 730-31 (3d Cir. 2001) (stating that thorough
review of fee applications is required in all class action settlements);
In re GM Corp. Pick-Up Truck Fuel Tank Prods. Liab. Litig., 55
F.3d 768, 785 (3d Cir. 1995) (stating that HN1[ ] district court
"'acts as a fiduciary who must serve as a guardian of the rights of
absent class members'" and must "'independently and objectively
analyze the evidence and circumstances before it in order to
determine whether the settlement is in the best interest of those
whose claims will be extinguished'" (citations omitted)). HN2[ ]
We have jurisdiction over the Magistrate Judge's decision pursuant

$58,325 will be paid to the class members (and Landsman
will receive a $10,000 incentive payment), "Defendant will
receive back more than one-half of the Settlement Fund
($348,343/625,000 = 55.7%)." (Appellants' Brief at 14.) The
Objectors also observe that class counsel will receive
approximately 75% of all amounts being paid out to settle the
class action and that the fee award is more than three and a
half times the amount actually received by the class members.
We, however, conclude that the [**5] Magistrate Judge did
not abuse her discretion.
According to the Objectors, the Magistrate Judge did not
properly apply the Girsh factors, see Girsh v. Jepson, 521
F.2d 153 (3d Cir. 1975), and failed [**6] to "use the class
claims data to address the 'level of direct benefit to the class'
analysis required by Baby Products before it approved the
Settlement Agreement." (Id. [*883] at 15 (quoting In re
Baby Prods. Antitrust Litig., 708 F.3d 163, 170, 174 (3d Cir.
2013))). As the Magistrate Judge recognized, HN4[ ] the
Girsh decision set out several factors that courts should
consider when deciding whether to approve a proposed class
action settlement.2 See, e.g., Baby Prods., 708 F.3d at 174.
Quoting our opinion in Baby Products, the Magistrate Judge
also stated that "[a]n 'additional inquir[y] for a thorough
analysis of settlement terms is the degree of direct benefit
provided to the class.'" Landsman, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
64987, 2015 WL 2383358, at *5 (quoting Baby Prods., 708
F.3d at 174). Accordingly, she expressly considered but
rejected the Objectors' argument that the settlement failed to
account for a large number of potential claimants. "[T]he
parties ascertained about 20,000 potential claimants," 2015
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 64987, [WL] at *2, and there were "over
three hundred confirmed claims," 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
to 28 U.S.C. § 1291.
HN3[ ] We review an order approving a class action settlement
and awarding attorneys' fees to class counsel for an abuse of
discretion. See, e.g., Larson v. AT&T Mobility, LLC, 687 F.3d 109,
122 (3d Cir. 2012); Cendant, 243 F.3d at 727.
2 HN6[

] These factors are:

1) the complexity and duration of the litigation; 2) the reaction
of the class to the settlement; 3) the stage of the proceedings
and the amount of discovery completed; 4) the risks of
establishing liability; 5) the risks of establishing damages; 6)
the risks of maintaining a class action; 7) the ability of the
defendants to withstand a greater judgment; 8) the range of
reasonableness of the settlement in light of the best possible
recovery; and 9) the range of reasonableness of the settlement
in light of the attendant risks of litigation.
Landsman, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 64987, 2015 WL 2383358, at *5
(citing Baby Prods., 708 F.3d at 174).
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64987, [WL] at *5 (citing JA171, JA279-JA280, JA282JA284). The parties, in turn, understandably wished "to avoid
further litigation concerning whether class members were
sufficiently objectively ascertainable." 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
64987, [WL] at *2. More broadly, the Magistrate Judge
reasonably observed that this matter "has been vigorously
litigated since its commencement in 2008," 2015 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 64987, [WL] at *5, and that it would be
expected [**7] that "defense counsel would diligently litigate
[issues of liability and damages under the TCPA] if the matter
were to proceed in the absence of immediate settlement,"
2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 64987, [WL] at *6. In fact, only a
single objection and no exclusions were submitted even
though there were thousands of potential class members. See,
e.g., In re Rite Aid Corp. Sec. Litig., 396 F.3d 294, 305 (3d
Cir. 2005) (stating that HN5[ ] district court did not abuse
discretion in finding absence of substantial objections by class
members weighed in favor of approval).
"Plaintiff's counsel seek a one-third percentage fee of the
settlement fund, which is $208,333.00 plus $2,389.40 in
expenses, and note that, according to the lodestar
method, [**8] they accumulated fees of $106,716.12."
Landsman, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 64987, 2015 WL 2384458,
at *8 (footnote omitted) (citing JA183, JA148, Motion for
Final Approval). Vigorously contesting the Magistrate Judge's
fee assessment, the Objectors take particular issue with her
reading of Boeing Co. v. Van Gemert, 444 U.S. 472, 100 S.
Ct. 745, 62 L. Ed. 2d 676 (1980), as holding that "attorney's
fees in reverter cases should be calculated based on the entire
common fund, as opposed to by the amount claimed by class
members." Landsman, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 64987, 2015
WL 2383358, at *8 (citing Boeing, 444 U.S. at 480-81). HN7[
] In Baby Products, we similarly recognized that,
"[a]lthough the Supreme Court has not addressed whether
attorneys' fees should be reduced when a portion of a
settlement fund is distributed cy pres, it has confronted
essentially the same issue when calculating percentage fee
awards against a settlement fund that will partially revert to
the defendant." Baby Prods., 708 F.3d at 177. While it did not
address the question whether a district court abuses its
discretion by basing the award on the amount claimed by the
class members, the Boeing Court still "confirmed the
permissibility of using the entire fund as the appropriate
[*884] benchmark, at least where each class member needed
only to prove his or her membership in the injured class to
receive a distribution." Id. (footnote omitted) (citing Boeing,
444 U.S. at 480-81). HN8[ ] Refusing to adopt a general
rule requiring [**9] district courts to discount fees whenever
a portion of an award will be distributed cy pres, we explained
that it is appropriate for the district court to decrease the
award where it has reason to believe that class counsel failed

to meet its responsibility to seek an award that "adequately
prioritizes direct benefit to the class." Id. at 178 (citations
omitted). The district court should begin by determining with
a reasonable degree of accuracy the distribution of funds that
will result from the claims process. Id. at 179. "That court
should then, relying on the Gunter/Prudential factors [Gunter
v. Ridgewood Energy Corp., 223 F.3d 190 (3d Cir. 2000), and
In re Prudential Insurance Co. America Sales Practice
Litigation Agent Actions, 148 F.3d 283 (3d Cir. 1998)] and its
experience, determine whether the level of distribution
provided to the class by the settlement reflects a failure of
class counsel to represent adequately the interests of the entire
class."3 Baby Prods., 708 F.3d at 179.
Given these basic legal principles, the Magistrate Judge did
not abuse her discretion by upholding the fee award. She
appropriately determined that the reverter element of this
settlement was fair and reasonable because there were "no
indicia of self-dealing by counsel" and "counsel has met its
responsibility to seek an award that adequately prioritizes
direct benefit to the class." Landsman, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
64987, 2015 WL 2383358, at *8 (citing Baby Prods., 708
F.3d at 178). The Magistrate Judge was well aware of what
had happened in the claims process, e.g., the parties believed
there could be 20,000 potential claimants, over three hundred
claims were confirmed, no exclusions were submitted, and
there was only one objection. The Magistrate Judge also had
already rejected "the contention that the settlement fails to
account for a large segment of potential claimants." 2015 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 64987, [WL] at *2. The Magistrate Judge
acknowledged her obligations as a fiduciary and "thus duly
considered the Objectors' arguments in reaching the factual
and legal conclusions herein." 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 64987,
[WL] at *8 n.5. With respect to the Gunter factors, it appears
uncontested that class counsel [**11] are highly skilled and
experienced in this type of litigation, they devoted hundreds
of hours of work to what was a complex and heavily litigated
case, they settled this case well before trial, and there was

3 As

the Magistrate Judge recognized, HN9[ ] a district court
should consider the following factors in its fee assessment:
1) the size of the fund created and the number of persons
benefitted; 2) the presence or absence of substantial objections
by members of the class to the settlement terms and/or fees
requested by counsel; 3) the skill and efficiency of the
attorneys involved; 4) the complexity and duration of the
litigation; [**10] 5) the risk of nonpayment; 6) the amount of
time devoted to the case by plaintiffs' counsel; and 7) the
awards in similar cases.
Gunter v. Ridgewood Energy Corp., 223 F.3d 190, 195 n.1 (3d Cir.
2000) (citations omitted).
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only a single objection to the fee award. Having addressed
whether counsel met their burden of seeking an award that
prioritizes direct benefit to the class, the Magistrate Judge
properly relied on the entire fund as the appropriate
benchmark for assessing the size of the fund created and
conducting a lodestar check. While the Objectors contend that
the class counsel's assertion that Skinder-Strauss had no
ability to pay constituted inadmissible evidence, it appears
undisputed that they never raised an evidentiary objection
below. Likewise, we believe that HN10[ ] it was [*885]
appropriate for the Magistrate Judge to determine that
"Plaintiff's thorough recitation of the applicable law and its
accompanying collection of comparable cases bolster the
Court's finding that the proposed fee is reasonable." 2015 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 64987, [WL] at *8 (citing Motion for Final
Approval).
III.
For the foregoing reasons, we will affirm the order of the
Magistrate Judge.

End of Document
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Opinion

ORDER FINALLY APPROVING SETTLEMENT
On May 7, 2015, this Court entered an order preliminarily
approving the class action settlement (the "Preliminary
Approval Order," Dkt. No. 69) between Plaintiff Nicholas
Martin, on his own behalf and on behalf of the Settlement
Class (as defined below), and Defendant JTH Tax, Inc.
("Defendant") as memorialized in the Settlement Agreement
between the Parties (the "Settlement Agreement"
memorializing the "Class Action Settlement").

On September 16, 2015, this Court held a fairness hearing
(the "Fairness Hearing"). Members of the Settlement Class
had been given appropriate notice of the Fairness Hearing
pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure ("Rule") 23(c)(2)
and were invited to appear, including those members with any
objections to the Class Action [*2] Settlement. An
opportunity to be heard was given to all persons requesting to
be heard in any of the manner(s) prescribed in the Preliminary
Approval Order. No persons appeared in Court seeking to
address the proposed Class Action Settlement. Having
considered
the
Settlement
Agreement,
Plaintiff's
Memorandum in Support of Final Approval of the Class
Action Settlement, all other evidence submitted to the Court
concerning the Class Action Settlement, and the Court being
duly advised in the premises,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT:
1. This Court has jurisdiction over Plaintiff, Defendant,
members of the Settlement Class, and the claims asserted in
Plaintiff's class action complaint (the "Litigation").
2. Plaintiff alleges in the Litigation that Defendant violated
the Telephone Consumer Protection Act, 47 U.S.C. § 227, et
seq. ("TCPA") by placing phone calls to cellular phones using
an autodialer without the called parties' consent.
3. The Class Action Settlement as memorialized in the
Settlement Agreement was negotiated in good faith and at
arm's length and is fair, reasonable, adequate and in the best
interests of the Settlement Class in light of the factual, legal,
practical and procedural considerations raised by [*3] the
Litigation.
4. This Court grants final approval of the Settlement
Agreement, including but not limited to the releases therein,
and finds that it is in all respects fair, reasonable, and in the
best interests of the Settlement Class. Therefore, all members
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of the Settlement Class who have not opted out ("Settlement
Class Members") are bound by this Order Finally Approving
Settlement (the "Final Approval Order").

under the circumstances, and was due and sufficient notice to
all persons entitled to notice of the Class Action Settlement.
In the Preliminary Approval Order, this Court approved the
forms of actual notice and claim form sent to the Settlement
Class pursuant to the terms of the Settlement Agreement.

Class Certification
5. The following class (the "Settlement Class"), which was
previously preliminarily certified by the Court, is now finally
certified pursuant to Rule 23 (a) and (b)(3):
All persons nationwide whose cell phone the Released
Parties or someone on behalf of the Released Parties
called (with or without the knowledge or consent of the
Released Parties) using a device that has the capacity to
dial numbers without human intervention, where any call
was made between and including September 25, 2009
and April 19, 2015. The Settlement Class is limited to
persons associated with the approximately 291,000 cell
phone numbers identified by the parties as having been
called using an automatic telephone dialing system or an
artificial or prerecorded voice. (the "Call List")
6. The Court finds, [*4] for settlement purposes only, that (i)
certification of the Settlement Class is appropriate under Rule
23(a) and (b)(3), and specifically that (ii) there are questions
of law and fact common to the class that predominate over
any questions affecting only individual class members, (iii)
Plaintiff's claims are typical of the claims of the Settlement
Class, (iv) Plaintiff meets the requirements to represent the
Settlement Class pursuant to Rule 23(a)(4) and will fairly and
adequately represent the interests of the Settlement Class, (v)
Alexander Burke of Burke Law Offices, LLC meets the
requirements to be appointed class counsel pursuant to Rule
23(g), and (vi) a class action is the superior method for the
fair and efficient adjudication of this controversy.
7. Pursuant to Rule 23(a)(4), the Court designates Plaintiff
Nicholas Martin as the class representative of the Settlement
Class (the "Class Representative").
8. Pursuant to Rule 23(g), the Court appoints the following as
class counsel: Alexander H. Burke, of Burke Law Offices,
LLC, 155 N. Michigan Avenue, Suite 9020, Chicago, Illinois
60601 ("Settlement Class Counsel").

Class Notice
9. Notice of the Class Action Settlement was given to the
Settlement Class in material accordance with the plan
provided [*5] for in the Settlement Agreement, which fully
complied with the requirements of Rule 23 (c)(2)(B) and
(e)(1) and due process, constituted the best notice practicable

10. Defendant's Counsel provided notice of the Class Action
Settlement to the Attorney General of the United States and
the attorneys general of every State in which Settlement Class
Members (as defined below) reside, including the information
required by 28 U.S.C. § 1715(b). The latest date on which
such notice was provided was more than ninety (90) days
prior to the entry of this Final Approval Order.
11. Pursuant to the Court's rulings from the bench at the final
approval hearing, the Court finds that a total of approximately
50,939 valid and timely claim forms were submitted by
Settlement Class Members.

Objections and Opt-Outs
12. There were three objections to the settlement.
13. The persons or entities that have validly requested
exclusion and thereby opted out of [*6] the Class Action
Settlement are identified in Exhibit A hereto.

Class Compensation
14. In accordance with the terms of the Settlement
Agreement, Settlement Class Counsel or their agent
established and are administering an account in the name of
the Nicholas Martin Settlement Fund at Wells Fargo Bank
(the "Escrow Account"). Pursuant to the terms of the
Settlement Agreement, Defendant must deposit any unpaid
balance of the $3,000,000 (the "Settlement Fund") into the
Escrow Account by no later than ten business days after the
entry of this Order.

Releases
15. Upon entry of this Final Approval Order, Plaintiff and
each Settlement Class Member shall be deemed to have
granted each of the releases and waivers set forth in the
Settlement Agreement. Those releases include any and all
causes of action, suits, claims, or demands, in law or in
equity, known or unknown, which Plaintiff and Settlement
Class Members had as of April 19, 2015 against any one or all
of the Released Parties for alleged violations of the TCPA or
any similar state law based upon the use of an automatic
telephone dialing system or an artificial or prerecorded voice,
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which has accrued at any time before the date of filing
the [*7] motion for preliminary approval in this matter
16. Settlement Class Counsel has waived, discharged and
released the Released Parties, as defined in the Settlement
Agreement, of and from any and all claims for attorney's fees,
by lien or otherwise, for legal services rendered by Settlement
Class Counsel in connection with the Litigation.
17. The Settlement Agreement may be pleaded as a full and
complete defense to any action, suit or other proceeding that
may be instituted or prosecuted with respect to the Released
Claims.

Injunctive Relief
18. Defendant is hereby permanently enjoined from
committing future violations of the TCPA and/or any FCC
regulations promulgated thereunder in connection with their
business activities.
19. Plaintiff and every member of the Settlement Class are
hereby permanently enjoined from commencing, prosecuting
or continuing to pursue on behalf of any class any Released
Claims against Defendant and its respective parents,
subsidiaries, affiliates, predecessors and successors in interest,
and all of those entities' past and current officers, directors,
shareholders, partners, members, employees, agents and
insurers in such capacities as they relate to the actions [*8]
that are the subject of the Litigation, specifically including,
but not limited to, the class claims alleged in the Litigation.

Award of Attorneys' Fees, Costs and Incentive Award
20. The Court has considered Settlement Class Counsel's
application for attorneys' fees. The Court awards Settlement
Class Counsel the sum of $1,000,000 as an award of
attorney's fees and $7,486.15 for out-of-pocket costs, to be
paid from the Settlement Fund, and finds that this amount of
fees is fair and reasonable. Payment of Settlement Class
Counsel's attorney's fees and costs shall be distributed from
the Settlement Fund as soon as practicable, but no sooner than
ten (10) business days, and no longer than twenty (20)
business days following the Effective Date, as that date is
defined in the Settlement Agreement.
21. The Court grants Settlement Class Counsel's request for
an incentive award to the Class Representative and
accordingly awards $10,000 to Nicholas Martin. The Court
finds that this payment is justified by the Class
Representative's service to the Settlement Class. This award
shall be distributed from the Settlement Fund as soon as

practicable, but no sooner than ten (10) business days, and
no [*9] longer than twenty (20) business days following the
Effective Date, as that date is defined in the Settlement
Agreement.

Other Provisions
22. The Parties to the Settlement Agreement shall each carry
out their respective obligations thereunder.
23. Neither the Settlement Agreement, the Preliminary
Approval Order, this Final Approval Order, nor any of their
provisions, nor any of the documents (including, but not
limited to, drafts of the Settlement Agreement, the
Preliminary Approval Order and/or the Final Approval
Order), negotiations, or proceedings relating in any way to the
Class Action Settlement, shall be construed as or deemed to
be evidence of an admission or concession of any kind by any
person, including any by Defendant, and shall not be offered
or received into evidence in this Litigation or any other action
or proceeding except in an action brought to enforce the terms
of the Settlement Agreement or as may be required by law or
court order.
24. Prior to the Effective Date, as that date is defined in the
Settlement Agreement, in the event that (a) the Settlement
Agreement is terminated pursuant to its terms, (b) the
Settlement Agreement otherwise does not become effective
for [*10] any reason, or (c) this Final Approval Order is
reversed, vacated, or modified in any material respect which
is not mutually acceptable to the Parties, then (i) Settlement
Class Counsel or their agent shall return all funds in the
Escrow Account less funds actually incurred for notice and
administration, to counsel of record for Defendant within
three (3) business days of that event and (ii) the Settlement
Agreement shall be deemed null and void and shall be without
prejudice to the rights of the parties thereto and shall not be
used in any subsequent proceedings in this Litigation, or in
any manner whatsoever. Until the Effective Date, no
payments or distributions may be made from the Escrow
Account other than for class notice and administration
expenses, unless approved by this Court.
25. In the Preliminary Approval Order, this Court ordered that
Dahl Administration, LLC 6465 Wayzata Blvd., Suite 420,
Minneapolis MN 55426 ("Class Administrator") be the class
administrator. The Class Administrator shall make all claim
payments to class members pursuant to the terms of the
Settlement Agreement.
26. Within ninety (90) days following the Effective Date of
the Settlement Agreement, as that [*11] date is defined in the
Settlement Agreement, Settlement Class Counsel or the Class
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Administrator shall validate all claims and distribute the
Settlement Fund in accordance with the terms of the
Settlement Agreement.
27. Settlement checks to the Settlement Class Members will
be void ninety (90) days from date of issuance. Any
Settlement Class Member who does not negotiate the
settlement check issued to them within ninety (90) days of the
date of issuance shall be deemed to have rescinded and
withdrawn their claim for monetary compensation under the
Settlement Agreement, but shall remain a member of the
Settlement Class and bound by the terms of the Settlement
Agreement and this Final Approval Order.
28. Pursuant to the terms of the Settlement Agreement, any
unclaimed or undistributed amounts remaining in the
Settlement Fund after all payments required under the
Settlement Agreement have been made shall be distributed to
the following cy pres recipient: Electronic Privacy
Information Center. Payment is due in accordance with the
timing set forth in the Settlement Agreement.
29. Settlement Class Counsel or the Class Administrator shall
file an affidavit of final accounting of the Class Action [*12]
Settlement by June 10, 2016.
30. Settlement Class Counsel shall submit a report on the final
accounting of the Class Action Settlement by June 10, 2016.
A hearing on the final accounting of the Class Action
Settlement is set for June 16, 2016 at 9:30am.
ENTER:
Dated: 9/23/15
/s/ Manish S. Shah
Manish S. Shah
United States District Judge
Exhibit A
List of Excluded Class Members
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McDaniel v. Qwest Communs. Corp.
United States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois, Eastern Division
August 29, 2011, Decided; August 29, 2011, Filed
Civil Action No. 05 C 1008
Reporter
2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 154591 *

DON WAYNE McDANIEL et al., Plaintiffs, v. QWEST
COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION et al., Defendants.
Subsequent History: Decision reached on appeal by, Costs
and fees proceeding at, Sub nomine at Bauer v. Qwest
Communs. Co., LLC, 2014 U.S. App. LEXIS 2840 (7th Cir.
Ill., Feb. 14, 2014)
Prior History: McDaniel v. Qwest Communs. Corp., 2006
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 37066 (N.D. Ill., May 23, 2006)

Core Terms
Settlement, attorney's fees, class member, expenses, notice,
class representative, incentive award, courts, fee award,
telecommunications, reimbursement, railroad, cases, class
action, approving
Counsel: [*1] For Don Wayne McDaniel, Mary Driskill, E J
Driskill, Todd Smith, Daniel McKenzie, Robert J Snyder,
Patricia Ann Polston, Elizabeth Ware, John Butcher, Wendell
C Hull, Flynn Ranch of Townsend Inc, a Montana
corporation, Billing Memorial LLC, an Oregon limited
liability company, individually and as respresentatives of a
class of persons similarly situated, Plaintiffs: Arthur T.
Susman, LEAD ATTORNEY, Gina M. Lamancusa, Susman
Heffner & Hurst LLP, Chicago, IL; Kenneth L. Cunniff,
Kenneth L. Cunniff Ltd., Chicago, IL; William T. Gotfryd,
Chicago, IL.
For T.E. McKenna, Inc., Scott Sim, doing business as S&T
Automotive Corp., Sabre Group LLC, individually and as
representatives of a class of persons similarly situated,
Plaintiffs: Kenneth L. Cunniff, Kenneth L. Cunniff Ltd.,
Chicago, IL; William T. Gotfryd, Chicago, IL.
For Judy Boren, James Becherer, Willaredt Acres, Inc., TriCounty Feed Mill, Inc., Plaintiffs: Kathleen Clubb Kauffman,
Ackerson Kauffman Fex, PC., Washington, DC; Kenneth L.

Cunniff, Kenneth L. Cunniff Ltd., Chicago, IL.
For Wayne Smith, Plaintiff: Edward Arthur Berman, LEAD
ATTORNEY, Edward A. Berman, P.C., Chicago, IL;
Terrence Buehler, LEAD ATTORNEY, Touhy, Touhy,
Buehler [*2] & Williams, LLP, Chicago, IL; Kathleen Clubb
Kauffman, Ackerson Kauffman Fex, PC., Washington, DC;
Kenneth L. Cunniff, Kenneth L. Cunniff Ltd., Chicago, IL;
Scott D. Gilchrist, Cohen & Malad, Indianapolis, IN.
For Brent Bauer, Plaintiff: Kathleen Clubb Kauffman,
Ackerson Kauffman Fex, PC., Washington, DC; Kenneth L.
Cunniff, Kenneth L. Cunniff Ltd., Chicago, IL; Scott D.
Gilchrist, Cohen & Malad, Indianapolis, IN.
For QWest Communications Corporation, Defendant: John F
Daum, LEAD ATTORNEY, O'Melveny & Myers, Los
Angeles, CA; Emily J Brubaker, Corr Cronin Michelson
Baumgardner & Preece, Seattle, WA; Kevin Buckley Duff,
Rachlis Durham Duff Adler & Peel, LLC, Chicago, IL.
For Sprint Coummunications Company LP, Defendant: J
Emmet Logan, Stinson Morrision Hecker LLP, Kansas City,
MO; James Joseph Sipchen, Richard M. Waris, Pretzel &
Stouffer, Chtd., Chicago, IL.
For Level 3 Communications LLC, Defendant: Joseph E
Jones, Fraser Stryker Vaughn Meusey Olson Boyer & Bloch,
P.C., Omaha, NE.
For Qwest Communications Company, LLC, Defendant:
Christopher J Koenigs, Sherman & Howard L..C., Denver,
CO; Michael B Carroll, PRO HAC VICE, Sherman &
Howard Llc, Denver, CO.
Judges: The Honorable Rebecca R. Pallmeyer, [*3] United
States District Judge. Magistrate Judge Keys.
Opinion by: Rebecca R. Pallmeyer
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ORDER AWARDING ATTORNEYS' FEES AND
REIMBURSING EXPENSES TO SETTLEMENT
CLASS COUNSEL AND APPROVING PAYMENT OF
INCENTIVE AWARDS TO SETTLEMENT CLASS
REPRESENTATIVES
The Settlement Class Representatives in this class action have
moved the court under Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
23(h)(1) and 54(d)(2) for an award of attorneys' fees and
reimbursement of expenses to Settlement Class Counsel. They
also have moved for the approval of their incentive awards.
The motion follows settlement of this class action. The
settlement resolves claims by Illinois landowners against
some of the country's largest telecommunications companies
arising out of the installation, operation, and maintenance of
fiber-optic telecommunications facilities on land that the class
members claimed to own and control.
The total aggregate value of the Illinois Class Settlement
Agreement is estimated at approximately $14,000,000. The
pending motion requests a fee award and reimbursement of
expenses in the amount of $3,543,000, or approximately
24.4% of the aggregate settlement fund value. The incentive
awards to the eleven Settlement Class Representatives
[*4] total $22,375, comprising joint and individual payments
of $2,275 or $1, 100.
Under Rule 23(h) (3), the court makes the following findings
of fact and conclusions of law:

Findings of Fact
This class-action settlement resolves a property-rights dispute
arising out of the installation of fiber-optic cable on railroad
rights of way by the Settling Defendants — Sprint
Communications Company L.P.; Qwest Communications
Company, LLC; Williams Communications LLC; and Level 3
Communications, Inc., Level 3 Communications, LLC, and
Level 3 Telecom Holdings, Inc. The claims resolved by the
Settlement affect approximately 4,500 parcels of land in
Illinois, covering 977 miles of rights of way throughout the
state.
This case has a lengthy history alone and as part of a body of
cases pursued in many courts throughout the United States for
over a decade. Beginning in the late 1990s, lawsuits were
filed nationwide against the defendants in this litigation and
other telecommunications companies. The lawsuits alleged
that the defendants had installed fiber-optic cable and other
telecommunications facilities on railroad rightsofway under

agreements with the occupying railroads, without undertaking
to ascertain [*5] the owner of the dominant property interests
in the rightsofway. The lawsuits further alleged that the
plaintiffs, as owners of the fee interest in the right-of-way
land, had a superior property interest to that of the railroads,
which, they further alleged, possessed only a limited easement
for railroad purposes that did not include third-party
telecommunications activities. The plaintiffs claimed that the
defendants' occupation of the rightsofway without consent
and payment constituted, inter alia,a trespass and also gave
rise to claims for unjust enrichment.
Over the years, the parties have vigorously litigated the rightof-way cases, including in Illinois. This case — following
denial of litigation-class certification —was pursued to a
bench trial. Illinois state courts certified nationwide and
multi-state litigation classes against Sprint and Qwest,
respectively, further litigation of which was stayed pending
settlement efforts. Other litigation proceeded in additional
courts, resulting in the certification of litigation classes in
Idaho federal district court and Kansas state court.
Those efforts, over several years, culminated in 46 state-bystate settlement agreements, including [*6] the Illinois State
Class Settlement Agreement. On August 26, 2011, the court
held a Fairness Hearing on the Settlement. At its conclusion,
the court found that it was fair, reasonable, and adequate, and
entered an order finally approving it.
Settlement Class Counsel estimate that, under the Settlement
Agreement, $10,000,000 in cash benefits are available for
Illinois class members to claim. Administrative costs —
including those incurred in creating and updating a
sophisticated database to identify class members, issuing
notice, and implementing the Settlement — are to be
separately paid by the Settling Defendants and are estimated
at an additional $684,000. The agreed-to attorney's fees and
nontaxable costs of $3,453,000, 1 and the requested class
representatives' incentive awards of $22,375— both of which
are also to be separately paid by the Setting Defendants —
bring the total gross value of the Settlement to more than $14
million.
Beginning on May 6, 2011, the claims administrator mailed
notices to over 17,400 current and prior property owners

1 The

Settlement Agreement provides in pertinent part: "Settlement
Class Counsel may seek from the court a cash award of fees and
expenses from the Settling Defendants, in an amount not to exceed
the Maximum Attorneys' Fee Award, to which the Settling
Defendants [*7] will not object." (Settlement Agreement § II.E.1.)
The Settlement Agreement defines the Maximum Attorneys' Fee
Award as $3,453,000. (Settlement Agreement at 4 (definitions).)
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along railroad rights of way in Illinois containing
telecommunications facilities installed by the Settling
Defendants, and opened a settlement call center and website.
In addition, beginning on May 24, 2011, a summary notice
was published in Illinois newspapers and magazines likely to
reach a very large percentage of the Illinois class members.
The notice advised that Settlement Class Counsel would ask
the court to award attorneys' fees and expenses in the amount
of $3,453,000 and incentive awards to the Settlement Class
Representatives. The notice further advised that the court
would hold a Fairness Hearing at 10:00 a.m. on August 26,
2011, at which time the court would hear the fee-and-expense
and incentive-award motions.
Following mailing and publication of the class notice, no class
members objected to the proposed award of attorneys' fees
and expenses or incentive payment. No class members
appeared [*8] at the Fairness Hearing to object to either
proposed award.

Conclusions of Law
Rule 23(h) (1) provides that, "[i]n a certified class action, the
court may award reasonable attorney's fees and nontaxable
costs that are authorized by ... the parties' agreement." The
Rule further provides that "[a] claim for an award must be
made by motion under Rule 54(d) (2)," notice of which must
be directed to class members in a reasonable manner. Finally,
the Rule requires the court to "find the facts and state its legal
conclusions under Rule 52(a)." Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(h) (1) and
(3). In turn, Rule 54(d)(2) requires a claim for fees to be made
by motion, and specifies its timing and content, including, in
relevant part, "the grounds entitling the movant to the award"
and "the amount sought. "Notice of the fee-and-expense and
incentive-award motion in satisfaction of Rule 23(h) (1) was
provided in the mailed and published class notice and on the
website.
The United States Supreme Court long ago recognized that "a
litigant or a lawyer who recovers a common fund for the
benefit of persons other than himself or his client is entitled to
a reasonable attorney's fee from the fund as a whole." Boeing
Co. v. Van Gemert, 444 U.S. 472, 478, 100 S. Ct. 745, 62 L.
Ed. 2d 676 (1980). [*9] The common-fund doctrine is based
on the notion that all "those who have benefited from
litigation should share its costs." Skelton v. Gen. Motors
Corp., 860 F.2d 250, 252 (7th Cir. 1988); see also In re
Synthroid Mktg. Litig., 325 F.3d 974, 977 (7th Cir. 2003)
("Synthroid II") (each class member "must bear their portion
of the legal expense").
As then District Judge Williams wrote: "The purpose of

allowing fees to be paid from a common fund is to spread the
costs of the litigation proportionately among the class
members benefited by the lawsuit." Gaskill v. Gordon, 942 F.
Supp. 382, 385 (N.D. Ill. 1996), aff'd, 160 F.3d 361 (7th Cir.
1998). Here, Settlement Class Counsel secured a significant
benefit for all class members. A common-fund fee award is
therefore appropriate.
Courts generally use one of two methods to award fees in a
class action: the percentage-of-the-fund method or the
lodestar-multiplier method. See Harman v. Lyphomed, Inc.,
945 F.2d 969, 975 (7th Cir. 1991) ("The decision of whether
to use a percentage method remains in the discretion of the
district court."). Under the percentage approach, the court
grants a percentage of the recovery as the fee. Gaskill v.
Gordon, 160 F.3d 361, 363 (7th Cir. 1998); [*10] see, e.g.,
Taubenfeld v. AON Corp., 415 F.3d 597 (7th Cir. 2005)
(affirming award of attorneys' fee under percentage method).
Using the lodestar approach, the court derives the fee by
multiplying the attorney and professional hours devoted to the
case by the timekeepers' individual billing rates, and then
applies a risk multiplier to take into account the risk of nonpayment. In re Cendant Corp. Sec. Litig., 404 F.3d 173, 183
n.3 (3d Cir. 2005).
Regardless of which approach the court employs, the goal in
the Seventh Circuit is to mimic "the market" in determining a
requested fee. In so doing, courts consider what counsel and
the class would likely have negotiated at the outset of the
case, had they been in a position to do so:
The object in awarding a reasonable attorneys fee . . . is
to simulate the market. . . . The Class counsel are entitled
to the fee they would have received had they handled a
similar suit on a contingent fee basis with a similar
outcome, for a paying client.
In re Continental Ill. Sec. Litig., 962 F.2d 566, 572 (7th Cir.
1992) ("Continental").
The Seventh Circuit recognizes that an important factor in
setting a fee is the risk counsel undertook; in assessing the
[*11] risk, the court should employ an ex ante approach,
focusing on the risk at the outset of the case. See Taubenfeld,
415 F.3d at 599. Risk cannot be overlooked, for it is
considerable even in a relatively simple class case. As Judge
Posner recognized, "[t]he lawyers for the class receive no fee
if the suit fails." Continental I, 962 F.2d at 569. Counsel must
be properly compensated for risk, or "systematic
undercompensation" will undermine the viability of
worthwhile class action cases like this one. Id. at 569. Many
courts have found the percentage-of-recovery method
provides a good emulation of the real-world market value of
attorneys' services provided on a contingent basis. See, e.g.,
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Swedish Hosp. Corp. v. Shalala, 1 F.3d 1261, 1269, 303 U.S.
App. D.C. 94 (D.C. Cir. 1993) ("[A] percentage-of-the-fund
approach more accurately reflects the economics of litigation
practice.").
Counsel's request for an award of attorneys' fees and expenses
of $3,453,000 is well justified under the percentage approach.
Indeed, the evidence shows that, under the percentage
approach, the market would have set a higher fee, equivalent
to at least one-third of the recovery. As decisions of the
Seventh Circuit have confirmed, the [*12] real-world market
range for contingent fee cases is 33% to 40%. Gaskill, 160
F.3d at 362-63 (affirming award of 38% of recovery);
Kirchoff v. Flynn, 786 F.2d 320, 323 (7th Cir.
1986)(observing that "40% is the customary fee in tort
litigation" and noting, with approval, contract providing for
one-third contingent fee if litigation settled prior to trial).
Furthermore, the requested fee here includes the
reimbursement of litigation expenses, which in most cases are
the subject of an additional award. See Conte, Attorney Fee
Awards, § 2.8 at 38 (Cum. Supp. May 2002) ("The prevailing
view is that expenses are awarded in addition to the fee
percentage.").
Given all these considerations, the 24.4% "percentage" fee
requested here is well within — and indeed below — the
market rate for high-risk, contingent-fee cases like this one.
Settlement Class Counsel include very experienced classaction counsel with substantial experience in similar
litigation. They faced substantial risks over an extended
period in proceeding with this and other related litigation that
led to this settlement. Opposing them were skilled,
determined, and highly effective defense counsel. The fee
requested is reasonable [*13] in view of the risks, quality of
work, and the result for the settlement class. 2
The number and quality of objections are often deemed
indicative of the class's reaction to a request for attorneys'
fees. In re Rite-Aid Corp. Sec. Litig., 396 F.3d 294, 305 (3d
Cir. 2005). Here, the settlement notice, mailed to
approximately 17,400 potential class members, explained that
Settlement Class Counsel would request a fee of $3,453,000.
There were no objections to the requested attorneys' fee
award. An absence of objection is a "rare phenomenon," In re
Rite Aid, 396 F.3d at 305, and "indicates the appropriateness

of the [fee] request," Cimarron Pipeline Constr., Inc. v. Nat'l
Council on Comp. Ins., Nos. CIV 89-822-T, CIV 89-1186-T,
1993 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 19969, 1993 WL 355466, at *2 (W.D.
Okla. June 8, 1993); [*14] In re Sequoia Sys., Inc. Sec. Litig.,
No. 92-11431-WD and Civ. A. No. 93-11331-WD, 1993 WL
616694, at *1 (D. Mass. Sept. 10, 1993) (finding "influential"
the absence of any class member's objection to fee request of
one-third).
In consideration of all the foregoing, the court approves the
requested award of $3,453,000 in attorneys' fees and
reimbursement of expenses to Settlement Class Counsel.
Consistent with the terms of the Settlement Agreement, the
court orders that "the Settling Defendants shall deposit any
attorneys' fee award approved by the court, which shall not
exceed the Maximum Attorneys' Fee Award, into an interestbearing escrow account at US Bank in New York, no later
than ten (10) days after the date on which the Order and
Judgment becomes Final." (Settlement Agreement § II.E.2.) 3
The Settlement Agreement also provides, and the Settlement
Class Representatives have moved, for the following
[*15] incentive awards for service as class representatives:
Diane J. Snyder and Randy C. Snyder - $2,725 jointly;
Willaredt Acres, Inc. - $2,725; Judy Boren - $2,725; James
Becherer - $2,725; Tri-County Feedmill - $2,725; Brent B.
Bauer - $2,725; T. E. McKenna Inc. - $1,100; Wayne Smith $2,725; Scott Sim, d/b/a S & T Automotive Corp. -$1,100;
and Sabre Group, LLC - $1,100.
The Seventh Circuit has endorsed incentive awards as a
means of inducing an individual to participate in expanded
litigation. Continental I, 962 F.2d at 571; see also Berger v.
Xerox Corp. Ret. Income Guarantee Plan, No. 00-584-DRH,
2004 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 1819, 2004 WL 287902, at *2 (S.D. Ill.
Jan. 22, 2004) (award to each named plaintiff); Cook v.
Niedert, 142 F.3d 1004, 1016 (7th Cir. 1998) (approving class
representative award in ERISA case); Follansbee v. Discover
Fin. Servs., Inc., No. 99-3827, 2000 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 8724,
2000 WL 804690, at *7 (N.D. Ill. June 21, 2000) ("this Court
recognizes the importance of incentive awards for class
representatives"); Cook v. McCarron, No. 92-7042 and No.
95-828, 1997 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 1090, 1997 WL 47448, at *19
(N.D. Ill. Jan. 30, 1997) (Manning, J.) (approving classrepresentative award).
Here, the Settlement Class Representatives took substantial

2 Additionally,

although the court has followed the percentage
method, the motion is supported by declarations of Settlement Class
Counsel describing their contributions to the litigation and settlement
of the class claims, and setting forth lodestar information. Without
engaging in a fullblown lodestar analysis, the submitted lodestar
information readily confirms the reasonableness of the fee-andexpense award made under the percentage approach.

3 Under

the Settlement, "Final" means: "with respect to an order or
judgment, that no timely appeals have been taken or that all appeals
or other rights of review have been exhausted and that the order or
judgment has not been vacated, reversed, or modified as a result."
Settlement at 4.
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risks to [*16] pursue litigation on behalf of thousands of
other Illinois landowners, placing questions relating to the
title of their property at issue for the benefit of their fellow
settlement class members. This also justifies the payment of
an award to reward their service.
The amounts requested here are modest. They compare
favorably to incentive awards made by other courts within
this Circuit. See, e.g., Williams v. Rohm & Haas Pension
Plan,No. 4:04-CV-0078-SEB-WGH, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
121648, 2010 WL 4723725, at *2 (S.D. Ind. Nov. 12, 2010)
($5,000 award); Meyenburg v. Exxon Mobil Corp., No. 3:05cv-15-DGW, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 52962, 2006 WL
2191422, at *2 (S.D. Ill. July 31, 2006) ($3,000 award). As
with the requested award of attorneys' fees and expenses, no
settlement class member has objected to the requested
incentive payments, and they are hereby approved.
Finally, the Parties are expected to proceed pursuant to the
mediation/arbitration agreement — signed by all but two
attorneys involved in this case — concerning allocation of the
attorneys' fees and reimbursement of expenses awarded
herein. 4 Should disputes remain after the conclusion of the
mediation process, the court anticipates appointment of
Wayne R. Andersen as a Special Master [*17] pursuant to
Fed. R. Civ. P. 53 to make a report and recommendation
concerning those disputes. The court will take up this issue at
the next status conference, presently scheduled for October
14, 2011 at 10:00 A.M.
Dated: August 29, 2011
/s/ Rebecca R. Pallmeyer
The Honorable Rebecca R. Pallmeyer
United States District Judge

End of Document

4 Any

questions raised by any Counsel regarding whether Counsel
and the mediators agreed to modify any of the procedures set forth in
this agreement are to be brought to the mediators for resolution in the
first instance.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS
EASTERN DIVISION
JENNIFER OSSOLA, JOETTA
) Case No. 1:13-cv-04836
CALLENTINE and SCOTT DOLEMBA,)
on behalf of themselves and all others
)
similarly situated,
)
) FINAL JUDGMENT AND ORDER
Plaintiffs,
) OF DISMISSAL
)
vs.
)
AMERICAN EXPRESS COMPANY, )
AMERICAN EXPRESS CENTURION )
BANK, and WEST ASSET
)
MANAGEMENT, INC.,
)
)
Defendant.
)
)
)
The Court having held a Final Approval Hearing on November 30, 2016 at
1:30 p.m., notice of the Final Approval Hearing having been duly given in
accordance with this Court’s Order (1) Conditionally Certifying A Telemarketing
Settlement, (2) Preliminarily Approving Class Action Telemarketing Settlement,
(3) Approving Telemarketing Settlement Notice Plan, and (4) Setting Final
Approval Hearing for Telemarketing Settlement (“Preliminary Approval Order”),
and having considered all matters submitted to it at the Final Approval Hearing and
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otherwise, and finding no just reason for delay in entry of this Final Judgment and
good cause appearing therefore,
It is hereby ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED as follows:
1.

The Telemarketing Settlement Agreement and Release, including its

exhibits, fully executed on June 30, 2016 (the “Telemarketing Agreement”), and
the definitions contained therein are incorporated by reference in this Order. The
terms of this Court’s Preliminary Approval Order (Dkt. No. 357) are also
incorporated by reference in this Order.
2.

This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this Action and

over the Parties pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1332, including all members of the
Telemarketing Settlement Class certified for settlement purposes in this Court’s
Preliminary Approval Order.
3.

The Telemarketing Settlement Class means all persons nationwide

within the United States who, on or after July 3, 2009 through March 15, 2016,
received a telemarketing call from Alorica Inc. (or its agents or affiliates) on behalf
of American Express, in connection with the marketing of American Express small
business charge and/or credit cards to potential customers, to a cellular telephone
number through the use of an automatic telephone dialing system, predictive dialer
and/or an artificial or prerecorded voice. Excluded from the Telemarketing
2
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Settlement Class are the Judge to whom the Action is assigned and any member of
the Judge’s staff and immediate family, as well as all persons who are validly
excluded from the Telemarketing Settlement Class. All Persons who validly
excluded themselves from the Telemarketing Settlement Class are not
Telemarketing Settlement Class Members as that term is defined and used herein,
and shall not be bound by this Final Approval Order or any release provided
herein. A list identifying all Persons who validly excluded themselves from the
Telemarketing Settlement Class has been filed under seal with the Court (see Dkt.
No. 370).
4.

The Court notes that there were no objections to the settlement

agreement filed by class members and that the Telemarketing Settlement, taken as
a whole, is fair, reasonable and adequate to all concerned.
5.

The Court hereby finds that the Telemarketing Agreement is the

product of arm’s-length settlement negotiations between Plaintiff and Class
Counsel, on the one hand, and American Express and its respective counsel on the
other hand.
6.

The Court hereby finds and concludes that Class Notice was

disseminated to members of the Telemarketing Settlement Class in accordance

3
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with the terms set forth in Section III.E of the Telemarketing Agreement and this
Court’s Preliminary Approval Order (Dkt. No. 357).
7.

The Court hereby finds and concludes that the Notice Program and

claims submission procedures fully satisfy Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure and the requirements of due process, and constitute the best notice
practicable under the circumstances. The Court further finds that the Notice
Program provided individual notice to all members of the Telemarketing
Settlement Class who could be identified through reasonable effort and supports
the Court’s exercise of jurisdiction over the Telemarketing Settlement Class as
contemplated in the Telemarketing Settlement and this Order.
8.

This Court hereby finds and concludes that the notice provided by

American Express pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1715 fully satisfied the requirements of
that statute.
9.

The Court finds that the Telemarketing Settlement’s terms constitute,

in all respects, a fair, reasonable, and adequate settlement as to all Telemarketing
Settlement Class Members in accordance with Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure, and directs its consummation pursuant to its terms and conditions.
Plaintiff, in her role as Class Representative, and Class Counsel adequately
represented the Telemarketing Settlement Class for purposes of entering into and
4
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implementing the Telemarketing Agreement. Accordingly, the Telemarketing
Agreement is hereby finally approved in all respects, and the Parties are hereby
directed to perform its terms. The Parties and Telemarketing Settlement Class
Members who were not excluded from the Telemarketing Settlement Class are
bound by the terms and conditions of the Telemarketing Agreement.
10.

The Court hereby finds that the Settlement Class Members have been

adequately represented by Class Counsel. The Court specifically approves Class
Counsel’s application for attorneys’ fees of $2,750,000 and costs of $19,380.19,
which the Court finds to be fair and reasonable. Accordingly, Class Counsel is
hereby awarded $2,769,380.19, such amounts to be paid from the Telemarketing
Settlement Fund pursuant to and in the manner provided by the terms of the
Telemarketing Agreement.
11.

The Court finds the payment of a service award in the amount of

$10,000 to the Telemarketing Settlement Class Representative Joetta Callentine to
be fair and reasonable. Accordingly, the Telemarketing Settlement Class
Representative is hereby awarded $10,000, such amounts to be paid from the
Telemarketing Settlement Fund pursuant to and in the manner provided by the
terms of the Telemarketing Agreement.
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12.

The Telemarketing Settlement Class described in paragraph 3 above is

hereby finally certified, solely for purposes of effectuating the Telemarketing
Settlement and this Order and Final Judgment.
13.

The requirements of Rule 23(a) and (b)(3) have been satisfied for

settlement purposes, for the reasons set forth herein. The Telemarketing
Settlement Class is so numerous that joinder of all members is impracticable; there
are questions of law and fact common to the class; the claims of the Class
Representative are typical of the claims of the Telemarketing Settlement Class; the
Class Representative will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the class;
the questions of law or fact common to class members predominate over any
questions affecting only individual members; and a class action is superior to other
available methods for fairly and efficiently adjudicating the controversy between
the Telemarketing Settlement Class Members and American Express.
14.

This Court hereby dismisses, with prejudice, without costs to any

party, except as expressly provided for in the Agreement, this Action.
15.

The Claims Administrator is directed to distribute the consideration to

the Telemarketing Settlement Class pursuant to the terms of the Telemarketing
Agreement.
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16.

Plaintiff and each and every one of the Telemarketing Settlement

Class Members unconditionally, fully, and finally release and forever discharge the
Released Parties from the Released Claims as provided for in the Telemarketing
Agreement. In addition, any rights of the Telemarketing Settlement Class
Representatives and each and every one of the Telemarketing Settlement Class
Members to the protections afforded under Section 1542 of the California Civil
Code and/or any other similar, comparable, or equivalent laws, are terminated.
17.

Each and every Telemarketing Settlement Class Member, and any

person actually or purportedly acting on behalf of any Telemarketing Settlement
Class Member(s), is hereby permanently barred and enjoined from commencing,
instituting, continuing, pursuing, maintaining, prosecuting, or enforcing any
Released Claims (including, without limitation, in any individual, class or putative
class, representative or other action or proceeding), directly or indirectly, in any
judicial, administrative, arbitral, or other forum, against the Released Parties. This
permanent bar and injunction is necessary to protect and effectuate the
Telemarketing Agreement, this Final Judgment and Order of Dismissal, and this
Court’s authority to effectuate the Telemarketing Agreement, and is ordered in aid
of this Court’s jurisdiction and to protect its judgments.
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18.

The Telemarketing Agreement (including, without limitation, its

exhibits), and any and all negotiations, documents, and discussions associated with
it, shall not be deemed or construed to be an admission or evidence of any
violation of any statute, law, rule, regulation, or principle of common law or
equity, of any liability or wrongdoing, by American Express, or of the truth of any
of the claims asserted by Plaintiff, and evidence relating to the Telemarketing
Agreement shall not be discoverable or used, directly or indirectly, in any way,
whether in this Action or in any other action or proceeding, except for purposes of
enforcing the terms and conditions of the Telemarketing Agreement, the
Preliminary Approval Order, and/or this Order.
19.

In the event that any provision of the Telemarketing Settlement or this

Final Judgment and Order of Dismissal is asserted by American Express or Alorica
as a defense in whole or in part to any claim, or otherwise asserted (including,
without limitation, as a basis for a stay) in any other suit, action, or proceeding
brought by a Telemarketing Settlement Class Member or any person actually or
purportedly acting on behalf of any Telemarketing Settlement Class Member(s),
that suit, action or other proceeding shall be immediately stayed and enjoined until
this Court or the court or tribunal in which the claim is pending has determined any
issues related to such defense or assertion. Solely for purposes of such suit, action,
or other proceeding, to the fullest extent they may effectively do so under
8
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applicable law, the Parties irrevocably waive and agree not to assert, by way of
motion, as a defense or otherwise, any claim or objection that they are not subject
to the jurisdiction of the Court, or that the Court is, in any way, an improper venue
or an inconvenient forum. These provisions are necessary to protect the
Telemarketing Agreement, this Order and this Court’s authority to effectuate the
Telemarketing Settlement, and are ordered in aid of this Court’s jurisdiction and to
protect its judgment.
20.

By incorporating the Telemarketing Agreement and its terms herein,

the Court determines that this Final Judgment complies in all respects with Federal
Rule of Civil Procedure 65(d)(1).
21.

Finding that there is no just reason for delay, the Court orders that this

Final Judgment and Order of Dismissal shall constitute a final judgment pursuant
to Rule 54 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The Court orders that, upon
the Effective Date, the Telemarketing Settlement shall be the exclusive remedy for
any and all Released Claims of Plaintiff and each and every Telemarketing
Settlement Class Member. The Clerk of the Court is directed to enter this Order on
the docket forthwith.
22.

If an appeal, writ proceeding or other challenge is filed as to this Final

Approval Order, and if thereafter the Final Approval Order is not ultimately
9
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upheld, all orders entered, stipulations made and releases delivered in connection
herewith, or in the Telemarketing Settlement or in connection therewith, shall be
null and void to the extent provided by and in accordance with the Telemarketing
Settlement.
23.

Without further order of the Court, the Parties may agree to

reasonably necessary extensions of time to carry out any of the provisions of the
Telemarketing Settlement.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated:
12/2/16

___________________________________
Hon. John Z. Lee
United States District Judge
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ANDREW STEINFELD and WALTER BRADLEY, on
behalf of themselves and all others similarly situated,
Plaintiffs, v. DISCOVER FINANCIAL SERVICES, et al.,
Defendants.
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ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR FINAL
APPROVAL OF CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT
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Dist. LEXIS 91429 (N.D. Cal., June 27, 2013)
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Judges: JEFFREY S. WHITE, UNITED STATES
DISTRICT JUDGE.
Opinion by: JEFFREY S. WHITE

This matter comes before the Court for consideration of the
motion for final approval of class action settlement. (Docket
No. 65.) The Court has considered the parties' papers, the
objections received, the responses to those objections,
relevant legal authority, and the record in this case. The Court
also held a [*2] final fairness hearing on February 14, 2014.
Class Counsel, Defendants' counsel, and counsel for Joseph
Fitz, who seeks to opt-out of the settlement also appeared.
There were no other persons present.
For the reasons set forth in the remainder of this Order, the
Court HEREBY GRANTS the motion for final approval.

BACKGROUND
This case arises from allegations by Plaintiffs, Andrew
Steinfeld ("Mr. Steinfeld") and Walter Bradley ("Mr.
Bradley"), that Defendants engaged in a systematic practice of
calling consumers' cell phones by using an automatic
telephone dialing system or by using an artificial or
prerecorded voice, or by using both forms of communication,
without a consumer's prior express consent, in violation of the
Telephone Consumer Protection Act ("TCPA"), 47 U.S.C.
sections 227, et. seq.
Mr. Bradley filed his complaint on November 30, 2011.
(Bradley v. Discover Financial Services, No. 11-CV-5746YGR ("Bradley"), Docket No. 1.) Defendants moved to
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compel arbitration, and the parties fully briefed that motion.
Thereafter, the parties stipulated to defer the hearing on the
motion in order to participate in mediation sessions before the
Honorable Carl J. West (Ret.) ("Judge West"). In [*3] August
2012, the parties stipulated that Defendants could withdraw
the motion to compel arbitration, without prejudice to
renewing it at a later date, so that they could focus their
efforts on settlement. (Id., Docket No. 51.)
Mr. Steinfeld filed the complaint in this case on March 6,
2012. (Steinfeld v. Discover Financial Services, 12-CV-1118JSW ("Steinfeld"), Docket No. 1.) The parties postponed the
initial case management conference several times in order to
participate in mediation before Judge West. (Id., Docket Nos.
12, 17, 19, 26.) In August 2012, Defendants filed a motion to
compel arbitration. However, shortly after it was filed,
Defendants withdrew the motion without prejudice to re-filing
it at a later time, in light of settlement discussions. Thereafter,
the parties stipulated to postpone case deadlines to continue
settlement discussions and to finalize the terms of the
settlement once they reached an agreement in principle. (See,
e.g., id., Docket Nos. 27, 29, 31.)
On May 17, 2013, Plaintiffs filed their first amended
complaint, and filed their motion for preliminary approval of
a class action settlement. (Id., Docket Nos. 47-52.) On May
24, 2013, pursuant to the terms [*4] of the settlement, and
because Mr. Bradley had been added as a plaintiff to this case,
the parties stipulated to dismissal of the Bradley action.
(Bradley, Docket No. 54; Steinfeld, Docket No. 49,
Declaration of Daniel M. Hutchinson, Ex. B (Settlement
Agreement, § III, ¶ A).) On June 27, 2013, the Court issued
an order setting forth concerns with the proposed settlement.
(Steinfeld, Docket No. 53.) On July 18, 2013, in response to
the Court's Order, the parties entered into a First Amendment
to Settlement Agreement and Release. (Id., Docket No. 55-1.)
On August 29, 2013, after considering the First Amendment
and the parties' supplemental briefing, the Court granted the
motion for preliminary approval. The Court entered a
preliminary approval order on September 10, 2013. (Id.,
Docket Nos. 57, 59.)
The Settlement Agreement provides for "Prospective Practice
Changes," by which Settlement Class Members can submit a
revocation request to end all unwanted automated or autodialed telephone calls from Defendants. (Settlement
Agreement, § III, ¶ D.1.) The Settlement Agreement also
provides for monetary relief in the form of an $8.7 million
fund, which includes funds to pay Settlement Class
[*5] Members who submit claims, a possible cy pres

distribution, and "Settlement Costs."1 (Id., § III, ¶ D.2, § III, ¶
G.1 (describing settlement awards), § III, ¶ I.) The Settlement
Costs include any award of attorneys' fees or costs, any
incentive awards, the costs or printing and providing notice,
costs of administering the settlement, and the fees, expenses
and costs of the Claims Administrator. (Id., § II., ¶ 38.)
The Settlement Agreement also contains the following
provision:
If a Settlement Class Member has, as of the Effective
Date, one or more extensions of credit with Discover that
has been revoked or charged off, Discover, at its option
may apply a Reduction Award from the balance of those
extensions of credit in lieu of the Settlement Class
Member receiving a Cash Award or Credit Award, as set
forth in Section III.H.3.
(Id., § III, ¶ G.2.) The Court shall refer to this provision as the
"Reduction Award Option."
On January 24, 2014, Defendants notified Plaintiffs that
Defendants declined to exercise the Reduction Award Option.
(Steinfeld, Docket [*6] No. 77-1, Declaration of Julia B.
Strickland in Support of Defendants' Response to Objections
to Settlement, Ex. A.)
The Court shall address additional facts as necessary in the
remainder of this Order.

ANALYSIS

A. Objections and Comments on Settlement.
The following individuals have either objected to or
commented on the settlement: Gary Sibley; Mark and Cindy
Ferguson; Laura Royter; Timothy Rioux; Eric DeCicco;
Malikka Bachan; and Janice Gardner.2
Mr. Sibley complains about the definition of the class.
(Steinfeld, Docket No. 72.) However, the Court finds that the
class definition is sufficiently definite and readily
ascertainable, and it overrules the objection. Mr. Sibley also
contends that Plaintiffs are inadequate class representatives,
because the negotiated a settlement that benefits Defendants
at the expense of Class Members. He also objects to the terms

1 The

parties' proposed cy pres recipient is set forth in Steinfeld
Docket No. 52. The Court finds that the proposed recipient is
appropriate.
2 The

Court also received objections from Michael James Barton and
Deliris Palmer. However, those objections have been withdrawn.
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of the settlement on the basis that it provides inadequate
relief. For the reasons set forth below, the Court overrules
these objections. Mr. Sibley also objects to the requested fee
award. Ms. Royter and [*7] Mr. Rioux state that they believe
the lawsuit is frivolous and that plaintiffs should be required
to show "actual damages," but their primary objections are to
the amount of fees requested by Class Counsel. (Id., Docket
Nos. 62, 74.) The Court addresses all objections to fee awards
in the separate order, issued this date, resolving the motion for
fees and costs.
The Fergusons sent emails objecting to the form of notice
used in this case. (Id., Docket No. 70.) Mr. Ferguson
complained about using electronic mail to provide notice to
class members but does not raise any substantive objections to
the terms of the Settlement. Because the Court is required to
provide the best notice practicable, and because the use of
electronic mail enabled the parties to provide direct notice of
the Settlement to the majority of the Class Members, the
Court overrules the Ferguson's objections.
Mr. DeCicco and Ms. Bachan provide general comments that
support Discover's conduct and services. (Id., Docket Nos.
76-1 and 77-1.) To the extent they object to final approval of
the settlement on that basis, the Court overrules those
objections for the reasons set forth below.
Finally, Ms. Gardner objected to the deadline [*8] to file
objections following notice. (Id., Docket No. 73.) For the
reasons set forth below, the Court overrules this objection.
Ms. Gardner also suggests that she should receive an award
greater than the award she is likely to receive as part of the
settlement. For the reasons set forth below, the Court also
overrules this objection.

B. Rule 23 Requirements.
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23 permits settlement of
class claims only with court approval. Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(e).
Where, as here, the parties settle their claims before the class
has been certified, courts "must peruse the proposed
compromise to ratify both (1) the propriety of the certification
and (2) the fairness of the settlement." Staton v. Boeing Co.,
327 F.3d 938, 952 (9th Cir. 2003). Thus, the Court's first task
is to determine whether the settlement class satisfies the
requirements of Rule 23(a): numerosity, commonality,
typicality, and adequacy of representation. See Hanlon v.
Chrysler Corp., 150 F.3d 1011, 1019 (9th Cir. 1998).

Approval], Discover Financial Services or any of its
[*9] affiliates or subsidiaries placed a non-emergency
telephone call to a cellular telephone through the use of
an automatic telephone dialing system and/or an artificial
or prerecorded voice. Excluded from the Settlement
Class are the Judges to whom the Actions are assigned
an any member of the Judges' staff and immediate
family, as well as all persons who validly request
exclusion from the Settlement Class.
(Settlement Agreement, § II, ¶ 36; Steinfeld, Docket No. 59,
Preliminary Approval Order, ¶ 4.)
The parties provided the Court with a list of the individuals
who opted out of the settlement by the required deadline.
(Docket No. 76-2, Declaration of Jonathan D. Carameros
("Second Carameros Decl,"), ¶ 3.) Those individuals are
excluded from the class. Joseph Fitz filed an untimely notice
of opt-out request. (Id., Docket No. 87.) In order to determine
whether the Court should permit Mr. Fitz to opt-out, the Court
evaluates whether he has shown excusable neglect. See, e.g.,
Silber v. Mabon, 18 F.3d 1449, 1455 (9th Cir. 2011). In his
written submission, Mr. Fitz stated that his late submission
was inadvertent, but he offered no other explanation. In
addition, at the hearing, his counsel offered [*10] no
explanation for the late opt-out request, other than the fact
that he wished to pursue an individual action. Defendants
oppose the request. The Court finds that Mr. Fitz has not
established that he failure to opt-out by the deadline was the
result of excusable neglect. Accordingly, the Court DENIES
his request, and Mr. Fitz is HEREBY DEEMED A CLASS
MEMBER and is bound by this Order.
The Court finds the parties have established that certification
for purposes of settlement is proper. There are millions of
class members, which satisfies the numerosity requirement.
Further, Plaintiffs' claims are co-extensive with that of the
Class Members, in that they seek relief based on Defendants'
alleged systematic practice of using automated call systems
without consent. Finally, the Court concludes that the record
establishes that Plaintiffs and counsel vigorously represented
the interests of the Class Members. The Court also concludes
that the requirements of Rule 23(b)(3) are satisfied, in that the
parties have established that common questions of law and
fact predominate and that a class action is a superior method
to resolve this litigation.

C. Notice to Class Members and CAFA Notice.

The Settlement Class is defined as
All persons to whom, on or after, November 30, 2007,
through September 10, 2013 [the date of Preliminary

1. Notice [*11] to Class Members.
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The Court granted the motion for preliminary approval on
September 10, 2013, which set forth a plan to provide Class
Members with notice and approved the parties' form of notice.
On October 31, 2013, the Court granted a stipulation to
amend that plan. Pursuant to the notice plan, Class Members
were provided with direct notice by email or mail, and the
Court also ordered publication notice. (Preliminary Approval
Order, ¶¶ 11-12; Settlement Agreement, § III, ¶ F, Exs. B-C,
F, G; Steinfeld, Docket No. 61.)
Notice to class members, to alert them of their right to opt-out
of the class, must be "the best notice practicable under the
circumstances, including individual notice to all members
who can be identified through reasonable effort." Amchem
Prods. Inc. v. Windsor, 521 U.S. 591, 617, 117 S. Ct. 2231,
138 L. Ed. 2d 689 (1997). Due process does not entitle a class
member to "actual notice." Rather, due process requires the
best notice practicable, reasonably calculated under the
circumstances, to apprise a class member of the pendency of
the class action and to give that class member a chance to be
heard. See Silber, 18 F.3d at 1453-54.
According to the record, by November 20, 2013, KCC Class
Action
Services,
[*12] LLC
("the
Settlement
Administrator"), sent notice to over 8 million Class Members
by electronic mail. On November 27, 2013, the Settlement
Administrator sent notice by direct mail to approximately 1.8
million Class Members for whom the email notices were
returned as undeliverable. (Steinfeld, Docket No. 65-1,
Declaration of Jonathan D. Carameros ("First Carameros
Decl."), ¶¶ 5-6, Exs. A-B; Id., Docket No. 76-2, Declaration
of Jonathan D. Carameros ("Second Carameros Decl,"), ¶ 3.)
Notice was published in USA Today during the week of
November 27, 2013. (First Carameros Decl., ¶ 9, Ex. C.) The
Settlement Administrator also established a website where it
posted relevant documents, and included a "Frequently Asked
Questions" section and a section highlighting important
deadlines. The Notice includes a reference to that website.
(See id., ¶ 11, Ex. A.)
The Settlement Administrator also attests that it made
additional efforts to provide notice to Settlement Class
Members whose notices sent by U.S. mail or by electronic
mail were returned. (Id., ¶ 8.) In addition, at the request of
Class Counsel and at Class Counsel's sole expense, the
Settlement Administrator sent Class Members "reminder
[*13] notices" between January 10 and January 12, 2014.
(First Carameros Decl., ¶ 7; Second Carameros Decl., ¶ 6.)
According to the record, approximately 95% percent of the
class received direct notice of the settlement. (See generally
First and Second Carameros Declarations.)
The Court finds that Plaintiffs complied with the schedule for

the settlement process approved by the Court, and thus, have
satisfied the requirements set forth in In re Mercury
Interactive Corporation Securities Litigation, 618 F.3d 988,
994-95 (9th Cir. 2010). Class Members have been provided
Notice and access to Class Counsel's pleading in connection
with their Motion for Final Approval of the Settlement and
Application for Attorneys' Fees and Costs, as well as an
adequate amount of time to review such information before
the deadline for submission of requests for exclusion or
objections. The manner in which notice was provided is the
best notice practicable and reasonably calculated under the
circumstances to apprise Class Members of the class action
and to give Class Members the chance to be heard. Silber, 18
F.3d at 1453-54.

2. CAFA Notice.
Defendants provided notice of the proposed settlement to
Federal and State [*14] officials, pursuant to 28 U.S.C.
section 1715(b), on May 24, 2013. (Steinfeld, Docket No. 652, Declaration of Julia B. Strickland, ¶ 2, Ex. A.) The parties
did not provide additional notice of the First Amendment. The
Court raised this issue at the hearing and permitted the parties
to submit supplemental briefing on the issue. The Court has
considered the parties' supplemental briefs, in which they
contend that additional notice is not required. (Id., Docket
Nos. 93, 95.)
Pursuant to CAFA, "not later than 10 days after a proposed
settlement of a class action is filed in court, each defendant
that is participating in the proposed settlement shall serve
upon the appropriate State official of each State in which a
class member resides and the appropriate Federal official, a
notice of the proposed settlement," which should include,
inter alia, "any proposed or final class action settlement" or
"any settlement or other agreement contemporaneously made
between class counsel and counsel for the defendants." 28
U.S.C. § 1715(b)(4)-(5). "An order giving final approval of a
proposed settlement may not be issued earlier than 90 days
after the later of the dates on which the appropriate Federal
[*15] official and the appropriate State official are served
with the notice required under subsection (b)." Id. § 1715(d).
Failure to comply with the notice provision carries certain
consequences. Id. § 1715(e).
There is a dearth of authority on the issue of whether a
defendant must provide notice of revisions or amendments to
settlements under Section 1715(b). A district court in the
Eastern District of Louisiana concluded that additional notice
of revisions to a settlement was not required under CAFA.
See, e.g., In re Oil Spill by Oil Rig Deepwater Horizon in Gulf
of Mexico, 910 F. Supp. 2d 891, 940-41 (E.D. La. 2012).
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However, that court did engage in any analysis to support its
conclusion and, thus, the Court does not find it persuasive. At
least one district court within the Ninth Circuit faced with a
similar situation found "the text of this section ... unclear as to
its application to revisions of proposed settlements...." True v.
American Honda, Inc., 749 F. Supp. 2d 1052, 1083 (C.D. Cal.
2010).
The Court begins with the language of the statute. The plain
text of Section 1715(b) provides that a defendant must give
notice of "any proposed or final class action settlement" and
"any [*16] settlement or other agreement contemporaneously
made between class counsel and counsel for the defendants."
28 U.S.C. § 1715(b)(4)-(5) (emphasis added). Section 1715(b)
does not, however, expressly refer to amendments or revisions
to settlements and, as the True court noted, is "unclear as to
its application" in such situations. According to the legislative
history, Section 1715(b) was included as a means to
"safeguard plaintiff class members' rights," by providing state
and federal officials with an opportunity to "voice concerns if
they believe that the class action settlement is not in the best
interest of their citizens." S. Rep. 109-14, § III at *5; see also
3 Newberg on Class Actions, § 8:18 (5th ed. 2013)
In this case, the revisions to the settlement provided for a
longer claims period and revised the releases, which made the
settlement more favorable to the class members. (See Docket
No. 88-2). In addition, Class Members received notice of the
amendments and were provided with an opportunity to opt out
or object to that settlement as amended. As discussed below,
Class Members' reactions to the settlement have been
favorable. Further, the Court has not received any comments
from [*17] State or Federal officials relating to the original
agreement.
In the True case, the court concluded that the parties had not
sufficiently complied with Section 1715(b) where they
provided notice of substantive revisions to the settlement ten
days prior to the final approval hearing. Id. However, in
contrast to this case, the parties also did not provide notice of
those revisions to class members and twenty-six states filed
amicus briefs urging the court to reject the settlement. Id.
Thus, the Court finds the facts and circumstances in this case
distinguish it from True.
Given the lack of clear authority, the ambiguity of the
statutory provision, and the purposes behind CAFA's notice
provision, and in light of the facts and circumstances in this
case, the Court concludes that additional notice of the First
Amendment is not necessary for the Court to finally approve
the settlement. In addition, the Court finds that the notice
provided of the original agreement complied with the
requirements of Section 1715(b).

D. The Settlement Is Fair Reasonable and Adequate.
In order to determine whether the proposed settlement should
be approved, the Court weighs a number of factors, including:
"the [*18] strength of the plaintiff's case; the risk, expense,
complexity, and likely duration of further litigation; the risk
of maintaining class action status throughout the trial; the
amount offered in settlement; the extent of discovery
completed and the stage of the proceedings; the experience
and views of counsel; the presence of a governmental
participant; and the reaction of the ... members to the
proposed settlement." Hanlon v. Chrysler Corp., 150 F.3d
1011, 1026 (9th Cir. 1998).3
Plaintiffs argue that the thrust of this litigation was to put an
end to the "harassing, repeated, and intrusive autodialed
and/or prerecorded calls to consumers' cell phone" without
their consent. (See, e.g., Steinfeld, Docket No. 64, Mot. for
Attorneys' Fees at 3:9-11.) In order to remedy this alleged
wrong, the parties agreed to the Prospective Practice Changes,
which enable the Class Members to submit a simple
revocation request to end those calls. Plaintiffs have also
secured monetary [*19] relief for Class Members, from
which they will receive a pro-rata distribution that will
depend upon the number of claims submitted.4

1. The Strength of Plaintiffs' Case and the Risk of Further
Litigation.
Although the parties reached the settlement in this case fairly
early in the litigation process, the parties started to litigate
whether these claims should be arbitrated, and a ruling in
Defendants' favor on those motions could have required class
members to individually arbitrate the claims. Class Counsel
also documented other risks attendant to continued litigation,
including competing interpretations of a ruling of the Federal
Communications Commission. Thus, the Settlement
Agreement removes the risk that Plaintiffs and the Class
Members might not obtain any relief. See, e.g., Officers for

3 There

is no governmental participant in this case, and the Court and
parties represent there have been no responses from governmental
entities in response to the CAFA Notice. On balance, the Court finds
this factor is neutral.
4 The

Plaintiffs' description of this fund as "non-reversionary" in
their briefs, was the cause of much spilled ink, or its electronic
equivalent. However that issue is now moot, because Defendants
will not exercise the option to apply Reduction Awards. (See
Steinfeld, Docket No. 77-1, Declaration of Julia B. Strickland, ¶ 3,
Ex. B.)
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Justice v. Civil Serv. Com'n of City and County of San
Francisco, 688 F.2d 615, 625 (9th Cir. 1982). [*20] These
factors weigh in favor of approving the settlement.

2. The extent of discovery completed, the stage of the
proceedings, and the experience and views of counsel.

JEFFREY S. WHITE
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE

End of Document

Based on the record, the Court is satisfied that the parties
reached the proposed settlement at time when they had a full
and fair understanding of their cases and their opponents'
case. See Rodriguez v. West Publishing Corp., 563 F.3d 948,
967 (9th Cir. 2009) (factor weighed in favor of approving
settlement where parties had conducted extensive discovery
and had gone through a round of summary judgment
motions); In re Mego Fin. Corp. Sec. Litig., 213 F.3d 454,
459 (9th Cir. 2000) (factor weighed in favor of approving
settlement where plaintiffs had conducted significant
discovery and consulted with damages and accounting
experts).
Furthermore, Class Counsel are experienced in prosecuting
complex litigation, including the types of claims at issue in
this case, and are supportive of the settlement. The Court may
consider their view in determining whether or not to approve
the settlement. See In re Mego Fin., 213 F.3d at 459.
Accordingly, each of these factors also weighs in favor of
approving the settlement.

E. The Reaction [*21] of Class Members to the Proposed
Settlement.
There are approximately eight million Class Members. The
Court received specific objections or comments from nine
Class Members, and approximately 239 persons chose to opt
out. (Second Carameros Decl., ¶ 3.) The Court finds that the
reaction of the class to the Settlement Agreement is favorable,
which also weighs in favor of approving the settlement. See,
e.g., Rodriguez, 563 F.3d at 967.
Accordingly, for the foregoing reasons, the Court concludes
that the Settlement Agreement is fair, reasonable, and
adequate. The Court GRANTS the motion for final approval,
and the Court HEREBY DISMISSES, WITH PREJUDICE,
the Actions. The Clerk shall close this file.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated: March 31, 2014
/s/ Jeffrey S. White
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for Attorneys' Fees and Reimbursement of Expenses and for
Case Contribution Awards for Named Plaintiffs. Based upon
the Court's observation of counsel's conduct during this
litigation, the Court's knowledge of the difficult legal issues
facing the Plaintiffs, and a review of Class Counsel's
Application, the Application is due to be granted. This Order
explains the Court's findings and conclusion that Class
Counsel's fee and cost request is reasonable and merited.

Opinion by: G. PATRICK MURPHY

Opinion

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
MURPHY, District Judge:
This matter is before the Court in connection with Class
Counsel's Application for Attorneys' Fees and Reimbursement
of Expenses and for Case Contribution Awards for Named
Plaintiffs (Doc. 253). In their Application, Class Counsel, the
law firm of Schlichter, Bogard & Denton, requests a
reasonable fee for their role in obtaining a settlement of class
claims under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
("ERISA"). The settlement provides a $15.15 million
monetary recovery for participants in the General Dynamics
401(k) Plans, as well as significant [*4] affirmative relief for
the
approximately
158,000-member
ERISA
class.
Specifically, Class Counsel has asked this Court to award a
fee of 33 1/3% of the monetary settlement obtained or
$5,050,000.1 Class Counsel has also asked this Court to
award it $692,979.50 for outstanding costs. Class Counsel has
further requested the Court approve case contribution awards
of $25,000 to each of the three named plaintiffs.
In a Court-approved notice regarding the terms of the ERISA
settlement, class members were advised of Class Counsel's
request and were given an opportunity to object. Out of more
than 158,000 class notices mailed to the class members, as
well as a notice published in the newspaper USA Today and
on the class settlement website, only four objections were
received regarding Class Counsel's request for fees and costs.
The Court finds this remarkably small number of objections
to be an indication of the class' overwhelming and justified
support for their Class Counsel and Class Counsel's
[*5] Application. On November 22, 2010, this Court
conducted a hearing regarding the Motion for Final Approval
of Class Action Settlement as well as Plaintiffs' Application

1 Class

Counsel has not claimed fees for any portion of the accrued
interest on the funds held in the Settlement Fund. Accordingly, Class
Counsel request is less than 33 1/3 % of the monetary recovery.

When a settlement yields a common fund for class members,
fees must be paid from the recovery. See Boeing Co. v. Van
Gemert, 444 U.S. 472, 481, 100 S. Ct. 745, 62 L. Ed. 2d 676
(1980). Attorneys' fees based on the common fund doctrine
are appropriate in ERISA cases. See Florin v. Nationsbank, 34
F.3d 560, 563 (7th Cir. 1994). Under the "common-fund"
doctrine, Class Counsel who obtains a settlement or judgment
creating a commonly held fund for the benefit of the class is
entitled to a reasonable fee drawn from that fund. See, e.g.,
Boeing, 444 U.S. at 478. Where, as here, the settlement
includes [*6] substantial affirmative relief, such relief must
be considered in evaluating the overall benefit to the class.
See Manual for Complex Litigation (Fourth) § 21.71, at 337
(2004); Principles of the Law of Aggregate Litigation, §3.13;
cf. Blanchard v. Bergeron, 489 U.S. 87, 95, 109 S. Ct. 939,
103 L. Ed. 2d 67 (1989) (cautioning against an "undesirable
emphasis" on monetary "damages" that might "shortchange
efforts to seek effective injunctive or declaratory relief.").
Thus, this Court recognizes that it is important to take into
account affirmative relief in addition to monetary relief so as
to encourage attorneys to obtain effective affirmative relief.
While the true value of the affirmative relief is difficult to
pinpoint, it will without a doubt materially add to the
monetary recovery to the Plans.
In determining whether to grant a fee application in a class
action settlement, the United States Court of Appeals for the
Seventh Circuit requires the Court to determine whether the
fee requested is within the range of fees that would have been
agreed to at the outset of the litigation in an arm's length
negotiation in light of the risk of nonpayment and the normal
rate of compensation in the market at the time. See In re
Synthroid Mktg. Litig., 264 F.3d 712, 718 (7th Cir. 2001).
[*7] Thus, in common fund cases, "the measure of what is
reasonable [as an attorney fee] is what an attorney would
receive from a paying client in a similar case." Montgomery v.
Aetna Plywood, Inc., 231 F.3d 399, 408 (7th Cir. 2000). "It is
not the function of judges in fee litigation to determine the
equivalent of the medieval just price. It is to determine what
the lawyer would receive if he were selling his services in the
market rather than being paid by court order." In re
Continental Ill. Sec. Litig., 962 F.2d 566, 568 (7th Cir. 1992).
This requires the district judge to "ascertain the appropriate
rate for cases of similar difficulty and risk, and of similarly
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limited potential recovery." Kirchoff v. Flynn, 786 F.2d 320,
326 (7th Cir. 1986).
The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals uses a percentage basis
rather than a lodestar or other basis when determining a
reasonable fee. Gaskill v. Gordon, 160 F.3d 361, 363 (7th Cir.
1998); Florin, 34 F.3d 560 at 566. Where the market for legal
services in a class action is only for contingency fee
agreements, and there is a substantial risk of nonpayment for
the attorneys, "the normal rate of compensation in the market"
is "33.33% of the common [*8] fund recovered." In re
Ready-Mixed Concrete, No. 1:05-CV-00979 (S.D. Ind.), Doc.
732 at 14.
Since filing this action, Class Counsel has devoted very
substantial costs and attorney time to pursuing this case and
several other 401(k) fee cases which were the first of their
kind. The record reflects that these cases, collectively, have
brought sweeping changes to fiduciary practices within
401(k) plans and have changed the 401(k) industry for the
benefit of employees and retirees throughout the country. In
the case of this Class, the tireless efforts of Schlichter, Bogard
& Denton have brought about a significant monetary recovery
and monumental reforms to the Plans. This affirmative relief
will benefit current and future Plan Participants for years to
come.
Jerome Schlichter, and Schlichter, Bogard & Denton's work
throughout this litigation illustrates an exceptional example of
a private attorney general risking large sums of money and
investing many thousands of hours for the benefit of
employees and retirees. No case had previously been brought
by either the Department of Labor or private attorneys against
large employers for excessive fees in a 401(k) plan. Class
Counsel performed substantial [*9] work for more than a
year, investigating the facts, examining documents, and
consulting and paying experts to determine whether it was
viable. This case has been pending since September 11, 2006.
Litigating the case required Class Counsel to be of the highest
caliber and committed to the interests of the participants and
beneficiaries of the General Dynamics 401(k) Plans.
The Court finds that the market for complex plaintiffs'
attorney work in this case and similar cases is a contingency
fee. The Court further agrees that a one-third fee is consistent
with the market rate. This Court notes that Class Counsel's fee
has also been found, after review, to be reasonable by an
independent fiduciary. Based on the impressive monetary
recovery and affirmative relief, including restrictions on assetbased fees for recordkeeping, prohibitions on the use of retail
mutual funds, avoiding the provision of benefits to the
fiduciaries from plan service providers, greater disclosure,
and independent fiduciary oversight, Class Counsel's fee

application is undoubtedly reasonable. The Court finds that
the firm of Schlichter, Bogard & Denton have provided an
enormous benefit to the class of General Dynamics
[*10] employees and retirees, while undertaking great
financial risk in the event of an adverse decision on the
merits. Counsel's actions have led to dramatic changes in the
401(k) industry, including heightened disclosure and
protection of employees' and retirees' retirement assets.
The Court further finds that the expenses for which Counsel
requests reimbursement were reasonable and necessary and
demonstrate the commitment by Class Counsel on behalf of
the Class. The Court also notes that even after reaching an
agreement on monetary relief following two mediation
sessions — the second of which lasted for two full days —
Class Counsel continued to devote the time and energy
necessary to obtain substantial affirmative relief, which
necessitated a third, separate, all-day mediation.
The use of a lodestar cross-check in a common fund case is
unnecessary, arbitrary, and potentially counterproductive. See
In re Synthroid Mktg. Litig., 325 F.3d 974, 979-980 (7th Cir.
2003) ("The client cares about the outcome alone" and class
counsel's efficiency should not be used "to reduce class
counsel's percentage of the fund that their work produced.");
In re Comdisco Sec. Litig., 150 F. Supp. 2d 943, 948 n.10
(N.D. Ill. 2001) [*11] ("To view the matter through the lens
of free market principles, [lodestar anaylsis] (with or without
a multiplier) is truly unjustified as a matter of logical
analysis."); Exploding the Class Action Agency Costs Myth:
The Social Utility of Entrepreneurial Lawyers, 155
U.Pa.L.Rev. 103 (Nov. 2006). Nevertheless, the Court finds
that Class Counsel spent in excess of 10,000 attorney hours
and over 1,850 hours of legal assistant time litigating this
case. The Court may rely on summaries submitted by
attorneys and need not review actual billing records. In re Rite
Aid Corp. Sec. Litig., 396 F.3d 294, 306-307 (3d Cir. 2005).
This is national litigation which few lawyers or law firms are
capable of handling. Applying a reasonable blended rate for
attorney time of $514.60 per hour, including $800 per hour
for hours spent by senior partners, rates found reasonable for
Class Counsel in other recent cases, including Martin v.
Caterpillar Inc., 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 82350, 2010 WL
3210448 (C.D. Ill. Aug. 12, 2010) (granting final approval of
settlement); 07-1009 (Doc. 197) (awarding Attorneys' fees
and costs), the lodestar multiplier here would be less than 1.
Accordingly, while the Court does not believe a lodestar
cross-check [*12] is necessary, Class Counsel's fee request
easily withstands such analysis.
Finally, Plaintiffs request $25,000 case contribution awards to
each of the three named Plaintiffs. "Incentive awards are
justified when necessary to induce individuals to become
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named representatives." In re Synthroid, 264 F.3d at 722-23.
The record suggests that the named Plaintiffs have been
active, hands-on participants in the litigation, expending
significant amounts of their own time to benefit the class.
Class Counsel reported that they assisted with discovery,
submitted to lengthy depositions, and were involved in the
settlement process. The total award for all three named
Plaintiffs combined represents just 0.5% of the total
Settlement Fund. Awards of $25,000 for each Plaintiff are
well within the ranges that are typically awarded in
comparable cases. See, e.g., Cook v. Niedert, 142 F.3d 1004,
1015 (7th Cir. 1998) (upholding award of $25,000 to class
representative); In re Dun & Bradstreet Credit Servs.
Customer Litig., 130 F.R.D. 366, 377 (S.D. Ohio, 1990)
(awarding $215,000 or 1.19% of the settlement fund to the
named plaintiffs).
After consideration of Class Counsel's Application, the Court
concludes [*13] that the requested attorney' fees and cost
reimbursements are fair, reasonable and merited by Counsel's
substantial efforts to obtain relief for the class. But for Class
Counsel's determined prosecution of this action, the General
Dynamics 401(k) Plans and their participants would not have
obtained any recovery because it is extremely unlikely that
they would have found other qualified counsel to take on the
burden and risk of pursuing these claims. Schlichter, Bogard
& Denton have been virtually alone in their willingness to
fully pursue ERISA fiduciary breach claims against large
employers for excessive fees, imprudent investment options,
and the types of breaches at issue in this case. Accordingly, it
is ORDERED that the requested attorneys' fee of $5.05
million is APPROVED. It is further ORDERED that the
requested reimbursement of $692,979.50 in outstanding costs
is APPROVED. The Settlement Administrator shall pay the
combined sum of $5,742,979.50 to the firm of Schlichter,
Bogard & Denton out of the settlement fund, and shall pay
each of the three named Plaintiffs the sum of $25,000.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED: November 22, 2010
/s/ G. Patrick Murphy
G. PATRICK MURPHY
United States District [*14] Judge
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